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PREFACE
This document contains the proceedings of the Workshop on Scaling
Effects in Composite Materials and Structures held at NASA Langley Research
Center, November 15-16, 1993. The workshop was jointly sponsored by NASA,
the Engineering Science and Mechanics Department of Virginia Tech, and the
Institute for Mechanics and Materials of the University of California at San Diego.
Workshop attendees represented government agencies, academia, and the aircraft
industry. The objectives of the workshop were to bring together, for the first time,
researchers working to identify and characterize size dependent properties of
composite materials and structures, to determine the state-of-technology in this
field, and to assess the directions and technology shortfalls for future research
efforts.
The document contains a brief abstract and presentation materials from
each of the technical presentations made during the two-day workshop. While this
information is not as complete as might be found in a technical paper, it is
suggested that additional information be obtained directly from the individual
presenters. The names and addresses of the presenters are provided in the list of
attendees.
The use of trade names of manufacturers in this report does not constitute an
official endorsement of such products or manufacturers, either expressed or implied, by
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Karen E. Jackson
US Army Vehicle Structures Directorate, ARL
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia 23681
Q*o
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INTRODUCTION
The increased application of advanced composite materials in the aircraft industry
has raised issues related to scale model technology. For composite materials, it is
expensive and time consuming to fabricate and test full-scale components during the
design evaluation phase. An obvious alternative might be scale model testing. But, can
tests on scale model composite structures be used to predict the behavior of expensive
prototypes? This question and other related questions have been the subject of recent
research and were addressed during this workshop. Some of the important issues are
listed as follows:
Are the scaling laws developed and validated, which will permit
data generated on subscale components to predict full-scale
behavior?
What are the issues related to construction of scale models using
inhomogeneous, layered composite materials?
What is the significance of size dependent material properties for composite
materials?
What level of scaling is necessary for realistic structural problems?
Microstructural scaling? Ply-level scaling? Sublaminate-level scaling?
Macrostructural scaling?
What are the equations which govern the interactions between the microstructural
and macrostructural scales?
The objectives of this workshop were to gather together the leading researchers in
scale model research to discuss the state-of-technology, attempt to address some of the
issues highlighted previously, and define future directions for scale model research. The
presentations were divided into four sessions along the following topic areas: Scaling
Effects in (1) Structures, (2) Material Properties, Failure, and Damage Mechanics, and (3)
Impact Response.
The ideal technique for constructing scale model composite structures would be
to geometrically scale the constituent materials, the fiber and the matrix, or the
microstructure. This method, however, is too expensive to be a practical alternative. In
lieu of microstructural scaling, several other techniques have been used to fabricate scale
model composite structures on the macrostructural level. In ply-level scaling, the
baseline, or model, laminate stacking sequence is "scaled-up" by simply increasing the
number of layers for each angular ply orientation. For example, a baseline 8-ply quasi-
is,tropic lay-up [+45 °/-45 °/0 °/90°]s is scaled to twice the baseline thickness by
doubling the number of plies at each orientation, [+45* 2/-45* 2/0° 2/90* 2]s. Ply-level
scaled laminates are constitutively similar in that the in-plane and bending moduli are
appropriately scaled.
A second macrostructural scaling technique is called sublaminate-level scaling.
In this method the laminate thickness is scaled by repeating the baseline stacking
sequence as a sublaminate group. For example, the 8-ply quasi-is,tropic laminate
mentioned previously is "scaled-up" as [(+450/-450/0°/90°)]2s using the sublaminate-
level scaling approach. Note that the in-plane moduli are scaled appropriately between
V
two different sized specimens using the sublaminate-level scaling technique, but the
flexural moduli are distorted.
Finally, a third technique for scaling composite laminates on the macrostructural
level is called sub-ply level scaling. In this method, the standard pre-preg ply thickness
is scaled by reducing the number of fibers through-the-thickness. For example, a
standard graphite-epoxy pre-preg ply, designated Grade 190, has between 12-16 fibers
through the thickness of a single ply and is approximately 0.005 inches thick. A Grade
95 graphite-epoxy pre-preg ply has approximately 6-8 fibers through a single ply and is
about 0.0025 inches thick. And, a Grade 48 ply has approximately 34 fibers through the
thickness of a single ply and is approximately 0.00125 inches thick. Thus, a subscale
component or structure can be fabricated from the reduced-thickness material. Both ply-
level and sublaminate-level scaling techniques can be used in combination with the sub-
ply scaling approach. Disadvantages of this technique are the expense of the reduced-
thickness material; e.g., the Grade 48 material costs $500 per pound, and only two or
three scaled materials may be available.
Previous research has demonstrated that ply-level scaled composite tensile
coupons exhibit a reduced ultimate strength with increasing size or scale. Likewise, ply-
level scaled flexural beams exhibit the same trend. The magnitude of the "size" effect is
dependent on laminate stacking sequence. Generally, laminates containing 0° plies, such
as cross-ply or quasi-isotropic lay-ups, show less of the size effect than laminates which
contain no 0° plies, such as angle-ply lay-ups. An opposite trend has been observed for
sublaminate-scaled tensile coupons. In general, the larger specimens have greater
strength than the subscale counterparts. The effect is particularly dramatic for angle ply,
+45 ° laminates. Ply-level scaled tensile coupons exhibit a linear-elastic response until
ultimate failure, with the smaller specimens exhibiting a much greater ultimate strength
than the prototype. Sublaminate-level scaled tensile coupons exhibit a classic linear
elastic-plastic response, with the larger specimens failing at greater stresses and strains
than their subscale counterparts. These findings have promoted modifications to the
ASTM standard test methods for determination of shear modulus and strength, since
these standards rely on tests of +45 ° tensile coupons.
The significance of the research on scaling effects in composite materials is that,
in general, current failure criteria do not account for the effect. Strength theories such as
maximum stress or strain, or the tensor polynomial criteria are not size dependent.
Weibull statistical approaches have been used, but they tend to be material and laminate
specific, and therefore not applicable to broad classes of composite materials and
laminate stacking sequences. Stress intensity criteria as well as strain energy release rate
criteria do incorporate a degree of size dependency. However, the effect is not laminate
dependent. A new failure theory or a combination of some of the criteria mentioned
previously is required to model the complex issue of size dependent failure mechanics in
composite materials.
It is anticipated that continued research on scaling effects in composite materials
will lead to the development of validated scaling laws such that data generated on the
subscale level can be used to predict the behavior of full-scale components.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND NEEDS
1. Develop failure criteria which incorporate statistical methods and combined stress
2. How do we bridge the micro and macro levels?
3. How are scale effects and structural instability related?
4. Ply thickness effects--how do we handle thicker-than-standard plies?
5. Specify resin toughness as a variable?
6. What design techniques can be applied to avoid scale effects?
7. Catalog the design methodology.
8. Study damage characterization and evolution in scaled structures?
9. Determine size effect in the fatigue loading environment?
10. Measure stress concentration at fiber breaks?
11. Incorporate size dependent failure criteria for computer simulation.
12. Examine the sources of scale effects.
vii
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STRUCTURES SESSION
Jim Starnes, Moderator
1

DESIGN OF SCALED DOWN
STRUCTURAL MODELS
George J. Simitses
Aerospace Engineering and Engineering Mechanics
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45221
Abstract
In the aircraft industry, full scale and large component testing is a very necessary, time
consuming and expensive process. It is essential to find ways by which this process can be
minimized without loss of reliability. One possible alternative is the use of scaled down
models in testing and use of the model test results in order to predict the behavior of the
larger system, referred to herein as prototype. The presentation provides justification and
motivation for the research study, and it describes the necessary conditions (similarity
conditions) for two structural systems to be structurally similar with similar behavioral
response. Similarity conditions provide the relationship between a scaled down model and
its prototype. Thus, scaled down models can be used to predict the behavior of the
prototype by extrapolating their experimental data. Since satisfying all similarity
conditions simultaneously is in most cases impractical, distorted models with partial
similarity can be employed. Establishment of similarity conditions, based on the direct use
of the governing equations, is discussed and their use in the design of models is presented.
Examples include the use of models for the analysis of cylindrical bending of orthotropic
laminated beam plates, of buckling of symmetric laminated rectangular plates subjected to
uniform uniaxial compression and shear, applied individually, and of vibrational response
of the same rectangular plates. Extensions and future tasks are also described.
Work supported by the NASA Langley Research Center under Grant NAG-l-1280 and
the University of Cincinnati. The NASA technical officer for this Grant is Dr. James H.
Starnes, Jr. His encouragement and support are gratefully acknowledged.
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OUTLINE
• INTRODUCTION
- MOTIVATION
- SIMILARITY CONDITIONS
• EXAMPLES
- BUCKLING OF CROSS-PLY LAMINATED PLATES
• AXIAL COMPRESSION
• SHEAR
- FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF CROSS-PLY LAMINATED PLATES
- BENDING OF WIDE BEAMS
• CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
INTRODUCTION
• MOTIVATION :Aircraft Design
-Preliminary and Concept Design
(Mission requirements, expected performance; identificatio_t of components and
their connection, of manufacturing and of assembly techniques)
- Detailed Design
(identification of critical design areas analysis - design and redesign)
-Verification of the Design
Large component testing and full scale(prototype) testing
• Manufacturing decisions, predictability of
components and management of production
process
MOTIVATION (CONT'D)
• C-141A STATICTESTPROGRAMINCLUDES
- 8 wing tests
- 17 fuselage tests
- 7 empennage tests
- 6 nacelle and pylon tests
- etc .....
• FULL SCALE FATIGUE TESTS ON FOUR SPECIMENS(B,C,D,E)
C,D,E : goal of four lifetimes
B : goal of two lifctimes
C-I,tlA FATIGUE 'rEST SPECIMENS
, ,, , , ,, , ,,, , , i , , i |, t , L J t
_'_ SPECIMEN B SPECIMEN C
AGE AFT FUSELAGE
L EMPENNAGE
SPECIMEN E
SPECIMEN D NLG & SUPPORT STRUCTURE
MLG & SUPPORT STRUCTURE
MOTSVATION(CONT'D)
• LIMIT LOAD : Maximum load that aircraft is expected toencounter.
• DESIGN LOAD : Limit Load x Safety Factors
SAFETY FACTOR > 1.5 (Fitting factors, bearing factors, dynamic etc.)
• THE GOAL IS TO DESIGN AIRCRAFT SUCH THAT THERE ARE NO
FAILURES AT LIMIT LOAD
- NO PART WILL BE STRESSED BEYOND PROPORTIONAL LIMIT
OF MATERIAL.
- NO BUCKLING FAILURE (STATIC & DYNAMIC)
- ADDITIONAL : FATIGUE, AEROELASTIC INSTABILITY, etc.
.THEORY OF SIMILITUDE
xp=axm, X., =A-1Xp
A_l 0 ... 0
0 A_2 ... 0A=
"- I ", ;
0 0 ... ,_,_
SCALE FACTORS :
Azi = Xi.-.__p :=_ Xip = )_ziT, im
Xim
Two approaches:
• Dimensional Analysis
• Direct Use of Governing Equations
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DIRECT USE OF GOVERNING EQUATIONS
f(Xtp, X2p, X3p,...,xnp)=O, f(_lm, X2m, X3m,'",Xnm)'"O
wheIe
Xi " Geometric, Material properties, and Response parameters.
f(x_p,x_p,x3p,...,xnp) -_ ](xl_,_m,_3_,'",Xnm)
¢(_X1,, AX2p,_X3p,'" ",_X_p) = 1
(NO SCALE EFFECT CONSIDERED_)
Buckling of Symmetric Laminated
Cross-Ply Rectangular Plates
(Bij = 0 , D16 = D26 = A16 = A26 -- 0)
(_, &_, _)
l)llWOxxx_ + 2D12w°zxyy + D22w,yyyy -
- 0 - 0
where D12 = DI2 + 2D66
B.C's: Simply Supported
atx :0_a
w = O , Mx = -Dliw°_ = O
at y =0, b
w=0 , My= -D22w°_=0
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UNIAXJ_L COMPRESSIOI_
o o - N,-G, =o (2)
co oo . mTrgc . ?_Try
w°= E E Am.s*_(---j-)s*n(--V)m=l n=l
4 2
A2 A_ _ A.A.
_#,,= _,,_ =_,_ = _-_ (4)
ADn A_
AK= - AE=A_A_ ] Three Similarity
_2_ I Conditions Relating
)_g,, = ,,,AE2_A_ Nine Parameters
K,b 2
where K== = _22h 3
SHEAR
D.w?....-2D,_w?...-D_w..°_ 2_.w%=o
oo co mrx n_ry
w °= _ _ A_.sin(_)sin(--v-)
nt=l n=l
b a 0 - - 0 " • m_rx
nxy
sin(--b-)dxdy=O , m,n= l,2,...c_ (5)
ofequations.
• Dn m 4 2 ]-)12 m2n 2 _D22h3Rn4)Am. K 32ran _ oo-- s_ E E ApqQm.pq (6)(E-22 h3R-3 + E-22 h3 R "_E22 lr p=lq--1
constraints for
m :k p = oddm,n=l,2,...,c¢ , n:kq=odd
1V=_b2 a pq
Ks -- E22h 3 , R "- -_ , Qmnpq = (m2_ p2)(n2 - q2)
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SHEAR, (CONT'D)
2 2 AK, AreA.AnADII A4m _ArnAn AD22 _ _4
-- -- -- "t---'_3 ARArl = _AmnAE22A3A_. AE22A3 Aa AE22Ah
where _
= E E AvqQm.pq
p=l q=l
Assumption:
A m -- A n --'--lp -" lq "--1 ==_ An = 1
ADI 1
)_go-- A_=A_A]_] Three Similarity
_Dn _ ] Conditions Relating
AK,- AE=_AR Five Parameters
AD22 An
AK, - AE2_A_
Summary Of Similarity Conditions
Uniaxial. Shear
ADll ' ,A2 ADll (7)
= D,2 (8)
AE22A_ AKs = AE22A_
AD22 .4.2 AD:a2 ,, (9)
_'22 h )_E22A3
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_COMP_LE_TE SIMILARITY_
A_,I= A_2_= ADI_ (I0)
t3 [(rp- 1)¢p+11A3A
D1, --[(F - 1)¢ + 1]_Q,1 _ An,, = [(Fro- 1-_-m¥iJ ' Q''
t3 [(_1_-.,,)_,+F,_]
D22= [(1 - F)¢ + F]-_Q,1 _ AD22"- [(1- Fm)¢m'+_"-m] At3AQu
t3 [ Ql2p + 2Q66p]A3
whor_.F-E22-Q22 , M-N+I and
Eli QI1 N- 1
1 M(N - 3)[M(N - 1) + 2(N + 1)
¢ - (1 + M)3 + (N2 - 1)(1 + M)3
- 1)¢ r + 1 ], [ (1- Fp)¢p + F_ ] [ Ql2p + 2Q66p]( -_,. --i]AQ'= L F,,,)¢._ mJAQH= Q1 ,,, --_ 6.,J
COMPLETE SIMILARITY(CONT'D)
fl(JZij, uij,G12, N)- [(F,, - VW_ -iJ q_'- [(1- Fm)¢m+-_"-m]AQ'L=0
[ (1-F_)¢,+_, ] [Q_,+2Q_]f2( Eij, uij, G,2, N) = (I_-F_ -+'Fro AQu - Q12m Q66mJ =0
_Ih,1)lc1 Comparison of shear buckling loads of Kevlar/Epozy plates with
ply - level scaling(complete similarity).
model Ks = N_b2 %Disc.
Configuration model prototype predicted th.(p)ap_.0,)th.(p)ath.(,_)
(02/902)s 32.74 32.74 32.74 0.0 0.0
(0to/90to)_ 32.74 32.74 32.74 0.0 0.0
(02o/902o)_ 32.74 32.74 32.74 0.0 0.0
Itheory - predicted I%Disc.(th.&pr.) = 100 x
theory
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_SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Geometry a, b, h( R, h)
Structural Geometry Material Properties Eii , uii ,p
Stacking Sequence N, 0i(0/90)
Mode Parameters n , mResponse Critical Load IVy=, fiTy_, fi[x_
Y.ERSIONS OF SCALED DOWN MODELS
• Distortion in stacking sequence and number of plies (N)
- ply-level scaling (0,/90,_)s
- sublaminate - level scaling (0/90),5
- general scaling symmetric laminate
angle ply, quasi- isotropic, cross ply (0/90/...)
• Distortion in material properties E6 , vii ,p
0
90
90
0
Prototype
o o
0
0 ] 90
90 90 t 0
90 , : 90
90 90 90
90 0 0
0 90
0 General Scaling 0
Ply-Level Sca#ng Sublamlnate-Level Scaling
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Figure 1 : l'redicted and Theoretical Compressive Buckling Load of the Prototype (0/90)2os
When (0/90/0...),_ Is Used as Model.
12o- , I I I ....
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p: K/E 49 (0/90)20.
I00- m: K/E 49 (0/90/0...),,
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Figure 2 : Predicted and Theoretical Compressive Buckling Load of the Kevlar/Epoz 9
Prototype When Model Has Different Material Properties.
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Figure 3 : Predicted and Theoretical Shear Buckling Load of the Prototype (0/90)2oa
When(0/90/0...). Is Usedas Model.
260 , , " _ " , ........ , , ,"
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240 p: K/E 49 (0/90)20,
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Figure 4 : Predicted and Theoretical Shear Buckling Load of the Kevlar/Epozy
Prototype When Model lIas Different Material Properties.
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Table 2 Relaxation in material properties by using isotropie model.
Prototype Is Kevlar//Epoxy (0/90)2os
model K=_ = N=zb---_'_ %Disc.
E_,_h3
material t"trn model prototype predicted i th.@)_:pr.(p)th.(p)ath.(r.)
Aluminum 0.705 4.174 14.16 14.16 0.0 70.51
Brass 0.705 4.143 14.16 14.16 0.0 50.80
Copper 0.705 4.149 14.16 14.16 0.0 70.69
Steel 0.705 4.045 14.16 14.16 0.0 71.36
P VC 0.705 4.374 14.16 14.16 0.0 69.1
Polyethylene 0.705 4.760 14.16 14.16 0.0 66.38
model Ks = N=ubZ %Disc.
E22h 3
material Rm model prototype predicted th.(p)t,pr.(p) th.(p)tah.(,,)
Aluminum 0.627 20.22 34.04 34.04 0.0 40.61
Brass 0.627 20.07 34.04 34.04 0.0 41.02
Copper 0.627 20.10 34.04 34.04 0.0 40.97
Steel 0.627 19.63 34.04 34.04 0.0 42.32
P VC 0.627 21.18 34.04 34.04 0.0 37.77
Po..tyet___h.y_lene]0.627 23.05 34.04 34.04 0.0 32.28
Figure 5 : Predicted and Theoretical Natural Frequency of the Prototype (0/90)2os
When (0/90/0...),, Is Used as Model.
4.0 , i i , i
p: K/E 49 (0/90)20,
5.5 m: K/E. 49 (0/90/0...),.
Rp=Rm= 1
O
5.0
lh.(m)
_._ A_,,AA 'rh.(p)ix ooooo(h 2.5 OOOOOPr.(p)
S'
II A
I_ 2.0 ,'.
z_A z,
1.5 __e ® $ g _ _ _ • ,,,,
1.0
0 lb 2b _b 4b 5b 6b yb 80
N_
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__S_T_ESSES_
_ = (0,2 u=+I_,__ z_,=_ (11)
r_y (0,4 2
O'xx (k) = _'dll U,x -Jr 2
Applying sinfilitude theory for the normal stress, a_x,
%=ck)= _il)(_ + _ _) (13)
The resulting sinfilarity conditions are
;%..(_)= _i_)_u_;_ (14)
2 -2 (15)A_,,,(k)= A01_)A_,A,
A(,,,(k) = A01_)A,A_,A_'2 (16)
where A_,= A3 AqAD11 and A_ = A,,A,ABtIA_._I
Figure 6 : Predicted and Theoretical Normal Stress ax_ Distributions in Various Layers of the
Prototype G2 (0/90/0...)16 When G4 (od9o_/%/9o_/o3)zsUsedasModel.
0.08 ....
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Fig,re 7 : Predicted and Theoretical Normal Stress (r= Distributions in Various Layers of the
l',_ototype K7 (041904/04/904/04) When G1 (0/90/0...)16 Is Usedas Model.
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Figure 8 : Predicted and Theoretical Normal Stress (r= Distributions in Various Layers of the
Prototype K7 (04/904/04/904/04) When G4 (03/903/03/903/03)/8 Used as Model.
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l?igu re, 8 : l'1_l,dicted and Theoretical Normal Stress a_ Distributions in Various Lauers of the
Prototype E7 (04/904/04/904/04) When G4 (03/903/03/903/03) Is Used as Model.
0.08 (3,, 2: Ke./Ep. (0,/90,/0,/90,/0,)
0.05 _ m: E-GI./Ep.(0,/90,/0,/90_I0_)
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..... pr.(P)
-o.to T r
-400.0 -200.0 0.0 200.0 400.0
Stress (Ksi)
Figure 9 : Predicted and Theoretical Normal Stress a== Distributions in Various Layers of the
Prototype G5 (0/90/0...)4s When G1 (0/90/0...)18 Is Used as Model.
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• There is tremendous freedom in designing
distorted scale models because the number of
similarity conditions is much smaller than the
number of design variables.
• For stress analysis, buckling analysis and
vibrations analysis, scaled down models can
easily be designed as long as there exists
_m_tmeaDm_t.
• If scale effects are completely understood they
can be incorporated in the system parameters
(modify properties or use functional expres-
sion)
CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS (CONT'D)
• Small scale models will not eliminate full scale
tests but will definitely reduce tile required num-
ber of full scale or large component tests.
• Develop the method for designing and employing
scale models for more complex systems, i.e stiff-
ened and/or laminated curved configurations.
• Experimental verification of the accuracy of the
proposed scaled model.
• Implementation of structural similitude to inelas-
tic and failure analysis of composite structures.
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SUB-PLY LEVEL SCALING APPROACH INVESTIGATED FOR GRAPHITE-EPOXY
COMPOSITE BEAM-COLUMNS
Karen E. Jackson
U.S. Army Vehicle Structures Directorate, ARL
Landing and Impact Dynamics Branch, SDyD
and
Sotiris Kellas
Lockheed Engineering and Sciences Company
Abstract
Scale model graphite-epoxy composite specimens were fabricated using the "sub-ply
level" approach and tested as beam-columns under an eccentric axial load to determine the effect
of specimen size on flexural response and failure. The "sub-ply level" approach for constructing
scale model composite specimens is a new technique. Previously, scale model composite
structures were constructed using two different approaches for sizing the thickness of the
specimens. In the ply level approach, the baseline laminate stacking sequence is increased by
blocking plies with similar angular orientation together. Thus, using the ply level approach, a
baseline 8-ply quasi-isotropic lay-up such as [_45/0/90]s would be scaled up to [+452/-
452/02/902]s for a full-scale specimen with twice the thickness. In the sublaminate level
approach, the thickness is increased by repeating a sublaminate group. For example, a full-scale
specimen having twice the thickness of the same baseline 8-ply quasi-isotropic laminate would
have a [(_45/0/90)]2s lay-up using the sublaminate level approach. Laminates scaled using the
sublaminate level technique contain dispersed plies as opposed to blocked ply groups seen with
the ply level approach. Both of these techniques have been used to investigate the effect of
specimen size on the tensile response and failure of composite coupons [1-5], and the flexural
response and failure of composite beam-columns [6-9]. Results of these studies indicate a size
effect in strength which depends on the laminate type and scaling technique. In general, ply level
scaled composite specimens exhibit a trend of decreasing strength with increasing size.
Sublaminate level scaled specimens exhibit the opposite trend, increasing strength with specimen
size. Current failure theories for composite materials, such as maximum stress and strain or
tensor polynomial theories, cannot predict the size effect.
The ply level and sublaminate level approaches are macroscopic scaling techniques
which use standard pre-.preg material in construction of both the model and full-scale specimens.
Thus, in both approaches the smallest scaling unit is the thickness of a single ply. Ideally, a true
replica model composite structure would be fabricated from a geometrically scaled pre-preg
material with a scaled microstructure including scaled fiber size, shape and distribution.
However, this degree of scaling is impractical at this time due to high cost of producing the pre-
preg material.
In the current research project, although the fiber diameters are not scaled, the thickness
of the pre-preg material itself has been scaled by adjusting the number of fibers through the
thickness of a single ply. Three different grades of graphite-epoxy composite material
(AS4/3502) were obtained from Hercules, Inc., in which the number of fibers through the
thickness of a single ply was reduced (Grade 190 with 12 to 16 fibers, Grade 95 with 6 to 8
fibers, and Grade 48 with 3 to 4 fibers). Thus, using the sub-ply level approach, a baseline 8 ply
quasi-isotropic laminate could be fabricated using either the Grade 48 or Grade 95 material and
the corresponding full-scale laminate would be constructed from Grade 95 or standard Grade 190
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material, respectively. Note that in the sub-ply level approach, the number of ply interfaces is
constant for the baseline and full-scale laminates. This is not true for the ply level and
sublaminate level scaled specimens.
The three grades of graphite-epoxy composite material were used to fabricate scale
model beam-column specimens with in-plane dimensions of 0.5*n x 5.75.n, where n=l, 2,4
corresponding to 1/4, 1/2, and full-scale factors. Angle ply, cross ply, and quasi-isotropic
laminate stacking sequences were chosen for the investigation and the test matrices for each
laminate type are given in the following figures. Specimens in each laminate family with the
same in-plane dimensions, but different thicknesses were tested to isolate the influence of the
thickness dimension on the flexural response and failure. Also, specific lay-ups were chosen
with blocked plies and dispersed plies for each laminate type.
The loading configuration is depicted in the following figures. Specimens were subjected
to an eccentric axial load until failure. The load offset was introduced through a set of hinges
which were attached to the platens of a standard load test machine. Three sets of geometrically
scaled hinges were used to ensure that scaled loading conditions were applied. This loading
condition was chosen because it promotes large flexural deformations and specimens fail at the
center of the beam, away from the grip supports. Five channels of data including applied vertical
load, end shortening displacement, strain from gages applied back-to-back at the midspan of the
beam, and rotation of the hinge from a bubble inclinometer were recorded for each specimen.
The beam-column test configuration was used previously to study size effects in ply level scaled
composite specimens of the same material system, sizes, and stacking sequences [6-9]. Thus, a
direct comparison between the two scaling approaches is possible. Ply level scaled beam-
columns with angle ply, cross ply, and quasi-isotropic lay-ups exhibited no size dependencies in
the flexural response, but significant size effects in strength. The reduction in strength with
increasing specimen size was not predicted successfully by analysis techniques. It is anticipated
that results from this investigation will lead to a better understanding of the strength scale effect
in composite structures.
2O
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INTRODUCTION
PROBLEM STATEMENT
To Investigate Scaling Effects in the Flexural Response
and Failure of Graphite-EpoxyComposite Beam-Columns
Fabricated Usingthe Sub-Ply Level Scaling Technique
OBJECTIVE
To Evaluate the Sub-Ply Level ScalingApproach by
Performing Similar Beam-ColumnTestsThat Were
Conducted Previously Using Ply LevelScaled Specimens
of the Same MaterialType and LoadingCondition
PAYOFF
Development of Valid Scaling Laws for Composite
Materials and Strength Theories Which Incorporate
Specimen Size Will Encourage Testing of Scale Model
Structures Resulting in Significant Cost Savings
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SCALE EFFECT - DEFINITION
!'i
• Deviation from some law of mechanics,
4P
4A
A---x _ P Sfull scale
= 1, no scale effect
Smedel
Sfull scale
P Smodet _1, scale effect
i
This schematic drawing illustrates the definition
of a scale effect as a deviation from some law
of mechanics. The example shows a test
coupon of cross sectional area A, loaded in
tension to a level P. Given a second coupon
which is twice the size of the smaller one, the
cross sectional area is 4A, and the load level
for a comparable stress state is 4P. If the ratio
of the strengths of the two samples is equal to
1, then there is no size dependency in strength.
If the ratio is not equal to 1, then a scale effect
is observed and strength is a function of
material volume, or size.
SPECIMEN SCALING METHODS
Geometric Scaling " _
• All dimensions are _i _'_
proportionally scaled _;_ i .," "
- ;;opo,tona,iysca,e2e .
Out-of-plane scaling (l-D)
e Thickness dimensions are
proportionally scaled
Dimensional scaling may be accomplished by
(1) scaling all three dimensions in proportion to
a single ratio, (2) scaling the in-plane
dimensions alone, while leaving the thickness
constant, or (3) scaling the thickness dimension
proportionally, and leaving the in-plane
dimensions constant• These three methods are
called 3D, 2D, and 1D scaling, respectively.
The three scaling approaches are depicted in
the drawing.
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The layered constructionof compositematerialspermitsseveral
methodsfor thicknessscaling. The baselinestackingsequence
may be scaled by increasingthe numberof plies foreach angluar
orientationin the stacking sequence. This method,called ply level
scaling, results in blocked plygroups; however,the laminatesare
both geometricallyand constitutivelyscaled. The b_,selinestacking
sequence may be considereda sub-laminategroup andrepeated
to build up the thickness. This methodis calledthe sublaminate
level scalingtechnique and it results in distributedplygroups.
Finally,a reducedthickness pre-pregmaterialcan be used to
fabricate a scale model of the baselinestackingsequence. This
method is the sub-ply level scaling approach.
Sub-Ply Level Scaled Gr-Ep
Composite Material
Grade 190 | G_de 95 Glide 48
t/p_/=o.oos- Upty=o,oo2s" ttplv=o.oo12s-
This figure illustrates the difference between
various grades of pre-preg material which can be
used to fabricate scale model composite
structures. The Grade 190 material has
approximately 12-16 fibers through the thickness
of a single ply, and is the standard 0.0054"/ply
material. The Grade 95 is one-half as thick as
the Grade 190, and the Grade 48 is one-fourth
as thick as the standard. Scale model structures
are laminated using the reduced thickness pre-
preg material.
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Test Matrix of Sub-Ply Level Scaled Angle Ply
Beam-Columns
t =0.012" t = 0.025 " t = 0.048 "
Scale
(0.5"x 5.75") IGrade 48
[+452/-452}s [+454J-45_s [+458/-458]s
[±4514s [±4518s t = 0.097"
1/2
Scale
(1.0 "x 11.5 ") i
Grade 95 I
mn
[+452/-452]s [+454/-454]s [+458/-458]s
[=4514s [=4518s t = 0.18 "
Full
Scale
(2.0 "x 23.0 ")
Grade 190
mm m--_ m
[+452/-452]s [*454/'45¢]s [*458/-458]s
[±4514s [±4518s
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Test Matrix of Sub-Ply Level Scaled
Cross Ply Beam-Columns
t =0.012" t = 0.025 " t = 0.048 "
1/4
Scale 1 ](0.5 "x 5.75 ")Grade 48
[02/902]s [04J904,]s [08J908]s
[0/9014s [0/9018s t = 0.097 "
m
1/2
Scale
(1.o"x 11.5")
Grade 95
[02/902]s [04J904,]s [08/908]s
[0/9014s [0/9018s t = 0.18 "
I
Full I
Scale
(2.0 "x 23.0 ")
Grade 190
[02/902]s [04J904]s [08/908Js
[0/9014s [0/9018s
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Test Matrix of Sub-Ply Level Scaled
Quasi-lsotropic Beam-Columns
t =0.012" t = 0.025 " t = 0.048 "1/4
(o.5"x 5.75")
Grade 48 _1 .I
[-4510145/90]s [-452/02/452/902] s [-454J04J454j904]s t = 0.097 "
[-45/0/45/9012s [-45/0/45/9014s
_- - -
I
i1/2
Scale
(1.o"x 11.5") !
Grade 95 /
_J J_ _
[-45/0/45/90]s ['452/02/452/902]s ['454/04/454J904]s t = 0.18 "
[-45/0/45/9012s [-45/0/45/9014s
Full
Scale
(2.0 "x 23.0 ")
Grade 190 J
[-45/0/45/90]s [-452/02/452/902]s ['454J04/454/904]s
[-45/0/45/9012s [-45/0/45/9014s
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EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
LOADING CONFIGURATION HINGE SUPPORT
Scaled
= 0.03125 x LengthEccentricity
Eccentricity Hinge
/ TScaled _ - F
Leigth ___ __Length0.195 X Lnngth
L nnu_vl'llnt_= _ phite-epoxyBeam
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EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
EFFECT OF UNBALANCED HINGE SUPPORT
Ap_led Load
Applied Load L
_f,_. __ _ /-- Uneyrnmetr_
Hi Unbala/med
nge Hinge
"--s_m_ "i-I".-"-"_ sm_m_
An important aspect of conducting experiments
on scaled specimens is to ensure that the
loading conditions, boundary conditions, and all
other aspects of the experiment are properly
scaled. In this case it was necessary to
balance the hinge support because the mass of
the hinge created an unsymmetric deflection of
the beam due to the extra applied inertia load.
Once the hinges were balanced, a symmetric
deformation shape was observed.
BEAM TEST CONFIGURATION
PRE-TEST DURING TEST
Photographsof the test configurationpriorto
test and during a test.
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NORMALIZED LOAD VS. END DISPLACEMENT
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NORMALIZED LOAD VS. END DISPLACEMENT
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NORMALIZED LOAD VS. END DISPLACEMENT
BLOCKED QUASI-ISOTROPIC LAY-UPS
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RESULTS
COMPARISONWITH PLY LEVEL SCALED TESTS
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LARGE DEFLECTION BEAM SOLUTION
• CLASSICAL "ELASTICA" SOLUTION USING THE EXACT
EXPRESSIONFOR BEAM CURVATURE
• INCORPORATES HINGED BOUNDARYCONDmONS
• LINEAR ELASTIC MATERIALBEHAVIOR
• ONE DIMENSIONAL
• SOLUTION ALGORITHM PREDICTSROTATIONANGLE,
END DISPLACEMENT,AND TRANSVERSE
DISPLACEMENT FOR INCREASINGLOAD INCREMENTS
• STRESS ANALYSIS CALCULATESSTRAINS AND
PLY STRESSES
• COMPOSITE FAILURECRITERIA INCLUDINGMAX
STRAIN, MAX STRESS, AND TSAI-WU APPLIED TO
, PREDICT FAILURE
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RESULTS
COMPARISON OF FULL-SCALE RESPONSE
WITHI_RGE DEFLECTION ANALYSIS
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CONCLUSIONS
• Sub-Ply Level Scaled Beam-
Columns, Tested Under Flexural
Loads, Exhibited Size Effects in
Response and Failure, with the
Magnitude Depending on
Absolute Size and Lay-up
° Strength Scale Effects Were
Amplified for the Sub-Ply Level
Beams Compared to the Ply
Level Specimens Tested in an
Earlier Study
• A Large Deflection "Exact"
Solution Compared Well with the
Experimental Beam Responses
for Fiber Dominated Lay-ups
• The Sub-Ply Level Scaling
Approach Does Not Alleviate the
Strength Scale Effect in Flexure
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EFFECTS OF SCALE IN PREDICTING GLOBAL
STRUCTURAL RESPONSE
Ho Po Kan
R. B. Deo
Northrop Aircraft Division
Department 3853/63
One Northrop Avenue
Hawthorne, CA 90250
ABSTRACT
In the course of previous composite structures test programs,
the need for and the feasibility of developing analyses for scale-up
effects has been demontrated. The analysis techniques for scale-up
effects fall into two categories. The first category pertains to
developing analysis methods independently for a single, unique failure
mode in composites, and using this compendium of analysis methods
together with a global structural model to identify and predict the
response and failure mode of full-scale built-up structures. The
second category of scale-up effects pertains to similitude in
structural validation testing. In this latter category, dimensional
analysis is used to develop scale-up laws that enable extrapolation
of sub-scale component test data to full-scale structures. This paper
decribes the approach taken and some developments accomplished in the
first category of analysis for scale-up effects. Layup dependence of
composite material properties severely limits the use of the
dimensional analysis approach and these limitations are illustrated
by examples.
This work was performed under NASA/Northrop Contract NASI-18842,
entitleed "Innovative Composite Fuselage Structures."
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Outline
• INTRODUCTION
• BACKGROUND
• SCALING OF SIMPLE TENSION LAMINATE
• BUCKLING OF NARROW LAMINATE PLATE
• BUCKLING OF CYLINDRICAL SHELL
• SUMMARY
Introduction
• HIGH COST OF COMPOSITE STRUCTURAL TESTS NECESSI-
TATE TEST OF COUPONS, ELEMENTS AND SUBSCALE STRUC-
TURES
• SCALING LAWS REQUIRED TO DESIGN SUBSCALE STRUC-
TURES CAPABLE OF SIMULATING FULL-SCALE STRUCTURAL
BEHAVIOR AND TO INTERPRET SUBSCALE STRUCTURAL
TEST RESULTS
• METHODOLOGY ALSO NEEDED TO PREDICT BUILT-UP FULL-
SCALE STRUCTURAL RESPONSE USING COUPON AND
ELEMENT LEVEL TEST DATA
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Objectives
• DEVELOP SCALING LAWS TO PREDICT FULL-SCALE STRUC-
TURAL RESPONSE USING SCALE MODEL TEST DATA
m Principles of Similitude
Static Response to Failure
• DEVELOP A METHODOLOGY AND THE REQUISITE ANALYSES
TO PREDICT FULL-SCALE STRUCTURAL RESPONSE USING
TEST DATA FROM SIMPLE SPECIMENS
m Building BIockApproach
Static Response to Failure
General Requirements - Principles of
Similitude
• STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOR FULLY DESCRIBED BY A
STRUCTURAL MECHANICS MODEL
• ALL SCALING PARAMETERS DEFINED BY DIMEN-
SIONAL ANALYSIS
• ALL PHYSICAL PARAMETERS SCALABLE
• NO SCALING CONFLICT EXISTS
39
Application of Principles of Similitude
to Composite Structures- Limitations
• LIMITED CLOSED FORM STRUCTURAL MECHANICS
MODELS AVAILABLE
Only Local Analysis Models Available
No Reliable Failure Prediction Method
• NOT ALL PARAMETERS CAN BE SCALED ACCOR-
DING TO SCALING RULES
Thickness
Stiffness, Rigidities
AlternativeApproach- Building Block Approach
• DETAILED FINITE ELEMENT MODEL FOR THE STRUCTURE
Load Distribution WithinStructure
Critical Locations
Competing Failure Modes
• LOCAL STRESS ANALYSIS FOR FAILURE PREDICTION
-- Joints
Holes, Cutouts
-- Substructures
-- Structure Details
• ENVIRONMENTALEFFECTS
Material Property Change
Failure Mode Change
• FAILURE SEQUENCE PREDICTION
• CORRELATIONWITH TEST DATA
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Building Block Approach
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Alternative Approach - Principles of Similitude for
Structures Where Closed Form Solution Available
• DEFINE OBJECTIVE OF SCALING - MAY REQUIRE DIFFERENT
SET OF SCALING RULES FOR DIFFERENT PURPOSES
Failure Load Simulation
Structural Response Simulation
• DEFINE OVERALL SCALING PARAMETER
i.e. 1/5 Model, 1/10 Model
• DEFINE SCALING RULES FOR MATERIAL PROPERTIES
• OBTAIN SCALING RULES FOR SELECTED PARAMETERS USING
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
i.e. Length, Width, Thickness, Radius
• RESULTS IN PROBLEM SPECIFIC SPECIALIZED SCALING LAWS
Scalingof SimpleTensionLaminate
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Buckling of Narrow Laminate
9
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Buckling of Simply Supported Plate
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Specialized Scaling Technique
• OBJECTIVE: PREDICT BUCKLING LOAD FOR LARGE CYLINDRICAL SHELLS BASED
ON CURVED PANEL TESTS
2
N CR = _- (EDt) 112
• SCALING PARAMETERS:
1 (ErDrtr) If2
Rr= _
(RrPr) 2
tr = E r Dr
(RrPr) 2
Er tr Dr
(Rr Pr) 2
D r = Ert r
• USE ISOTROPIC CASE FOR FIRST ESTIMATE
• USE ORTHOTROPIC SHELL BUCKLING EQUATIONS TO DETERMINE PARAMETERS
ITERATIVELY
• USE CURVED PANEL BUCKLING EQUATIONS TO OBTAIN EQUIVALENT WIDTH
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Iterative Procedure for Scale Model Shell
_LZ_E
• LOAD REQUIREMENTPr
• RADIUS RATIO Rr |
• ESTIMATE SCALING PARAMETERS
• SELECTDECREASE| LAMIN T tr = (Pr R r )1,2 if l • ORTHOTROPICDETERMINEAIjSH LL,BIj ,A ALYSISDIIm Nm
INCREASE OR MODIFY LAMINATE *Ncr = cr (Rm, AIj , BIj , DIj )
STACKING SEQUENCE • COMPUTE Pr*Rr
I SCALED CYLINDRICALSHELL
Equivalent Curved Panel
SCALE MODEL
CYLINDRICAL SHELL
OR__B_T_OTROPICCURVED PANEL
ANALYSIS
P
I • COMPUTE Ncr AS A FUNCTION OF 0CHANGE CURVED
PANEL WIDTH
i.e. 0
EQUIVALENT CURVED PANEL
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Scaling Example
FULL SCALE
[+45/02/+4519010] s
AS4/3501-6
R = 45in (Ncr)s = 670 Ib/inL = 25 in
t s = 0.0832 in
t m = 0.0468 in
AS4/3501-6
"'" Pr = 1.505
35° APPROX. 1/5th SCALE MODEL
Summary
ii
• REVIEWED ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR SCALE-UP
EFFECTS
• SUMMARIZED ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF
PRINCIPLES OF SIMILITUDE
• FORMULATED ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE FOR DESIGN
SCALE MODELS FOR AXIALLY COMPRESSED
COMPOSITE CYLINDER
• OUTLINED A BUILDING-BLOCK APPROACH
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SCALING, ELASTICITY, AND C.L.P.T.
Eugene Brunelle
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, NY
ABSTRACT 1
The first few viewgraphs describe the general solution properties of linear elasticity
theory which are given by the following two statements:
(i) For stress B.C. on Sa and zero displacement B.C. on Su the altered
displacements u_ and the actual stresses "cij are elastically dependent on
,
Poisson's Ratio v alone: thus the actual displacements are given by ui =/.t-lui .
(ii) For zero stress B.C. on Sa and displacement B.C. on Su the actual
,
displacements ui and the altered stresses "rij are elastically dependent on
,
Poisson's Ratio v alone: thus the actual stresses are given by "cij= E'cij.
ABSTRACT 2
The remaining viewgraphs describe the minimum parameter formulation of the general
classical laminate theory plate problem as follows:
The general CLT plate problem is expressed as a 3 x 3 system of differential equations
in the displacements u, v and w. The eighteen (six each) Aij, Bij and Dij system coefficients
are ply-weighted sums of the transformed reduced stiffnesses ((_ij)k; the (Qij)k in turn depend
on six reduced stiffnesses (Qij)k and the material and geometry properties of the kth layer.
This paper develops a method for redefining the system coefficients, the displacement
components (u,v,w) and the position components (x,y) such that a minimum parameter
formulation is possible. The pivotal steps in this method are (i) the reduction of ((_ii)k
-j
* 1Q22) 1/2 1)1/dependencies to just two constants Q = (Q12 + 2Q66)/(Q1 and F, -- (Q22/Q1 2
in terms of ply-independent reference values Qij' (ii) the reduction of the remaining portions of
the A, B and D coefficients to non-dimensional ply-weighted sums (with 0 to 1 ranges) that
,
are independent of Q and F, and (iii) the introduction of simple coordinate stretchings for u,
v, w and x,y such that the process is neatly completed.
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' A Minimum Parameter Formulation of the General CLT Plate Problem
E.J. Brunelle*
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EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS OF SCALE EFFECTS ON
BONDED AND BOLTED JOINTS IN COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
Glenn C. Grimes
Lockheed Advanced Development Company
ABSTRACT
OBJECTIVE: To observe size (scale) effects in i) fiber dominated laminates
and bolted joints, 2) adhesive (matrix) dominated bonded joints with fiber
dominated laminateadherends, and 3) matrix dominated laminates.
SCOPE: Selected literature on scale effects is reviewed with comments and
test data from one source that is analyzed for predicted and actual scale
effects utilizing uniaxial loaded static strength, spectrum fatigue residual
strength, and spectrum fatigue lifetime test results. Causes of scale effects
are discussed, the results are summarized, and conclusions are made.
DETAILED OBSERVATIONS:
In Reference i, Verette and Labor show the results of experimentally
observed scale effects on fiber dominated graphite/epoxy solid laminates under
static and spectrum fatigue uniaxial loading. The large size specimens had a
test volume 16 times that of the small size specimens. The scale effects
reduction of the large scale vs. the small scale specimens is -4.5% for static
strength, -8.0% for tension dominated spectrum fatigue residual strength, and
-3.2% for compression dominated spectrum fatigue residual strength. Their
conclusion is that there is no strength reduction scale effect since these
values fall within experimental scatter.
In Reference I, Verette and Labor utilize a size effects equation for
predicting scale effects that is developed by Halpin, Jerina, and Johnson in
Reference 2. It is based on the idea that the likelihood of serious flaws
occurring increases as the volume of a composite specimen increases.
In Reference 3, Jeans, Grimes, and Kan studied many thousands of bonded
and bolted joints under static and spectrum fatigue loading in several severe
environments. A large number of standard size and a small number of large
size bonded and bolted joints are studied at RTW conditions. Appendix A
details the results of 14 test series of bonded joints covering 243 individual
specimens. Some RTD specimens are included. Of these data, 8 test series at
RTW covering 96 specimens are utilized in studying the effects of size on
bonded joints under RTW static and fatigue conditions. In addition, from
Reference 3, RTD and RTW bolted joint test data is extracted as shown in
5?
Appendix B and analyzed for size effects. Five of the nine test series are
used in the study covering 59 specimens at RTW conditions.
An adhesives test evaluation performed in Reference 3 is shown utilizing
a double overlap bonded joint specimen. This data illustrates the extreme
detrimental effects that absorbed moisture has on bonded joint strength when
composite adherends are used.
The Reference 3 standard and large scale bonded joints (composite-to-
titanium) configurations are shown, followed by the data being analyzed for
scale effects in the next four charts. The estimated (calculated) and the
actual (experimentally observed) scale effects are shown along with other
pertinent data. For static strength the estimated scale factor is 0.93,
whereas, the actual value is 1.39, indicating that the large size joint is
better than the small size joint. In tension dominated fatigue most of the
specimens failed in fatigue before reaching 2 lifetimes; i.e., the scale
factors were calculated and measured based on the lifetimes survived instead
of residual strength. With an estimated scale factor or 0.71 lifetimes and an
actual value of 0.60, significant scale effects occurred. For static
compression loading, the estimated scale effects value is 0.92, whereas, the
actual value is 1.34; i.e., the large bonded joints were significantly better
than the small bonded joints. In compression dominated fatigue most of the
specimens survived 2 lifetimes of spectrum fatigue so the residual strength
data is analyzed. The estimated scale factor is 0.82 while the actual is 1.54,
illustrating again that the large size joints are better than the small size
joints.
The standard and large size bolted joint configurations are shown,
followed by the RTW static and fatigue test data taken from Reference 3 on
these joints. For static tension loaded RTW bolted joints the estimated
(calculated) scale factor is 0.94, whereas, the actual test scale factor is
0.87, which is probably reasonable correlation even though the scale factor
reduction is small. For the RTW tension dominated fatigue data (comparison
#i) the estimated scale factor is 0.94 versus the actual test value of 1.02,
also reasonable correlation, but not much of a scale factor exists. For RTW
tension dominated fatigue (comparison #2), the estimated scale factor is 0.890
and the actual scale factor is 1.01, again reasonable correlation. However,
there is not much of a scale factor.
A summary of these scale factors is next shown. These show that for the
failure mode that occurs, i.e., bondline cohesive failure in bonded joints and
net (through the hole) tension failure in bolted joints, there are no
significant strength reduction scale factors for static loading of RTW bonded
and RTW bolted joints. In addition there is no significant residual strength
scale effect reduction in RTW bonded joints in compression dominated fatigue
and in tension dominated fatigue RTW bolted joints. There is a significant
fatigue lifetime scale factor in tension dominated fatigue RTW bonded joints.
In this latter case much fatigue wearout occurs in the bondline during
testing.
Causes of scale effects follow in the next chart, showing that the most
likely conditions for scale effects are quality issues.
5S
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SUMMARY
The following discussion is based on large scale strength divided by
small scale strength, unless otherwise noted. For fiber dominated solid
laminates of RTW graphite/epoxy, no significant reduced scale effects strengths
are observed for static strength and fatigue residual strength. For RTW
bonded joints with fiber dominated adherends, no si_ificant scale effects
strength reductions are observed for tension and compression static strength
and for compression dominated fatigue residual strength. However, for RTW
tension dominated fatigue bonded joints, a significant lifetime reduction
scale effect is observed. No significant scale effects strength reductions
are observed for static tension and tension dominated fatigue residual
strength of RTW bolted joints. Data from References I and 3 are analyzed for
scale effects using the Reference 2 equation. For the bonded joints with
fiber dominated adherends, significant strength increase scale effects are
observed for static tension, static compression, and compression dominated
fatigue. This latter effect is probably caused by the fact that the large
bonded joints are more efficient than the small ones as shown in Reference 5.
Fiber dominated and matrix dominated tension loaded laminates from
Reference 4 exhibited significant scale factors in the next chart. This is in
contrast to the Reference i and 3 data. Apparently the quality of the
Reference 4 large scale specimen panels is significantly lower than that of
the small scale specimen panels. This is shown in Reference 4 by NDI, and
physical property testing showing matrix cracking and an increase in void
content. In some cases the large scale specimens exhibited changes in failure
modes compared to those observed in the small scale specimens.
A list of causes of significant scale factors is presented showing the
most frequently occurring ones as judged by the author. The fact that these
causes are dominated by quality issues is in agreement with the Reference 4
results.
CONCLUSIONS
Scale effects occur most of the time as a result of the large scale
specimens having lower quality than those of the small scale specimen. If
there is sufficient time and money to i) select the proper materials, 2)
develop good and consistent processing, and 3) solve the design and tooling
problems for the large scale parts, there will not be scale effects in most
cases.
Exceptions could be: i) large, multi-material parts that have
significant, manufacturing induced, thermal stresses, 2) moisture sensitive
bonded joints that exhibit substantial fatigue lifetime wearout, 3)
complicated multiple load path, large scale parts that have not had adequate
building block test development or FEM analysis, and 4) full (large) size
structural prototyping that is done quickly in the development cycle without
adequate M&P development and building block structural test development.
Where scale effects do occur, the equation from Reference I seems to be
adequate for estimation.
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The specimens tested in References i and 3 had the benefit of well
developed and established, high quality and consistent fabrication methods
that resulted in consistent high quality test data that was analyzed for this
paper.
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APPENDIXA
BONDEDJOINTS (Reference 3)
tJeibut t Parameters _"
LOAD NO.
TEST SERIES ENVIR- LOAD FREQ. LIFE- TRUNCA- MAXSPECT. ez B' Bs li,(t) _ OF
ONHENI DIR. OR RATE TIHES TIOR= LD, (LBS)_ (_) (BL)" (BL)" iT)" SPEC.
I
- LS Bonded Joints - Ten. (g) -
i
76S-RTW(T) RTW Ten. Static 15.47 17,705 17,113 14,796 7
76F-RTU(TD) _ RTW T.D. 5Hz " 2 9/2 12,300 .... (no survivors) 3
(3.92) (1.42) (1.25) (0.70)
- LS Bonded Joint's - COHPR. (W) -
76S-RT_/(C) RTW Condor. Static -23,578 3
76F-RTW(CD) RTW C.D. 5Hz 2 9/2 -12,300 -23,329 3
- Std. BondedJoints - Ten (g) -
60-RTW(T) RIW Ten. Static - ]19.83 7088 6970 6222 20
I07-RTU(TD) RTW T.D. 5Hz 2 9/2 5000 4.93 4905 4586 2906 20
*(13/20) (0.95) (4.82) (3.40) (0.32)
107-1-RTW(TO) RTW T.D. 5Hz 2 9/2 5000 5.57 7051 6643 4433 20
I *(11/20) (3.04) (2.37) (2.13) (1.01)
i
- Std. Bonded Joi_ -
61-RTW(C) RTW Compr. Static i14.97-9797 -9582 -8244 20
J
112-RTW(CO) RTW C.D. 5Hz 2 9/2 "5850 16.25 "8433 "7996 "5579 20
*(15/20) [(1.42) (4.70) (3.72) (0.76)
- Std. Bonded Joints - Ten (Dry) -
1-(RTD)(T) RTD Ten Static 10.37 11,408 11,190 9007 30
(30 spec)
i
3- (RTD)(TO) ,i_ RTD Ten 5Hz 2 9/2 i 5850 8.63 9922 9692 7467 29
(29 spec) I
- Std. Bonded Joints - C r Dr -
2-(RTD)(C) ! RTD Compr. Static 13.72 -13,121 -12,892 -10,942 t,O
4
I
IO-(RID)(CD) _ RTD Compr. 5Hz 2 9/2 -5850 10.20 -11,838 -11,458 -9183 20
#, I,_,IOA.(RTD)(CO)! RTD Compr. 5)lZ 2 9/2 -5850 9.02 -11,238 -10,636 -8287 8
t *(7/8)
_/ (survivors/totaL no.) specimens8 spec. total but only 7 survived
poor quaitty: high void content, adhesive and Laminate
NOTES: i 9/2 denotes'9g max. Load, 1/2g to 2g peaks truncated
Based on stress Level factors of 0.90 for RTD bonded joints and 0.77 for R]W bonded joints because of their fatigue
sensitivity.
' %letbtl_ residua_ strength values are shown first with fatigue Lifetime geibut_ values shown in parentheses.
' Weibuil parameters based on 2 parameter Weibutt distribution methodology.
' tbs/tn
,6 (1) = Lifetimes
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APPENDIX3
BOLTEDJOINTS (Reference 3)
TEST ENVIR- LOAD LOAD LIFE- TRUNCA- RAXIHUR Weibutt Parameters on R.$. 3 NO
SERIES ONMENT DIR. FREQ./ TINES TION' SPECTRUM_ a_ B_ B" Nx(t) 4 OF
RATE LOAD(tbs/in) tbs/in tbs/in tbslin SPEC
• 14 (STD) RTD Ten. Static 24.98 10,159 10,025 9,161 20
14-1 (STD) RTD Ten. Static 50.22 12,730 12,646 12,092 20
"15 (STD) RTO Ten. 5Hz 2 9/2 6,500 15.06 9,990 9,831 8,466 40
15-1 (STD) RTD Ten. 5Hz 2 9/2 6,500 71.23 12,623 12,565 12,174 40
62 (STD) RTW Ten. Static 13.39 12,047 11,764 9,944 22
115 (STD) RTU Ten. 5gz 2 912 6,500 16.10 12,168 11,919 10,365 20
72-SRTU (LS) RTU Ten. Static 48.16 20,651 20,427 19,494 7
72-FRTU-1(LS) RTW Ten. 5Hz 2 9/2 7,571 43.36 20,835 20,584 19,543 7
72-FRTU-2(LS) RTU Ten. 5Hz 2 9/2 7,571 (1/2LT) 20,6455 3
13,286 (3/2LT)
NOTES: ' 912 denotes 9g maximum toad, 1/2-2g peaks truncated
2 Based on stress Level factors determined to be 1.00 for bolted joints
" Ueibult values for residual strength
' Weibutt parameters based on 2 parameter
Welbutl distribution methodology
" Mean value of 3 specimens; no Ueibut[ statics computed.
Used baseline values for comparison.
* Poor quality: Receiving Inspection showed fiber strength below specification.
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EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS OF SCALE EFFECTS
ON BONDED AND BOLTED JOINTS
IN COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
• OBJECTIVE: To Observe Size(Scale) Effects in Uniaxial Loaded:
• Fiber Dominated Laminates and Bolted Joints
• Adhesive(Matrix) Dominated Bonded Joints
with Fiber Dominated Laminate Adherends
• Matrix Dominated Laminates
• SCOPE: From Selected Literature on Scale Effects in Composite
Structures, Test Data is Analyzed for:
• Estimated(Predicted) Scale Effects
• Actual Scale Effects Observed
• Causes of Scale Effects are Discussed
• Results are Summarized
• Conclusions are Made
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SIZE EFFECTS ON GRAPHITE/EPOXY
TENSILE SPECIMENS
[0/+45/9014S AS/3501-5 TAPE
•Maximum
_ 50% Probability
v _ Minimum
£3 cr 8C--"_ ---- _ -- ----
-- 60- I-4.5 Yo -8.0 Yo i _3.2o/o
._I
LU _ 40-
_w _ w ._ w J w
__ _ 20- -J (9 -J (9 -J (9< n- < rr < rr
c_ 0L_ O3 ....J 03 ..a 03 -J
© STATICSTR. 2 LT-T DF 2 LT-C DF
R.STR. R. STR.
Ref.1: Verette, R. M. and Laber,J. D., "Structural Criteria for Advanced
Composites",AFFDL-TR-76-142, Vol. I FinalReport,March1977
SIZE EFFECTS EQUATION
,_small _L 1
= or -
_large (Vlarge/Vsmall). _ _S (VL/Vs)'_
where
13= characteristic strength
V = volume within which failure can occur
o_= Weibull Shape parameter
Ref.1: Verette,R. M. and Laber,J. D., "Structural Criteriafor Advanced
Composites",AFFDL-TR-76-142, Vol. I FinalReport,March1977
Ref.2: Halpin,J. C.,Jerina,K. L., andJohnson,T.A., "Characterizationof
Compositesfor the Purposeof ReliabilityEvaluation"inAnalysisof
TestMethodsfor HighModulusFibersandComposites,ASTMSTP
521, ASTM, 1973,pp. 5-64, J. M. Whitney,Editor
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SPECIMEN FOR ADHESIVES EVALUATION
NARMCO 8517 FIBERGLASS
OUTER TABS (0.160 - 0.180)
TAB ADHESIVE - SAME AS /
PRIMARY ADHESIVE\ / zl.ROp,l::Vl::/ ,[02/+45/90/-4"5/02]T 0.072TI6AL--4VANN.
"X,,_, t ! -- o-_2 --/AS/3501-5 GR/EP /
__j..-..--.,:_...:.._ ,L_,- ,___
/_"'"",'";"'-_'--_,_ _o_s,v_
_co_,_F,_L_SS,_,8-_,_.CLOS_OL_-\_OOU_S_C_._OVE
INNER TAB (THICKNESS AS ANCE HOLE FOR BOLT BEFORE TESTING
o,4L °21i,,:t 4°i
Ref. 3: Jeans, L.L, Grimes, G. C., and Kan, H. P., "Fatigue Spectrum
Sensitivity Study of Advanced Composite Materials", Vols. I,II,
and Ill, AFWAL-TR-80-3130, Dec. 1980.
ADHESIVES EVALUATION DATA
WET EXPOSURE CONDITIONS:
160F @ 98% R.H. FOR 30 DAYS
',.=:
IAVERAGE r_ - -"" FM-300K WET _ J
BONDLINE FM-4.00 -,,._i_----_ I
STRESS STEP _Z::'. "_='--,,,. 1
AT "_ LAP FM---4()0RTD
FAILURE, RTD FZM.--40WEmlx'd3_"__ AF-143 WET
. | FM-400 STEP LAP _'_
,ooo---- WET CONTROL _ i "E_..
%
• _ L t l I I
40 80 120 160 200 Z40 280
TEST TEMPERATURE, OF
Ref. 3: Jeans, L.L., Grimes, G. C., and Kan, H. P., "Fatigue Spectrum
Sensitivity Study of Advanced Composite Materials", Vols. I,II,
and III, AFWAL-TR-80-3130, Dec. 1980.
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STANDARD SIZE BONDED JOINT SPECIMEN
9.0 -_!
_____)"_ .... AS/350'1'-5'GR/EP_8517FtBERGI_.AS_''_'___'::':''"'"""-- :'i:':i':_!i":"_'_'i:":"_"_"i;"_:_'_"_"_'_':]
FM-400ADHESIVE _ EPOXY ;= 2.95 =-t
[03/90/03/+45/02/+45/-9-0]s
t = 0.1485, 27 PLY
SPECIMEN 1 INCH WIDE
Ref. _ Jeans, L.L., Grimes, G. C., and Kan, H. P., "Fatigue Spectrum
Sensitivity Study of Advanced Composite Materials", Vols. 1,11,
and III, AFWAL-TR-80--3130, Dec. 1980.
LARGE SIZE BONDED JOINT SPECIMEN
ORIENTATION SPECIMEN WIDTH 1.00 IN
0° 32 PL ..... o 6 PLY FIBERGLASS/EPOXYTAB
i,-_ _.o ;'o AS/3501-5 J AF-143
450 16 PLIES 29.6% 54 PLY GRAPHITE/EPOXY J //An_4E._IVE
90o 6 PLIES 11.1% _ 225 _ / (t = 0.280 IN). /// // ....
• /, . // ......... q
\ FM-400 ADHESIVE "_TANG ]-,=-----_ 3.00 ----_ QC_STRiP
[_,STEPPEDTITANIUM ADHE REND 6.... AL,12.004VANN. i = 4.20 _---_,__.=
Ref. 3: Jeans, L.L., Grimes, G. C., and Kan, H. P., "Fatigue Spectrum
Sensitivity Study of Advanced Composite Materials", Vols. I,II,
and III, AFWAL-TR-80-3130, Dec. 1980.
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STATIC TENSION LOADED
STANDARD AND LARGE SIZE BONDED JOINTS*_ RTW
VL/V s ---- 3.387, Vs/V L -" 0.295
Test Series No. of Test Volume, Static Strength _* Static Strength
Specimens in3 Weibull Parameters Scale Factor
13d6s
^
STD-60-ST 20 0.186 _ = 19.83
^
_" = 7088 lbs/in
^
(_)BL = 2835 psi
(_)_M = 47,731 psi Est. O.93 Bondline
Act. 1.39
LS-76-ST 7 0.630 (_-- 15.47 Est.0.93 1, Laminate
^
_' = 17,705 lbs/in Act. 1.32
.I
^
(_')BL = 3934 psi
')(_ LAM= 63,232 psi
"* Ref. 3
TENSION DOMINATED FATIGUE LOADED
STANDARD AND LARGE SIZE BONDED JOINTS*- RTW
VL/V s = 3.387, Vs/V L = 0.295
Test Series No. of Test Fatigue Spectrum Static Residual Fatigue(Lifetime)
Specimens Volume Maximum Loading Strength &(Lifetime) Scale Factor
Total/Survived in3 (2 Lifetimes-Baseline WeibullParameters _L/_S
^
STD-107-1-FT 20/11 0.186 N_ = 5000 lbs/in o.F = 5.57(3.04)
f_L = 2000 psi _F = 7051 Ibs/in(2.37)^
f[.AM = 33,670 psi (_F)eL = 2820 psi Est.(0.71).l ._=
^ (2.37) _,
(_F)LAM = 47,482 Act.(0.60) .I mo
psi (2.37)
LS-76-FT 3/0 0.630 N_<= 12,300 Ibs/in O,F =--(3.92) ESt.(0.71)'I. _
^ S_f_L = 2733psi _F = -- (1.42) Act.(0.60)^
ft M = 43,928 psi (_F)BL =^ --(1"42)
(6F)LAM= --(1.42)
* Ref. 3
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STATIC COMPRESSION LOADED
STANDARD AND LARGE SIZE BONDED JOINTS*-RTW
VL/V S = 3.387, Vs/V L = 0.295
Test Series No. of TestVolume, Static Strength _" StaticStrength
Specimens in3 WeibullParameters ScaleFactor
13_/13s
^
STD-61-SC 20 0.186 _== 14.97
^
_}_ = -9797 Ibs/in
^
(_')8L = 3919 psi
^ Est. 0.922 1
,, .j, Bondline(_S)LAM = --65,973 psi ACt. 1.337
LS-76-SC 3 0.630 &_, = -- Est. 0.922 "_ Laminate
^
1_ = -23,578 Ibs/in Act. 1.276
J
^
1(_)8L = 5240 psi
^
I(,6_,)LAM= --84,207 psi
1Assumed Equal to Mean Value
* Ref3
COMPRESSION DOMINATED FATIGUE LOADED
STANDARD AND LARGE SIZE BONDED JOINTS *_- RTW
VL/V S = 3.387, Vs/V L = 0.295
Test Series No. of Test Fatigue Spectrum Static Residual Fatigue Residual
Specimens Volume Maximum Loading Strengtli_o,(Lifetime) Str. Scale Factor
Total/Survived in3 (2 Lifetimes-Baseline) WeibullParameters _L/_S
STD-112-FC 20/15 0.186 N_< = -5850 lbs/in (z_ = 6.25(1.42)
^
f_L = 2340 psi _ = --8433 Ibs/in(4.70)
^
f_..AM= --39,394 psi (_._)BL = 3373 psi
(4.70) Est. 0.82 "_, ._
Act. 1.54 .I O^
(_._)LAM= -56, 788 ca
psi (4.70)
LS-76-FC 3/3 0.630 N_ = -12,3001bs/in _^ - Est. 0.82 } ._
_; =-23,329 Act. 1.47 E
f_L = 2733 psi ^ Ibs/in ._
(_})BL = 5184 psi
f_M = --43,929 psi ^
(_}._)LAM= -83,318
psi
_* Ref. 3
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STANDARDSIZE BOLTEDJOINT SPECIMEN
,- 9.00
Nx(t)_---" J "II i (_ (_ -- Nx(t)
100° CSK TENSION HEAD
[03/90/03/+_45/02/+_.45/E_]s 100 KSI HT- 0.3125 DIA
t = 0.1485 27 PLY AS/3501-5GR/EP FASTENER -2 REQ'D
] , I!Ii I,tl..../ _ ,,_ t _'_t = 0 264 48 PLY
_ TAI_ER [03/90/03/+45/02/+45/0/+45/02/+4519010/9010]s6 PLY 1581 _ ....
FIBERGLASS/EPOXY TAB
Jeans, L.L., Grimes, G. C., and Kan, H. P., "Fatigue Spectrum
Sensitivity Study of Advanced Composite Materials", Vols. I,il,
and III, AFWAL-TR-80-3130, Dec. 1980.
LARGE SIZE BOLTED JOINT SPECIMEN
7/16 C' SINK BOLTS 6 PLACES)
. /
ill  087,II I Ii
i_,i_;75oI' ' '
0.8751
-- w , J
42 PLY AS/3501-5 GR/EP (t = 0.231 1N) :[05/902/04/(+_45)2/03/+_45/90]s
I 26.80 t",r_ ' -'= 50--
: 6.00 "1--2 40--- -- 1 750__1 750_ 1_750i__
• I
" --' '-------.-_ "_-; _-_," "_-; I{
AF-143 ADHESIVE `/" / 7_l_r -1_1 --!_ ° ' I
12 PLY FIBERGLASS/EPOXY _----__
74 PLYAS/3501-5 GR/EP SPOT FACE 0.875 DIA- TYP 6 PLCS
(t = 0.407 IN)
[05190102/(+_45)2190104/902/03/(+45)2/04/+_45/02/+_45/90]s
Ref.3: Jeans, L.L., Grimes, G. C., and Kan, H. P., "Fatigue Spectrum
Sensitivity Study of Advanced Composite Materials", Vols. I,II,
and III, AFWAL-TR-80-3130, Dec. 1980.
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STATIC TENSION LOADED
STANDARD AND LARGE SIZE BOLTED JOINTS *_ RTW
VL/V s = 6.493, Vs/V L = 0.154
Test Series No. of Test Volume, Static Strength _" StaticStrength
Specimens in3 Weibull Parameters Scale Factor^ ^
13L/6s
STD-62-ST 22 2.694 _._,= 13.39
^
_ = 12,047 Ibs/in
^ Est. 0.941 1 Net Tension
(_)8RG = 129,817 psi Act. 0.874 ,_ (Thru-BoltHoles)
^
(_)NT = 66,375 psi
Est. 0.941 } Bearing(_J)LAM = 81, 125 psi Act. 0.521
LS-72-ST 7 17.492 (Z_ = 48.16
^ Est. 0.941 1 Laminate Tension
_s_= 20,651 Ibs/in Act.l.102 J' (Away From Joint)
^
(_)BRG = 67,658 psi
^
(_t)NT = 57,987 psi
(_)LAM = 89,398 psi
* Ref. 3
TENSION DOMINATED FATIGUE LOADED (COMPARISON #1)
STAND--AR-D-liND LARGE SIZE(1 ) BOLTED JOINTS**-- RTW
r
Test Series No._f Test Fatigue Spectrum Static Residual Fatigue Residual
Specimens Volume Maximum Loading Strength _ Strength ScaleFactor
^ ^
in3 (2 Lifetimes-Baseline) WeibullParameters _t./_s
STD-115-FT 20 2.694 N_ = 6500 Ibs/in = 16.10 ,- O
f_RG = 70,043 psi _ = 12, 168 Ibs/in Est. 0.939"1 "° -1-^ O
fiT 35,813 psi (_})8RG 131,121 psi Act. 1.018J '_
L, (13t)= =f M 43,771 psi aT 67,041 psi Z= ^
(_')LAM ----- 81,939 psi
Est. 0.939 }-_LS-72-F1T 7 17.492 a_ = 7571 Ibs/in _._ = 43_36 Act. 0.521
ftRG = 24,804 psi _t = 20,835 Ibs/in _ _{
^ ._ ._
ft T = 24,802 psi (_)BRG = 68,268 psi _
I
ft M = 32,775 psi (_)NT = 68,254 psi Est. 0.939 _'_£EAct. 1.101 _'"
^ ,--_(_})_M = 90,195 psi "E
..J .....
'_* Ref. 3 Note 1:VL/Vs = 6.493, Vs/V L= 0.154
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TENSION DOMINATED FATIGUE LOADED (COMPARISON #2)
STANDARD AND LARGE SIZE(2) BOLTED JOINTS* RTW
Test Series No. of Test Fatigue Spectrum Static Residual Fatigue Residual
Specimen_ V_ume, Maximum Loading Strength=&(Lifetime) Str. Scale Factor
^ ^
in3 (2 Lifetimes- Baseline) WeibullParameters _L/_S
^
STD-115-FT 20 2.694 Nt = 6500 Ibs/in _ = 16.10
fire = 70, 043 psi _^ = 12, 168 Ibs/in
_') = 121psi
ft T = 35,813 psi (_._ B^RG 131,
ftAM = 43,771 psi (_._)NT= 67,041 psi Act.Est"0.890_1.009jNT
(6_)LAM = 81,939 pSS Est. 0.890_ BRG
Act. 0.516.1LS-72-F2T 3 17.492 N_<= 75711bs/in (1/2LT) (_*-^ _ _
= 13,2861bs/in (11/2LT) 13_ =-20,645 Ibs/in
fare = 24,804psi(1/2 LT) ^ (mean) Est. 0.890_ LAM
= 43,528psi (11/2LT) (13_)aaG = 67, 638 psi Act. 1.091 J TEN
ft T = 24, 802psi (1/2LT)i ^ (mean)
= 43,524psi (11/2LT) (13_)NT= 67,632 psi(mean)
fLAM= 32,775psi (1/2LT) ^
= 57,515psi (11/2LT) (13_)LAM= 89,372 psi(mean)
_"* Ref. 3 Note 1: VL/Vs = 6.493, Vs/V L= 0.154
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SUMMARY OF BONDEDJOINT SCALE FACTORS
VL/V S = 3.387, Vs/V L = 0.295
LoadingMode BondlineStrength BondlineFatigueLifetime
Estimated _-_ Actual _.___L Estimated (LT)L Actual (LT)Ls s s
Static Tension- 0.93 1.39 --
Strength
TensionDom. Fatigue-- m __ 0.71 0.60
Lifetimes
Static Compression- 0.92 1.34 _
Strength
Compression Dom. Fatigue- 0.82 1.54 _
ResidualStrength
SUMMARY OF BOLTEDJOINT SCALE FACTORS
LoadingMode NetTensionlThruThe BoltHotes)
Estimated_ Actual _sL
Static Tension- 0.941 0.874
Strength
Tension Dom. Fatigue(#1)- 0.939 1.018
ResidualStrength
Tension Dom. Fatigue(#2)- 0.890 1.009
ResidualStrength
*strength
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NORMALIZED STRENGTH VERSUS SPECIMEN SIZE
FOR LAMINATES B & D LOADED IN TENSION
LAMINATE B - Q I - Fiber Dominated
LAMINATE D- Angle Ply- Matrix Dominated
2.0
1.8 Stacking Sequence D,
f. A ^
/_ 13L/_S = 0.64 @ Vs/V L ---- 0.25
"o_ 1.6 _j _ Stacking Sequence e,
1.4
E
O
Z 1.2
1.0
0.25 0.50 0.75 .0
Specimen Size - Vs/VL
Ref.4: Jackson, K. E., Kellas, S., Morton, J., "Scale Effects in the Re-
sponse and Failure of Fiber Reinforced Composite Laminates
Loaded in Tension and Flexure", JOCM, Vol. 26, No. 18, 1992.
CAUSE OF SCALE EFFECTS
• MATERIALS QUALITY
• Large Variation in Fiber Areal Weight
• Large Variation in Resin Content
• Material Received with High Moisture Content
• Low Fiber Strength
E) • Changes in Resin Formulation without Notifying User
• PROCESSING QUALITY
E) • Improper Storage and Inaccurate Out-Time Records
E) • Overage Prepreg in Storage
E) • Layup in High Humidity Areas
• Rate of Heat-Up During Cure is Too Slow
• Recommended or Best Cure Cycle Not Used
E) • Vacuum/Pressure Bag Breaks Before Cure is Complete
E) • Improper Use of, or Using the Wrong Kind of, Peel Plies
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CAUSE OF SCALE EFFECTS(CONT.)
• POSSIBLE SIZE EFFECTS
e • Poor Quality Tooling
• Autoclaves and Presses with Poor Temperature/
Pressure Controls
• Multiple Load Paths that are not Considered
in Design
G • Lack of a Building Block Development Test Effort
for Experimental Characterization
E)• Differences in Environmental Exposure and Effects
• Differences in Structural Efficiency*
• Thermal Stresses
*See Ref. 5
G Theseare most likely to occur
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
• SUMMARY
• Except for Jackson in Ref. 4, the Largest Solid Laminate
Scale Effects Observed were -8% Based on Strength.
• In Bonded Joints the Largest Scale Effects Observed were
+54% Based on Strength and-40% Based on Lifetimes.
• In Bolted Joints the Largest Scale Effects Observed were
-13% and +2%.
• CONCLUSIONS
• Most Strength Reduction Scale Effects Observed in Composites
and Bonded Joints are Related to Quality Variations, Although,
Differences in Environmental Exposure and its Effects may Af-
fect Some Results. More Efficient* Large Joints had an Effect.
• The Effects of Moisture on Bonded Joint Fatigue Lifetimes
Show Definite Lifetime Reduction Scale Effects.
• Significant Strength Reduction Scale Effects were not Ob-
served in Bolted Joints.
* See Ref. 5
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS(CONT.)
• CONCLUSIONS(CONT.)
• Significant Strength Increase* Scale Effects are Observed
on Static Tension and Compression and Compression
Dominated Fatigue RTW Bonded Joints.
• Strength Reduction Scale Effects Can Occur When:
- Large, Multiple Material Parts Have High Manufacturing
Induced Thermal Stresses.
- Large Bonded Joints are Moisture Sensitive.
- Large, Complicated, Multiple Load Path Parts have not
had Adequate Building Block Test Development or FEM
Analysis.
- Large(Full) Size Structural Prototyping is Done Quickly in
the Development Cycle Without Adequate M&P and Struc-
tural Building Block Test Development.
• The Equation from References 1 and 2 Does Work When
Scale Effects Occur.
• The Specimen Data Analyzed from References 1 and 3 had
the Benefit of Consistent High Quality.
* See Ref. 5
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The Effects of Specimen Scale on the
Compression Strength of Composite
Materials
Gene Camponeschi
Composite Materials Program Office
CARDEROCKDIV, NSWC
Formerly, DTRC
Abstract
This paper presents a number of observationson the effect of
specimen scale on the compression response of composite materials.
Work on this topic was motivated by observations that thick-walled,
unstiffened carbon reinforced cylinders subjected to hydrostatic pressure
were not reaching inplane laminate stress levels at failure expected from
coupon level properties, while similar cylinders reinforced with fiberglass
were. Results from a study on coupon strength of [0/0/90] laminates,
reinforced with AS4 carbon fiber and $2 glass fiber are presented, and
show that compression strength is not a function of material or specimen
thickness for materials that have the same laminate quality (autoclave
cured quality.) Actual laminate compression strength was observed to
decrease with increasing thickness, but this is attributed to fixture restraint
effects on coupon response.
The hypothesis drawn from the coupon level results is further
supported by results from a compression test on a thick carbon reinforced
coupon in a fixture with reduced influence on specimen response, and
from a hydrostatic test on an unstiffened carbon reinforced cylinder
subjected to hydrostatic pressure with end closures designed to minimize
their effect on cylinder response.
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Compression Response of Composite Coupons and
Cylinders
CARDEROCKDIV NSWC
 ttttt
[0/0/90] [0/0/90]
Strength Strength
Carbon 150 ksi 80 - 120 ksi?
Glass 120 ksi 100 - 130 ksi_/
The focus of the work to be discussed was to address the issue of translating
material properties from the coupon level to the structural element level. Small
scale hydrostatic collapse tests on composite cylinders have not reached pressures
expected from coupon level test on [0/0/90]carbon reinforced composite laminates,
but have reached expected levels for fiberglass reinforced materials.
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Issues Relevant to the Problem
CARDEROCKDIV NSWC
Material Scaling
Structural Scaling
ManufacturingScaling
Issue,,
Many factors can influence the translationof n_terial properties to structural
response, and in this work specific focus is on the issue of materialproperty scaling.
Do strength and stiffness properties of composites change when going from small
scale coupons to structural test components.
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Objective
CARDEROCKDIV NSWC
Determine the 3-D elastic constants,
strength, and failure mechanisms for
thick-section composite materials
Are theories for the prediction of 3-D
laminate properties accurate?
Are existing failure theories applicable
to thick composites?
AS4/3501-6 $2 glass/3501-6
[o]48 [o]_ [o]1.=
[0=/90]e. [0=190]1_ [0=/90]3=,
The specific objectives of the research are outlined above. Two material
systems, in two laminate configurations, and in three thicknesses were tested.
Both material systems were 0.005 mil, 12 inch wide prepreg tape, autoclave cured
in flat panels for coupon preparation. The 48 ply laminates were nominally 0.25
inches thick, the 96 ply were nominally 0.5 inches thick, and the 192 ply were
nominally 1.0 inches thick. All panels were cured in one step, with a cure cycle
designed to avoid any temperature excursions or exotherm during the cure. All
panels were C-scanned after fabrication, found to be of high-quality, and
destructive tests showed FVF of ~ 60% and void contents of 0-1%.
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Thick-Section Compression Test Fixture
CARDEROCKDIV NSWC
Tab,/I B,o k,
ff//f///f/f/f////f/f///
A uniaxiai compression test fixture was designed to be scalable to the three
specimen geometries of concern, and transferred load into the specimen through
end-loading. Tabs of the same material as the specimen were bonded to the
specimens, and specimen ends, width, and tab surfaces were machined flat,
parallel and perpendicular within 0.001 inches.
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Compression Modulus as a Function of Thickness
CARDEROCKDIV NSWC
Thickness, In.
0.00 0,25 0.50 0,75 1.O0
140 " ' " ' " ' " ' " _20.0
120 [o]AS4
15.0lOO
a. [0/_/gO] AS4
0 so. i, $ z ca"
==" 1o.0__3
O0. IOlS2
:E --_ 1 3E
4o. lo/o/oo]s2 ¢ ¢ 5.0
2o,
0 0.0
1_ 2_ 3o
Thlckneu, mm
Inplane, longitudinal compression modulus of the two laminates and two
materials tested were found to be insensitive to specimen thickness. Likewise,
inplane an through-thickness Poisson's ratios were found to be insensitive to
specimen thickness. Through-thickness Poisson's ratios were also found to be very
nonlinear elastic.
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Compression Strength as a Function of Thickness
CARDEROCKDIV NSWC
Thickness, In.
0.00 0,25 0.50 0.75 1.00
1750 , I m I = I , I = ,250
1500
_= [OI AS4 2OO .--
5 1250
.
C ,150
;_= _ooo.75o.[ /o_o]s2 "__m_-m_m: _ , u)'u:_
I_ 500. , I_.
• ,50 (,,30
250.
0 0lb 2b
Thickness, mm
Unlike the elastic constants, inplane, longitudinal compression strength was
found to decrease with increasing specimen thickness. The [0] strength results
were not COlt_ideredacceptable since all failures occurred at the specimen ends at
the location of load introduction. The [010190]laminate strengths were considered
acceptable, and a drop in strength of 20% was seen between the 0.25 inch and 1.0
inch laminates for both materials.
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Location of [010190]Laminate Failures
CARDEROCKDIV NSWC
Location of gage section /
tab termination region failures
Although all of the thick-section[0/0/90] laminate compression failures were
within the specimen gage section, they initiated at the tab/gage-section transition
point, where the tabs and block compression fixture terminated. Since this is a
region of stress concentration and geometric transition, an analysis to investigate
the effect of these factors was conducted. The focus of this investigation was to
determine the extent of the influence of the geometry/stress concentration effects
on compression strength, with increasing specimen thickness.
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Determine Az in Terms of Specimen/Fixture Combination
--- CARDEROCKDIVNSWC
1/2 effective gage
_ _ _ _ section expansion
iiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiii !i!i!iiiiiii,i•
IIII,' I -_ Outer ply exit angle
Bolt preload and Undeformed
restraining load specimen
Freegagesection expansion
+ preloadcontraction
- specimenexpansionwithinclamps
This graphic depicts the geometry of the outer laminateplies in the region of
transition between the labs and the gage-section. Poisson expansion takes place in the
unsupported gage-section, and liftsexpansion is reslrained within the block portion of
the test fixture due to the fixture clamping bolls. The outer ply geometry results in
fibers that are misaligned with respect to the principal loading axis of the specimen,
that could effectively reduce the compression strength of the specimen. The through-
thickness expansion that occurred in the gage-section increased with increasing
specimen thickness; therefore, an analysis was performed that included this effect in
the determinationof compression strength.
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Kink Band Failure Theories Accounting For Fiber
MisalignmentCARDEROCKDIVNSWC
k
(_dt= K t _o Argon, 1972
7,Y G Budiansky, 1983(_ult----" K t _o +' y
_o= wavinessandexpansion
G= 0.6 initialG k = 11,000psi
Kt = 2.0 and1.2 "Yy=2.0%
Two kink band based compression failure criteria were used in the
evaluation of the effect of f'Lxtureeffects on the failure of the thick-section
composites. Both criteria include the effect of fiber misalignment on compression
strength. For the purposes of this work, the misalignment term in each equation
was defined to include initial fiber waviness and misalignment due to the
through-thickness Poisson's expansion. The initial fiber waviness was determined
optically on the actual laminates used in this study and was found to be
independent of laminate thickness.
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Summary of Compression Strength Analysis
CARDEROCKrJIV NSWC
El Determine effective gage section expansion
SOM solutionforfixtureandclampingeffect
El Determine outer ply geometry
FEAwitheffectiveexpansionas uniformdisplacementBC
O Determine effect of fiber mlsalignment on composite strength
Argonand Budianskysolutions
A three part solution was used in the compression strength analysis. The
first part was used to determine the gage-section free expansion due to Poisson's
ratio compared to the expansion within the fixture clamping blocks. This
information was then used to determine the boundary conditions for a finite
element analysis used to determine outer ply geometry. The outer ply exit angle
from the finite element analysis was then used in the dosed form kink band
failure criteria to determine compression strength as a function of specimen
thickness.
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Strength Versus Thickness, S2 Glass/Epoxy
CARDEROCKDIV NSWC
Compmsslon Strength Conslderlng
Rber Curvature at Failure Stress
[0/0/90] $2 glass/3501-6 Laminates
180 __
140
.[
_ 120t
E
0,2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
Thickness, Inches
A plot of experimental and theoretical compression strength versus
thickness for the S2/epoxy shows the 20% drop in strength observed
experimentally is predicted theoretically.
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Strength Versus Thickness, Carbon/Epoxy
CARDEROCKDIV NSWC
Compression Strength Conslderlng
Fiber Curvature at Failure Stress
[0/0/90] AS4/3501-6 Lamlnates
180,
m
Experimental
?d 160. m -1pro, Argon
_, -- 1--, Budiansky
' _ -
'_ 120.
O 100,
80, .....
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
Thlckness, Inches
A plot of experimental and theoretical compression strength versus
thickness for the carbon/epoxy shows the same pattern as the S2/epoxy results.
These results indicate that the drop in compression strength observed
experimentally can be attributed to fixture induced restraint effects. A failure
theory that accounts for laminate expansion that occurs in the through-thickness
direction and the observed laminate failure mechanism follow the experimental
trends.
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Sphere Joint and Specimen Cross-Section
CARDEROCKDIV NSWC
SphereJointCross-Section TestSpecimenCross-Section
W
_ Composlt e Sphere
_ A,.,_ FiberglassEndtabs
InnerTitallu _ OuterTIt=mlurn
JointRing JointRing
Following the work on uniaxial compression strength, an ARPA program
looking at composites for a Man-Rated Demonstration Article (MRDA) was
initiated. In this program a titanium-composite sphere joint was evaluated in
uniaxial compression. The titanium fixture is similar to typical end-loading block
compression fixtures, with the exception of the tapered cross section of the blocks.
A 0.78 inch thick, 4 inch wide, 10 inch long, quasi-isotropic AS4/3501-6 test
specimen was loaded to failure in this compression test fixture. The specimen
failure occurred in the center of the gage section, at 89,000 psi and a strain of
13,000 micro inches/inch. This result is almost identical to results expected from
0.1 inch thick coupons for the same material in a D3410 Procedure B test method.
This further demonstrates the claim that compressive properties are independent
of thickness. In this test fixture stress concentration and fixture restraint effects
are minimized due to the tapered titanium fixture cross-section.
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Stress-Strain Results for Test to Failure
"-" CARDEROCKDIV NSWC
Test Case 6, Test to Failure
7001" _ "1O0
L_ FR EBEF
°°?i................................................__JJ._o
.-_o[J....i=.,.. ... ...............i"z.................._'":_i'/ " ._o-Q 40 ......................................................
'i 3o ..................... |
_'_ "4o _.
,oV ..................................o 4
0 5000 10000 15000
Compressive Mlcrostraln
This slide shows a graph of the stress/strain response for the specimen
described in t]he previous slide.
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Oak Ridge National Labs Cylinder Tests
--" CARDEROCKDIVNSWC
10 In.
• IM6/ERL-2258CarbonEpoxy(-1.4% voids)
• 2:1 hoop/longitudinalfiberratio
• Lineartaper,uniqueendplugsvs. constantradius,standardplugs
• Plugdesignto makefullcontactontaperat designcollapsepressure
• Innerlayerhoopstressat 20,000psi194ksi (ply-levelstressanalysis)
° Cylinderunfailedat 20,000psi, innerhoopstrain~ 9000I_
BlakeandStarbuck,HydrostaticPressureTestingof
Graphite/EpoxyCylinderC6-1,ORNL/ATD-64,July199_
This slide summarizes the results from a thick-section carbon/epoxy cylinder
test conducted at the Oak Ridge National Lab. End closures specially designed to
minimize stress concentration effects on the cylinder allowed this cylinder to
perform at collapse pressures expected from typical thin section coupon
compression strengths. This data again supports the notion that with adequate
attention to joint and detail areas in small scale structures, composite material
properties show no effect of scaling.
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Material Scaling Issue for Composites?
"" CARDEROCKDIV NSWC
When material quality is consistent, scaling of uniaxial composite
material properties is not an issue at the coupon level and above.
Material quality is a key qualifier in the above statement. For instance, in
timber construction a specific set of guidelines are established for
grading mumber,and design allowables are defined and used based on
this grading system.
Based on the results presented in this report, uniaxial composite properties
show no scale effects, provided the material quality at the large scale are the same
as at the small scale.
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Conclusions
CARDEROCKDIV NSWC
[] Elastic constants unchanged with thickness
[] Failure mechanisms unchanged with thickness
- kinkbandfailurespredominate
- kinkbandtheoriesneed development
[] Strength of autoclave cured AS4 and S2 Epoxy laminates unchanged
with thickness
[] Joint element and small scale structural tests have shown material
properties are the same at other scales.
[] Scaling issues are of concern for joints, details, and structural level
designs and not materials for = quality
Conclusions from the work presented in this report are clearly summarized
in this slide.
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On Nature's ScalingEffects
DickJ. Wilkins,University of Delaware
Abstract
This presentation afforded the opportunity to look back in the
literature to discover scaling effects in nature that might be relevant
to composites. Numerous exampleswere found in nature's approaches
to wood, teeth, horns, leaves, eggs, feathers, etc. Nature transmits
tensile forces rigidly with cohesive bonds, while dealing with
compression forces usually through non-compressible hydraulics. The
optimum design scaling approaches for aircraft were also reviewed for
comparison with similitude laws. Finally, some historical evidence
for the use of Weibull scaling in composites was reviewed.
References included:
Morrison, Powers of Ten
Fuller, Critical Path
D'arcy Thompson, On Growth and Form
Dinwiddie, Wood
French, Invention and Evolution
Vogel, Life's Devices
Gordon, New Science of Strong Materials (and Structures)
Shanley, Weight-Strength Analysis of Aircraft Structures
Bullock, EHsenmann,Weibull, Statistical Scaling
Karbhari, issues of Scale in Composites Fracture and Design
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Morrison, Powers of Ten
• Familiar - 6 orders - 100m to.1 mm
• Span- 10"'25 to10"*-16=10"'42
• Atoms Don't Scale
Fuller, Critical Path
• Balanced Tensive & Compressive Forces
• Tensile - resists rigidly with 3 crystalline, max cohesive
bonds
• Compressive - double-bonded, flexibly hinged,
non-compressible hydraulics
D'arcy Thompson, On Growth and Form
• Forces: S=f(12), V=f(13), W=f(kl 3)
• Similitude
• Table of Sizes
° Froude's Law
• Applications
• Teeth
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D'arcy Thompson, On Growth and Form
(cont.)
• Horns
• Leaves
• Eggs
Dinwiddie, Wood
• Structure
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S_..ondarv will
Middle I_ (S;t)
Ouz_ layer (S_)
Primary wan
Middle h_nellll I 1
Simplified structure of the cell wall showing
orientation of microfibrils in each of the major wall
layers (BRE diagram: © Crown Copyright)
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French, Invention and Evolution
• Self-Sustaining Lengths
° Structure of a Feather
Lengths of materials able to sustain their own weight.
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Vane
' (a) (_enfra, construct,on. __
Barbules Barbs ["_L_Bar!s
_Compression 0
(b) Section XX. / flange (c) Section YY.
Side i_ '-- --_ { --
, ' , , ° •
• • + . • • •
• o. ++ 0 O, o •
+i • 0 _ • •
(e) Buckling in hogging,
Tension flange
(d) Sec_
([) Spread feathers,
Structure of a feather.
Vogel, Life's Devices
• Scaling Factors
• Skeletons
• Modulus, Strength, Strain, Energy Storage
• Leaf Structure
• Load Sharing
• Energy Cost of Moving
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RELATIVE MAGNITUDES IN MAMMALIAN DESIGN"
SCALING FACTORS FOR THE ALLOMETRIC EQUATION, y "- bx '_.
THE INDEPEN|)ENT VARIABLE, X, IS THE CUI_E ROOT OF BODY
MASS; THE UNITS ARE St (KILOGRAMS. SECONDS. METERS.
WATTS). DAI'A EXCERPTED FROM PETERS (1983) AND
SCHMIDT-NIELSEN (1984).
_' a b
Surface area 1.95 0. II
Skeh'tal mass (terrestrial) 3.25 ().()6()8
Skeletal inass (cetaceans) 3.()7 (). 137
Muscle I|lilSS 3.( }(} ().4 ._
Mt'tal)oJi(' r:tt(" 2.'25 .|. J0
l-ffective luzlg vcdume 3.09 ().()()()()567
Frequency of breathing - 0.78 ().H92
Heart mass 2.94 0.0058
Frequency of heartbeat - ().75 ,I.02
Kidney mass 2.55 0.00732
l.iver mass 2.61 0.033
Brain mass (nt),ll)rin)ates) 2. I 0 ().0 I
Brain mass (humans) !.98 0.085
_t,, a "'_ "_" _"
"lhe. skelct(_tks(_I a (at (l('It);t,1(l an elephant (right), drawn approxi-
matelythc same sire. 'There's lU_troul)k, tclliltg _me from the ()thcr! Notice, in l)arti('u-
lar. _hc differences in both ,shape au(i I)(_._iliollof the bones of the legs.
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A leaf and its I)criole act as a v;l,ltilever I)caln. 'l'he .pl)er
part is loaded ill tension and the lower in compression. At right is :l cross
section thr4_ugh the" Inhlrib of'a leaf--lh(" larl_e cells near-the, bottom are
nearly sPherical _lnd liguid-filled; ,he smaller ones fLIrlher Ill) are elong._le
_md fibrous.
The head aild cervical vertebrae, of il
mamm_d---d_c larre.r arc the compression-resisling
elements ol_a canril_ver. The minimal tension-resist-
inl_ components have been drawn itl with dashed
lines; the, real i_rray ol_muscl_s and tendons is more
corn plex.
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Gordon, New Scienceof StrongMaterials
• Theoretical Strength
• strain=10-20%
• stress=E/10-F.J5
• Toughness
• sigy=lx to 5x sigx
• Interfaces as Crack Stoppers
(a) (b) (c)
i = I
4
Cook-Gordon mechanism for stopping cracks at a weak inter-.
face.
(a) Crack approaches a weak interface.
(b) Interface breaks ahead of main crack.
(c) T-shaped crack-stopper. In practice the crack is usually
diverted, as in PlatelI.
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Gordon, New Science of Strong Materials (and
Structures) (cont.)
° Relative Weight-Cost
° Efficiency
n compressionmembers
I compressionmember
'_- I tension member
n tension members
i i , i
Length, L, over which load has to be carried
Diagram illustrating the relative weight.cost of carrying a given
load over a distance L.
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Shanley, Weight-Strength Analysis of Aircraft
Structures
• Optimum Design - Minimum Wt to Carry Given Load
• Structural Index = P/ab
Bullock, Eisenmann, Weibull, Statistical
Scaling
• Weibull Strength
• Scatter Affects Strength
• Complexity
• Volume
• Stress Distribution Effects
• Weibull Predicts
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tlERE'SHOWSTRENGTHIS CALCULATED
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Karbharii,Issues of Scale in Composites
Fracture and Design
. Scope
• Scales
• Hierarchy
• Inherent Scaling
• Strength vs Fiber Size
• Load vs Diameter
- microns
_mina
t
Laminate L
0.1mm -,_
Inherent scaling in a composite
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Table 2.1: Mechanics of Composites-StructuralscaJelevel_ofapplicability
' Methods/ Disciplines Structural Scale Levels
Continuum Theory Infinitesimal
' Micromechaaics Interphase thickness,
Fiber length mud diameter
Macromecha_dcs Ply thickness
Combined stressfailurecriteria Ply thickness
Laa(inateTheory Laminate thickness....
Structuralmechanics Laminate thickness
Element size
Life/ strengthprediction Fiberdiameterand length
(Durability) Ply thickness
i
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FlawsdueIo
processing,
manufacture
A ,
j¢ _ Deloctsduo to labdcstlon
ao (p_ydrape,be, holesetc.).
@
•- materialclegradmion
Flaw size
e Statistics of fiber strength _ |
s Fiber debond_ng and pull-out 4----
• Crack Bridging
m Integration of LEFM and strengthcriteria;Notch
=, Microcrack Interaction _ and size effects.
• Matrix MicrocmckJng 4---- m Effect of layup and thickness
o Stress Transfer
(Micro-response)_(Mecro-response )
Links between the two levels )
., Fracture Toughness contributionsof various mechanisms
• Integrated Composites Design
(_ht._sificatio. of i.v(.stigatio,s
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Structural Component Laboratory Coupons Constituents
(> cms) (1-100 ram) Flaws
(microns)
Breakage
Geometric Localized Sublaminate Damage Interface of
Imperfection Process Zone Cracking Mechanisms Mechanisms atomic bonds
Levels of scale in composites (_tfter A.S.I). Wang)
Summary
• Atoms Don't Scale
• Fibers Don't Scale
• Nature Can Help Explain Composites Scaling
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STRENGTH CHARACTERISTICS AND CRACK GROWTH
BEHAVIOR OF A COMPOSITE WITH WELL ALIGNED FIBERS*
J. Botsis, C. Beldica, A. Caliskan and D. Zhao
Department of Civil Engineering,
Mechanics & Metallurgy
2095 ERF, 842 W. Taylor Str.
University of Illinois at Chicago
Chicago, IL 60607
Abstract
Continuous fiber composites have shown tremendous promise in
industrial applications. Their microstructures, however, are very complex
and in many instances difficult to characterize. In this project, the
fracture characteristics of a specially made fiber reinforced composite
with different fiber spacing are investigated. The experimental results so
far have shown that after an initial transient phase the crack speed
reaches a steady phase, i.e., independent of the crack length. Within the
steady crack growth phase debonding along the fibers in the bridging zone
grows in a self-similar manner. During the steady phase the energy
dissipation per cycle is constant. Afterwards, an increase of the energy
dissipation is observed that is accompanied by a decrease in crack speed.
This latter tend is presumed to be the result of relatively large amounts of
energy dissipated in the bulk of the specimen. Using appropriate Green's
function and computer simulations, the stress intensity factor at the crack
tip is evaluated for various cases of bridging stresses. In this way the
effects of specimen size and fiber spacing on the overall fracture behavior
of the composite system are analyzed. The steady crack speed and the
steady rate of debonding have a similar power dependence on stress level.
Dimensional analysis demonstrates that the particular fracture process is
not governed by dimensional invariance but on the detailed
micromechanisms in the bridging zone.
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one of the most Important roles of
o(t) the reinforcement in a brittle
t _p_dng composite material is to reduce the
i stresses at the tip of an advancing
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_-idgi_| _ II II | II | in front of the crack tip
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schematicofa bridgingzone mechanismsmayoperatesimultaneouslyand
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arrest.
• One of tl_e most important roles of the reinforcement in a brittle
composite material is to reduce the stresses and strains at the tip of an
advancing crack. This is usually achieved through two mechanisms.
(i). the first one is from a shielding effect that the reinforcement
ahead of the crack tip imposes on the stress and strain fields around
the crack tip. (ii). the second and more important results from
bridging of the crack faces by the reinforcing particles, fibers,
whiskers, etc. A typical bridging zone in a fiber reinforced composite
is shown on the left hand side of this slide.
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Significant work has been reported on the effects of the
reinforcementand bridgingon the stressintensityfactorand crack
growthcharacteristicsof compositematerials*.
Most of this work is concerned with deriving expressions for
toughnessand stressesat thecrack tip for cracksthatwouldexhibit
eithernon- steadyor steadystategrowthcharacteristics.
However, experimentalworks on the effects of fiber spacing and
loading conditionson crack bridging,fiber debonding, and crack
growthcharacteristicshavebeen limited.
_i:i:i_i:i_:_:_i:i:i_i_i_i:i:_;:;.'_i:i:i:_:_:_:_:!:_:_:_:::::::::::::::::::::i_i:_:_:;:i:i_i_i_i_i:i:_:;:_:_:_:_i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:._``i:i:_:_:_:_:;:_:_:_:_:_i:::::::::::::::::::::::::
*Marshall, Co:< and Evans (1985). Budlansky, Hutchinsonand Evans (1986). Horl and Nemat-Nasser
(1987). Budianskyand Amazlgo (1989). Hutchinsonand Je_son (1990). yang, Teal, Quirt, Mura,Shibata
and Mori(1991). Rut:_nstolnand Xu (1992).
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• In this paper, results of fatigue crack growth on a specially made
composite material are reported. The matrix material was an epoxy
and the reinforcement consisted of long aligned fibers that were
approximately spaced at equal distances from each other. The
properties of the constituent materials were chosen in such a way that
the fibers were sufficiently stronger than the matrix. As a result, it is
expected that the fibers in the bridging zone of the crack do not fail
and thus, all fibers in the zone contribute to the fracture behavior of
the composite specimen.
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• This slide illlustrates the mold used for specimen preparation. Note
that composites with various layers of fibers can be prepared with
specific fiber spacing.
• The mater_al used in the present studies was a glass and epoxy,
unidirectional, single lamina composite.
• The Young moduli for the constituent materials were, Ef =72.5 GPa
for the glass, and Em= 3.5 GPa for the matrix.
• This particular matrix material was transparent, which facilitated in
situ optical observation.
• Specimens were prepared from E - glass fibers with 0.40 mm in
diameter and an epoxy resin matrix.
• The matrix material was a mixture of Eiclorhidrin - Bisfenol resin
and Hysol PZA - B hardener in a ratio of 4:1 by weight.
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• A schematic of a specimen used in these studies is shown here.
• For strength measurements ram tests were performed on specimens
with different fiber spacing.
• In the fatigue testing, a 60° angle notch of 2 mm depth was milled at
the middle of the specimen edge. In all specimens, the distance from
the notch tip to the first fiber was about I mm.
• Tension-tension fatigue experiments were performed on a dual
servohydraulic Instron Mechanical Testing System at room
temperature and laboratory environment.
• All experiments were load controlled with a sinusoidal waveform
function.
• Measurements of crack growth and the extent of debonding were
monitored during the experiment with a traveling optical microscope.
• A light beam was configured at an angle to the specimen's plane to
distinguish the debonding that appeared as a relatively brighter area
along the fibers within the bridging zone.
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• For strength measurements ram tests were performed on specimens
with different fiber spacing (_, = 0.95, 1.5, 1.8, 2.4, and 3.5 mm).
• It is very important to note that for _, = 0.95, 1.5, 1.8, 2.4 mm the
product of the composite strength (_ and the square root of fiber
spacing is constant.
• A deviation from this relationship was observed for larger fiber
spacing.
• Note that these observations agree with the mixture rule for strength.
• Moreover, as it is shown later, steady state crack speed was observed
only in the specimens where (__r_= k.
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• This slide shows the crack growth behavior as well as the rate of
energy dissipation during fatigue of a notched specimen.
• In all cases examined in the present work, the time to crack initiation
largely depended upon the applied load. That is, the lower the stress
level the longer the time to crack initiation. After crack initiation, a
significant decrease of the crack speed was observed. This behavior
was due to the fiber in front of the crack and its effect on the stress
field around the crack tip. It has been reported that an inclusion with
higher stiffness than the surrounding material, in front of a crack,
lowers the stress intensity factor at the crack tip.
• In all cases investigated the crack speed reached a constant value.
Moreover, the rate of energy dissipation was constant during the
steady state crack growth.
• After the steady state growth, crack speed decreased while the
dissipation increased. This behavior may be due to changes in energy
absorption mechanisms of the system (bridging zone versus matrix
material).
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• The crack propagation rates plotted against the crack length in
specimens with the same fiber spacing and different load levels are
shown.
• Note that after a decrease the crack speed reached steady values.
• The fluctuations around a constant crack speed, observed in the
steady phase may be due to an experimental error in the
measurements of crack length and/or the various mechanisms of
dissipation in the bridging zone and the fibers ahead of the crack tip.
• Moreover, variations in their center to center distances may have
contributed to the observed small oscillations around a mean steady
speed.
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• The crack propagation rates plotted against the crack length in
specimens with different fiber spacing and the same load levels are
shown.
• Note that after a decrease the crack speed reached steady values.
• The fluctuations around a constant crack speed, observed in the
steady phase may be due to an experimental error in the
measurements of crack length and/or the various mechanisms of
dissipation in the bridging zone and the fibei's ahead of the crack tip.
• Moreover, variations in their center to center distances may have
contributed to the observed small oscillations around a mean steady
speed.
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• A typical configuration of the crack and the associated extent of
debonding along the fibers is shown in the photograph displayed in in
the left hand side of this slide.
• It is interesting to note here that debonding is smaller on fibers closer
to the crack tip. In situ optical observations indicated that, in all
specimens fatigued under different loading conditions, the crack was
bridged by all fibers behind the crack.
• A schematic of the fracture surface indicating the crack front around
and between fibers is shown in the right hand side. In all cases, the
crack front was not straight. Instead, a curved crack front was seen
with the curvature being much larger when the crack was near to a
fiber.
• The curvature of the crack front is a manifestation of the effects of
the fiber ahead of the crack front and its effect on the stress field. At
a particular fiber, debonding started when the center of the crack
front ran into a fiber.
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• Schematics of the bridging zone at consecutive configurations are
shown in the left hand side of this slide.
• The evolution of debonding d, defined as d = _LD, where L is the
debonding length and D is the fiber diameter on fibers within the
bridging zone as a function of cycle number in a typical specimen, is
shown in the right hand side. Regarding these data two important
statements can be made.
• First, debonding vs. cycle number at each fiber in the bridging zone
may be approximated with a straight line. This implies that, along
with the crack speed, the rate of debonding at every fiber reached a
steady growth mode.
• Second, for each loading condition the slopes of debonding vs. cycle
number are equal. Thus, the rate of debonding was the same in every
fiber of a given specimen and the evolution of the bridging zone was
self- similar.
• Within the resolution of the observations, fiber debonding was the
dominant mechanism of energy dissipation. Fiber friction, and
filament fracture may have contributed to energy dissipation;
however, they were not recorded in the present studies.
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• The experimental results reported in this paper demonstrated that
after a decrease, the crack speed reached a steady state. Although
the speed at the steady phase was an increasing function of the
applied load, the results of the present work implied that the stress
state at the crack tip is independent of the crack length. Instead, it
depended upon local parameters around the close vicinity of the
crack tip and the applied load. Thus, for a particular fiber spacing,
the remote applied stress seemed to be the controlling factor of the
steady crack speed.
• Schematics of crack growth behavior and energy dissipation per cycle
are displayed in this slide.
• Note that at the steady state, not only the crack speed was constant
but also the energy dissipation per cycle.
• After the steady state, two types of behavior where observed. (i)
increase in crack speed followed by a specimen fracture. (ii) decrease
in crack speed and increase in energy dissipation.
• In this work, analysis of the experimental data will be limited to the
steady state regime only.
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• To correlate the steady crack speed and the steady rate of debonding,
the total stress intensity factor It, at the crack tip should be
evaluated for the particular specimen geometry and bridging zone.
• For a crack bridged by fibers, it is assumed that the principle of
superposition applies and that the level of residual stresses is
relatively small.
• The stress intensity factor may be evaluated by employing standard
Green's functions.
• The correction AK is due to the presence of the fiber ahead of the
crack tip. For a cracked specimen with the particular reinforcement
evaluation of AK is beyond the scope of this work. It has been
reported, however, that an inclusion of radius r with higher modulus
than the matrix material, located in front of the crack tip, does not
contribute to the stress intensity factor when the distance between the
crack tip and the center of the inclusion is greater than 2r
(Rubinstein, 1986). Although the configuration of the inclusion
investigated by Rubinstein was different, it is assumed that the same
trends on the magnitude of total stress intensity factor would exist
in this case as well. Thus, for the fiber spacing employed in these
studies and considering that the crack tip was located in the middle
of two consecutive fibers, AK was presumed negligible.
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• Calculation of the stress intensity factor due to the remote load for an
unbridged crack does not possess any particular difficulty. However,
the contribution of the fibers to Kt can be evaluated only if the forces
carried by the fibers are known. These quantities cannot be easily
evaluated experimentally. Thus, one is led to assuming some
distribution of tractions in the fibers that are compatible with the
observed fracture phenomenon (Marshall, et. al, 1985, Cox and
Marshall, 1991).
• In the present work, it is considered that at the steady crack growth
phase, Kt is constant. Accordingly, various distributions of the forces
were simulated.
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• Evolution of Kt as a function of crack length for various values of the
proportionality constant [3and two values of the exponent m.
• Note that under the adopted assumptions the total stress intensity
factor did not reach constant level.
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• In the next stage of the simulations, the force distribution in the
fibers was described by two relations that are shown in the left hand
side of this slide.
• In terms of these assumptions, the bridging zone is separated into two
regions (left hand side). The first one is distinguished by a constant
stress distribution and the second one by a linear dependence on
debonding.
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• Since the value of the proportionality constant [5, is unknown,
simulations were performed for different values of [5. Under the
assumptions presented before and for a given applied load, changing
the proportionality constant implies changing the magnitude of l*,
i.e., the number of fibers n*. Note that l* and n* do not depend on
the crack length.
• The plots presented in this slide show that in all cases, K t is constant
in a certain interval of crack length.
° However, the extent of the interval where K t is constant and the level
of K t change with [5.
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K,. Interfacefracturetoughness
o, fiberstrength
o. compositestrength
_. fibersparing
d fiberdiameter
h specimenthickness
RB specimenw_dthloadrati AI = F(K*, K,_' K_, fir, fro _', d, h, B, R, v, t)
V frequency AN
t time
• Analysis of the experimental data on crack speed was carried out
using dimensional analysis.
• The governed parameter is the crack speed and the governing
parameters are listed in the left hand side of this slide.
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* The fundamental set of parameters were the total stress intensity factor
K,, the the fiber strength o r,and time t.
* Accordingly an initial set of I1 parameters can be identified. These
parameters were combined and the resulting new set of independent VI
parameters were used for further analysis.
. The crack speed is then related to the new II parameters.
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• The parameter Kt/(sra_dis small. Threfore, complete self - similarity
with respect to this parameter would imply a quadratic dependence of
the crack speed on Kc The experimental results, however, do not follow
such a dependence.
• That leads to considering an incomplete self - similarity (Barenblatt,
1980) with respect to Kt/(YrX_- that results in a power rule with an
exponent of 2+(z.
• Note that the exponent (z cannot be determined from dimensional
analysis. It depends on the II parameters that enter the function O.
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• The experimental data on the steady crack speed and the steady
evolution of debonding were correlated with power laws.
• Here AI/AN and Ad/AN refer to the steady crack speed and debonding,
respectively, observed in a specimen fatigued under a certain stress
level. A_, A2, m_, and m2are parameters that may depend on the
properties of the constituent materials. They can be evaluated by linear
regression analysis on a Log - Log plane.
• The straight lines in slide represent the right hand side of equations.
The data points are steady speeds and the steady values of debonding.
• It is worth noting that for different fiber spacing the values of the
exponents were very close and that the exponent for the rate of
debonding was approximately equal to that for crack growth.
• This result agrees with the self - similar evolution characteristics of
debonding observed experimentally.
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• The strengthO_¢'of the composite specimens investigatedin the present studies was
relatedto the fiberspacing as _%=K whlere lcisaconstant.
• For a number of experimentswith the same fiber spacingand differentstress levels,
the crack speed reached a constant value, independentof the crack length. Steady
stateis seen forfiberspacingthatsatisfy crc_'X_1¢. ,_imilarresultswere obtainedin
fatigue fracture of specimens underthe same loadingconditionsand different fiber
spacing.
• Inall experimentsdebondingat thesteadystateevolvedin a self- similarmanner.
Within theresolutionof theobservations,no fiber failurewas observedin the bridging
zone. Fiberdebondingseemed to be the dominantmechanismofenergy dissipation.
• Assumingcertaindistributionof theforces carried bythe fibers inthe bridgingzone it
was found that the total stress intensity factor was constant during steady crack
growth.
• Dimensional analysis demonstrates that the particular fracture process is not
governed by dimensional invariance but on the detailed micromechanimsin the
bridgingzone.
• The steady crack speed and the steady rate of debonding have a similar power
dependenceon stresslevel.
• Steady state is the result of a balance between the energy available for
the process and the energy required for process. It takes place when
the boundary conditions and microstructure prevent the system from
reaching equilibrium• Thus, the system settles down to a steady state.
In the particular case investigated herein, a steady state is manifested
by the constancy of the crack speed and rate of debonding.
• The steady state of crack growth and debonding suggested a form of
self - similarity in space and time and the existence of certain
stabilization processes in fracture of the composite material investigated
in this work.
• The results of the present studies demonstrate that a steady fracture
process in composites is an important physical phenomenon that needs
to be fully understood and characterized. In the particular fracture
process reported herein, irreversible process occurred mostly behind
the crack tip and across the entire crack length•
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ABSTRACT
Research on damage mechanisms and ultimate strength of
Composite Materials relevant to scaling issues will be addressed. The
use of fracture mechanics and Weibull Statistics to predict scaling
effects for the onset of isolated damage mechanisms will be
highlighted. The ability of simple fracture mechanics models to
predict trends that are useful in parametric or preliminary design
studies will be reviewed. The limitations of these simple models for
complex loading conditions will also be noted. The difficulty in
developing generic criteria for the growth of these mechanisms
needed in progressive damage models to predict strength will be
addressed. A specific example for a problem where failure is a direct
consequence of progressive delamination will be explored. A Damage
Threshold/Fail-safety concept for addressing composite damage
tolerance will be discussed.
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WEIBULL SCALE LAW
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Where V = Volume Stressed
_ult = Strength
m = Shape Parameter
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WEIBULL STRENGTH DISTRIBUTION
P(g)= 1-exp" (_cc)m
Where P(_) = Probability of failure at stress level,
<_c = Characteristic Strength
m = Shape Parameter
which yields
where
b = - m lnffc
and for a median ranking of data from I to n
(i-1) + 0.7P(o)- n+0.4
Transverse Tensile Strength Distribution
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LOCAL VOLUME IN THREE POINT BEND TESTS
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ANALYSIS OF IN-PLANE LAMINA STRESSES
f
IN-PLANE STRESSES
CALCULATED IN -e DEGREE
x 1 PLIES OF (O/8/-e) s
,_ GRAPHITE EPOXY LAMINATES
2 o IN-PLANE STRESSES
TRANSFORMED INTO LAMINA
COORDINATE SYSTEM
e G22 AND _:t2 CALCULATED
e IN LAMINATE INTERIOR (LPT)
e NEAR FREE EDGE (Q3D FEM)
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In-plane normal stress near the free edge of the -O degree ply in
[O/O/-O]sgraphite epoxy laminate.
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SOURCES OF DELAMINATION IN UNNOTCHED LAMINATES
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MIXED MODE DELAMINATION
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RESIDUAL THERMAL AND h_DISTURE INFLUENCE
ON STRAIN ENERGY RELEASE RATES
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EFFECT OF RESIDUAL THERMAL AND MOISTURE ON THE
MIXED-MODE STRAIN ENERGY RELEASE RATE PERCENTAGE
(±4510190)FAMILY
s
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SKETCH OF RADIOGRAPH & MICROGRAPH SHOWING
DELAMINATION IN 0/-4)INTERFACE OF
(02/e2/-e2)s LAMINATE
y /-- Matrix
Delamination Laminate
Z edge
-% _..... -_-X
Schemalic edge view Oelamination Matrixcrack
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[0/15/-15Is AT = -156°C (.280°F)
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Interlaminar stresses near the free edge in the 15/-15 interface of a
[0/15/-15] s graphite epoxy laminate.
NORMALIZED INTERLAMINAR NORMAL STRESS IN 151-15
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SCHEMATIC OF STAIRCASE DAMAGE PATTERN
FOR AN IMPACTED COMPOSITE PLATE
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STRAIN ENERGY RELEASE RATE FOR LOCAL
DELAMINATION ONSET
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LOCAL STRAIN CONCENTRA'ilON_ DUE TO
THROUGH-THE-THICKNESS ACCUMULA'nON OF LOCAL
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CONCLUSIONS
I. Compositestrengthcan be predictedwith scaling laws if
A) A single damage mechanism is responsiblefor ultimatefailure
B) All Ioadings(thermal, mechanical,hygroscopic) and
stress components (tensionand shear)
responsiblefor this damage mechanismare considered
II. For composite materialsand structures, ultimate failure typically
resultsfrom a progressionof damage events
II1. Progressivedamage models must be developedto achieve
composite strength scaling, requiring:
A) Determinationof damage sequence
B) Incorporatingthe influenceof internal stress free boundaries
due to matrix cracking and delamination
C) Determinationof load redistributionas damage progresses
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MATERIAL PROPERTIES, FAILURE AND
DAMAGE MECHANICS
Session II
Felton Bartlett, Moderator
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EFFECTS OF PLY THICKNESS ON THERMAL CYCLE INDUCED DAMAGE
AND THERMAL STRAIN
Stephen S. Tompkins
Materials Division
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
Abstract
An experimental study was conducted to determine the effects of ply
thickness in composite laminates on thermally induced cracking and changes in
the coefficient of thermal expansion, CTE. A graphite-epoxy composite material,
P75/ERL 1962, in thin (1 mil) and thick (5 mils) prepregs was used to make
cross-ply laminates, [(0/90)n]s, with equal total thickness (n=2, n=10) and cross-
ply laminates with the same total number of plies (n=2). Specimens of each
laminate configuration were cycled up to 1500 times between -250OFand 250OF.
Thermally induced microdamage was assessed as a function of the number of
cycles as was the change in CTE. The results showed that laminates fabricated
with thin-plies microcracked at significantly different rates and reached
significantly different equilibrium crack densities than the laminate fabricated with
thick-ply and n=2. The CTE of thin-ply laminates was less affected by thermal
cycling and damage than the CTE of thick-ply laminates. These differences are
attributed primarily to differences in interply constraints. Observed effects of ply
thickness on crack density was qualitatively predicted by a combined shear-lag
stress/energy method.
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OUTLINE
• Background
• Study objective
• Materials and test procedures
• Experimental results
• Analytical results
• Summary of Findings
REQUIREMENTSFORHIGH
PRECISIONSPACECRAFT
• High stiffness
• Low thermal expansion
• Low weight
• Long life
• Predictable and acceptable end-of-life
properties
• Environmental durability
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EFFECTSOF THETHERMALCYCLING
ENVIRONMENT
• Most all spacecraft subjected to thermal cycling
- Temperature ranges from -265°F to 250°F
- Lifetime exposures up to 30 years (175,000 cycles)
• Thermal cycling can induce damage in high stiffness Gr/Ep
composites
- Damage accumulation can affect material properties
• Thin-ply material is of interest for weight savings
- Current experience largely for thick-ply composites
- Ply thickness affects composite laminate properties and
behavior
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STUDY OBJECTIVE
• Determine the effects of ply thickness on the damage
induced by thermal cycling and the resulting changes in the thermal
expansion behavior of polymer composites for space applications.
The standard 5-mil prepreg used to fabricate composite laminates is being replaced by
thinner, 1- to 3-mil, prepreg in many material designs for additional weight savings (ref. 1
and 2) in space structures. The comparative properties and performance of laminates
fabricated from the thinner prepreg and those fabricated with the standard thickness prepreg
are fundamental questions that must be addressed as materials are replaced.
The properties and response to mechanical loads of composite laminates with different
ply thicknesses have been found to be different (refs. 3-5). Laminates with the same
materials and configuration but fabricated with different ply thicknesses do not have the
same mechanical properties. While the stiffnesses are the same for the two materials, the
transverse strengths are significantly different. This was attributed to both a material volume
effect, ref. 4, and a ply constraint effect, ref. 6.
Reference 5 established that damage induced by mechanical fatigue is dependent upon
laminate thickness. Reference 7 showed similar results for high modulus fibers subjected to
limited thermal fatigue. The difference in the induced damage has been attributed to
differences in inter-ply constraints, where the constraint was highest within thin ply
laminates.
The objective of this study was to investigate the effects of ply thickness on thermally
induced microdamage and the resulting changes in the CTE after a large number of thermal
cycles. A high modulus continuous graphite fiber composite material, representative of
spacecraft materials, was used in this study.
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF
[(0/90)n]s LAMINATES
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This figure shows schematic diagrams of the [(0/90)n]s laminates of P75/ERL 1962 graphite
epoxy composite material used in this study. Laminate_ were fabricated using 5-mil plies
with n=2 and using l-rail plies with n=10 and n=2. This resulted in laminates with the same
total thickness (n=2 and n=10), but with different ply thicknesses, and laminates with the
same total number of plies (n=2).
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PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF [(0/90)n]sLAMINATES
Photomicrographs of the cross section of each of the laminates tested are shown in this
figure. The percent fiber volume contents of the laminates made with the thick- and thin-
plies were about 53% and 58% respectively. Figure (a) shows a microcrack in the 5-mil ply
laminate after 10 thermal cycles. For this study, a microcrack was counted only if the crack
extended at least half way across the thickness of a ply. Also, only cracks in the middle two
90° plies were counted. The specimens in photomicrographs (b) and (c) were in the as-
fabricated condition. Microcrack densities, number/inch, were determined by counting
microcracks over the middle inch along the polished edge using an optical microscope at a
magnification of 400X.
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THERMAL CYCLING
CHAMBER AND TYPICAL TEMPERATURE HISTORY
3OO
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Temp,e,rature, / 100
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-200
-300 i i i i
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a) Thermalcyclingchamber b)Typicalspecimentemperaturehistory
A schematic diagram of the thermal cycling apparatus used for this study is shown in
figure (a). The apparatus consists of a hot chamber heated with electric resistance heaters
and an adjacent cold chamber cooled with liquid nitrogen. Specimens were moved from the
hot to the cold chamber on a sliding tray. A typical temperature history of a specimen during
a cycle between 250°F to -250°F is shown in figure (b).
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MICROCRACK DENSITY IN
[(0/90)n]s LAMINATES
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This figure shows the change in the crack densities of the middle 90 ° plies in each of the
laminates tested. The 5-mil ply laminate cracked as soon as cycling began and reached a
near plateau at about 50 cracks/inch after about 200 cycles. The thin-ply laminates behaved
very differently. The thin-ply laminate with n=10 did not begin microcracking until after
about 200 cycles, then cracks formed very rapidly. This laminate reached a crack density of
about 140 cracks/inch after about 1550 cycles and still had a high crack density increase rate.
The thin-ply with n=2 had less than 5 cracks/inch even after about 1000 cycles. The density
reached about 20 cracks/inch after about 1500 cycles.
The large differences in the crack densities in the thin- and thick-ply laminates are
attributed to the fact that the thin plies are more constrained by adjacent plies than the thick
plies. This restricts the straining of the plies which resulted in a high stress required for
cracking and delayed crack initiation. The constraint also does not allow the stress relief by
cracking to extend far from the crack as in the thicker plies, thus resulting in a higher crack
density. The difference in the cracking in the two thin-ply laminates is not understood and is
under investigation.
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THERMAL EXPANSION BEHAVIOR AFTER
THERMAL CYCLING [(0/902]S
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This figure shows the thermal expansion of the P75/ERL 1962 [(0/90)2] s 5-mil laminate
before and after thermal cycling. As the crack density increases, the thermal expansion
becomes dominated by the 0° plies of the laminate. The thermal expansion of the laminate
approached that of the unidirectional laminate.
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RESIDUAL CTE FOR [(0/90)n]s LAMINATES
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The effects of thermal cycling on the CTE of the thick- and thin-ply laminates are shown
in this figure. For the thick-ply laminate, the CTE changes from a positive value to a
negative value and approaches the longitudinal lamina value of-0.531 ppm/°E The
CTEs of both of the thin-ply laminates, however, were not significantly changed after 500
cycles even though the crack density in the thin-ply, n=10, was very large. The near constant
CTEs were attributed to the constraint of the cracked plies imposed by the adjacent plies. As
thermal cycling continued, the crack density increased and the effects of the constraining
adjacent plies were reduced. This resulted in a decrease in the CTE in all of the laminates.
After about 1500 cycles, both of the thin-ply laminates approached about the same value, 0.1
ppm/°F, half of the initial value. The CTE of the thick-ply laminate also decreased but to an
average value of-0.295 ppm/°E down from the value of-0.193 ppm/°F at 500 cycles and
the initial value of 0.111 ppm/°E
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DEPENDENCE OF MICROCRACKING ON CTE OF
[(0/90)n]s LAMINATES
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This figure shows the CTE of each of the laminates as a function of the microcrack
density. These data seem to indicate that once microcracks begin to accumulate, the initial
rates of change of CTE with microcracking are about the same for the thin- and thick-ply
laminates with the same number of plies (n=2). The rate of change of the CTE with
microcracking for the thin-ply laminate with n=10 is very small up to a crack density of
about 90, after which the rate begins to increase.
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ANALYTICAL MODEL
0 _ AT or Loadstores
90 -I_ P energy0
• /.- Crack
0 I _,' Someof it is released
90 I | bycracking
0 I
__"_ _ uncracked0
Stress in 90° ply
In central(90°) ply
• Crackforms ifAG > Gc
(AG= Strain energy released)
• Compute AG using shear lag approximation of
stress state with crack
• Critical strain energyvaried as the transverse strength
varied with thermal cycling
This figure shows a schematic of the analytical model developed in ref. 8 to predict
transverse matrix cracks in a composite laminate subjected to cyclic thermal load. Shear lag
stress approximations and a simple energy-based fracture criteria are used m predict crack
density as a function of temperature. Predictions of crack density as a function of thermal
cycling are accomplished by assuming that fatigue degrades the material's inherent
resistance to cracking.
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PREDICTEDEFFECTSOF PLYTHICKNESSAND
THERMALCYCLINGON CRACK DENSITY
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ThermalCyclesbetween+ 250°F
• Damageincreaseswithcycling.
• Nosaturationlimit.
• Smallerthicknessdelaysinitiation,morecracks.
This figure shows the effects of ply thickness and long term cycling on crack density.
The amount of damage increases as the number of thermal cycles are increased. Also, note
that none of the laminates reach an equilibrium crack level. As shown previously, the
laminates with the thinner plies have a delayed crack initiation and ultimately a higher crack
density as corn pared to the laminate with thicker plies.
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PREDICTED EFFECTS OF PLY THICKNESS AND
THERMAL CYCLING ON LAMINATE CTE
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• Crackssignificantlyaffect CTE I
• LaminateCTE lessaffected for thin plies I
These analytical data show that the effects of cracks on laminate CTE can be very
significant. The CTE of the laminate with the thicker middle layer is much more sensitive to
cracking than that of the thin-ply laminates.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
• Microcracking:
- Onset of microcracking in thin-ply laminates delayed
relative to thick- ply laminates
- For equal total thicknesses, thin-ply laminates reach
higher crack densities than thick-ply laminates
° Coefficient of thermal expansion:
- CTE of thin-ply laminates less affected by thermal
cycling than the CTE of thick-ply laminates
° Observed effects of ply thickness on crack density qualitatively
predicted by a combined shear-lag stress/energy method
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FUTURE PLANS
• Continue thermal exposures of thin-ply specimens.
° Apply analytical model to exposed laminate
configurations.
• Extend analysis (under grant) to include angle-ply
laminates.
° Determine range of applicability of results to several
types of composite material systems.
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SCALING EFFECTS OF DEFECTS
IN FIBER-REINFORCED COMPOSITES
A. S. D. Wang
Drexel University
Philadelphia, PA 19104
ABSTRACT
Material defects may be introduced willingly or unwillingly during material manufacturing
and structural component fabrication stages. Their presence in the material plays a dominant role in
determining the material's strength and the associate failure mechanisms. In the sense that the size
and the number of defects may increase with the volume of the material, the effect of dimensional
scaling may manifest itself in the dependence of material strength on volume. Or, alternatively,
there may exist a scaling effect of material defects.
In fiber-reinforced composites, manufacturing or fabrication defects may come in several
forms: matrix voids, matrix microcracks, fiber misalignment, broken fibers, interface disbonds,
just to mention a few. These are interacting and competing defects in the sense that one type of
defect may become dominant under one stress condition and another type of defect may become
dominant under a different stress condition. This happens because the fiber reinforcement network,
together with the distribution of defects, constitutes the prime microstructure of the composite, and
there exist continued interactions between the evolving microstructure and the distribution of
defects. In the process, the scaling effects of defects are complicated by this interaction.
In this presentation, the scaling effects of defects in fiber-reinforced composites will be
briefly discussed with the introduction of the concept of effective defects. It is then shown with the
aid of some actual experimental and analysis results that the scaling effects are very much present,
but they are regulated by the characteristic dimension of the composite microstructure due to the
aforementioned microstructure-defect interaction effect.
(Original photographs unavailable at time of publication)
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SCALING EFFECTS ON MATERIAL STRENGTH
IS AN AGE-OLD PROBLEM:
*The Griffith Experiment of 1920 - glass rods under tension
(rods of constant length)
mean
strength
v
diameter of rod
* The Weibull Experiment of 1939 - glass rods under tension
(rods of const, diameter)
strength
sample
q distribution
mean
v
length of rods
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MATERIAL DEFECT WAS THE CULPRIT
- The fractured surface of a sample -
(due to Don Adams, 1974)
fractured surface of an epoxy rod at 20x
the same fractured surface at 100x
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SCALING EFFECT ON FIBROUS COMPOSITES
IS MORE THAN JUST DEFECTS
* The Rosen Experiment of 1964 - fiber breakage in matrix
# segments/length
small
_.._ber
!.a.rger
// fiber v
in-situ fiber stress
Added Factors:
1. Defects distribution along the fiber
2. Fiber-matrix interface bonding condition
3. Presence of residual stresses
4. Evolving effects of local failures
These are all integral parts
of the composite microstructure.
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IComposites are a manifold of microstructures
For every IOX - 100Xmagnification,....
there is a distinctly defined microstructure!
Laboratory Coupon Fiber/Matrix/h_terlace/flaw
Structural Component (1- 100 mm) (1- 100# m)(> > 100mm)
/
/
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DEFECTS IN WHICH MICROSTRUCTURE LEVEL?
* Matrix cracking in UD CMC (Wang & Barsoum, 1992)
* Data: SCS-6 (140gm) and SCS-9 (140gm) fibers
Borosilicate matrix (in room temperature)
600
SCS9
SCS6
5O0
0 | | I I |
0.0 O.I 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.8 0.6
Vf
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DEFECTS IN WHICH MICROSTRUCTURE LEVEL?
Transverse Cracking in [0/90]s Laminates
(Crossman & Wang, 1982)
S S
v
90 layer thickness
* Data: Multiple cracks in graphite-epoxy [0/90n] s laminates
.,,iv
transverse crocks
# of
_n= n=l
n=2
3
_ n--4
laminate stress
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THE CONCEPT OF EFFECTIVE DEFECT
t t tt
random _ sizede"finitive&orientation
J,J,J,J,J,J,J, J,J,J,J,_,J,J,
Natural defects Effective defect
* About the "effective" defect:
- defect orientation- adjudicated by material failure mode
- defect size - by failure stress, material toughness & failure
criterion
For example: tensile failure of a brittle material
- defect orientation is normal to the applied tension;
- defect is crack-like & its size is:
aeff = _ (Kc/ccr) 2
* Scaling effect:
aeff o__v(namraldefect density)dv
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EFFECTIVE DEFECTS IN COMPOSITES
* Reinforcing fibers are a part of composite microstructure
- defect and microstructure interactions
• Positive effects on defects:
- defect size limiting (fiber spacing)
- crack shielding (fiber spacing, stiffness)
- crack arrest/deflection (fiber spacing, interface)
- multiple cracking (.fiber spacing,, interface)
(increased material toughness_
• Negative effects on defects:
- more manufacturing defects
- residual stresses
* Scaling Effect on Defect:
- governed by the characteristic size of the microstructure
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SCALING EFFECTS ON DEFECTS
- A physical Example -
ii!ii,liiililii-
i
* probable source of cracking: inter-fiber flaws
I
inter-fiber
flaws 0.005"
t
Z
effective
flaws
* Idealization: effective flaws
ai : flaw size distn, xi : flaw location distn.
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Suggest A Proper Scaling Law for n 90°plies 
Application of Fracture Mechanics
* Treat effective flaws as distributed cracks
- (Wang and Lei, 1985)
SCALING EFFECTS ON DEFECTS
- Another physical Example
/
r
J _-,-4 1
* probable source of cracking: inter-ply flaws
_, Interlaminar
Flaws
Interlaminar
Edge Flaw
!::i.!ii!!!i!iii_:_:_i_::__............... ._..._
* Idealization: effective edge flaw
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Application of Fracture Mechanics
* (generally) mix-mode, self-similar:
(Wang & Crossman, 1980)
100 200 300 400 mpa
in , , _:£]P"C3 mm
,60 0 [±251903] s 15
[*2519021 s
.4s _ [!as/9ol]s
lO
.30
.15 iO0 5O. I " 0
10 20 30 40 50 60 ksi
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SCALING EFFECTS ON DEFECTS
A physical Example -
* Interactive microcracking in CMC:
(Wang & Barsoum, 1992)
* Inferred source(s) of initiation:
. i
composite
["l ' I_ _l--d (diameter)
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Experimental & Predicted Matrix Cracking Stress
Wang & Barsoum, 1992
SCS-6/7740(Mpa)
600
rgl
+ "_= 10Mpa (Untreated) b=0
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b=d
_ b=d
.-= 400 -o- b=0 _ Bounds
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Ii,,1
= 300 _ _:.= •
_- 200 +
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0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
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o,_. 4- ExperimentRT 25°C
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..
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'_. lX
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
* material defects exist, especially in fibrous composites
* scaling effect is due to random distribution in volume
* physical defects are difficult to identify or describe
* the concept of "effective defects" serves a useful purpose
"_"in monolithic medium, the dominant one(s) control failure
* in composites, multiple (localized) failures can occur
* scaling effect is regulated by the characteristic size of the
reinforcement microstructure
* experimental evidences have been consistent with this
axiom;
* the axiom can be quantitatively & qualitatively applied to
simulate the damage processes in composites
* the examples cited are simple yet revealing
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SIZE EFFECT IN COMPOSITE MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES:
BASIC CONCEPTS AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Carl Zweben
AdvancedTechnologyManager and DivisionFellow
Martin Marietta Astro Space
King of Prussia,Pennsylvania
INTRODUCTION
It has long been known that the strength of brittle materials like ceramics depends on
the volume of stressed material and the nature of the stress distribution. Both of these
effects arise because brittle materials are flaw sensitive, and flaw severity and
distribution are generally statistical in nature. As the probability of finding a serious
flaw increases with increasing material volume, large brittlebodies tend to fail at lower
stress levels than smaller ones when both are subjected to the same kind of uniform
stress field, such as pure tension. This is known as "Size Effect".
The significant influence of size and stress distribution on strength of ceramics has a
major effect on methods used to determine strength properties. Because of the brittle
nature of ceramics, measuring tensile strength is not a simple task, and flexural testing
is common. The resulting flexural strength is often referred to as "modulus of rupture".
It is widely recognized that the modulus of rupture is much higher than the strength of a
coupon having the same dimensions loaded in pure tension, because the region of
high tensile stress in a flexural specimen is much smaller. This fact is usually
accounted for by use of Weibull statistical methods to determine allowable tensile
strength properties when flexure tests are used (Ref. 6).
Plastic deformation in metals tends to reduce stress concentrations arising from
defects, and these materials display much less strength scatter and Size Effect than
ceramics. In practice, the influence of size on the strength of metallic structures is
rarely, if ever, considered, whereas it is a key consideration for ceramics.
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Polymer matrix composite(PMC) materials reinforcedwith continuousfibers have a
number of characteristics which are typical of brittle materials. One of the most
importantsimilaritiesto ceramics is that PMCs lackplasticityto reducethe influenceof
stress concentrations arising from defects. Components subjected to tensile and
compressive loads in the fiber directionhave more or less linear tensile stress-strain
curves and strengthswhich displaysignificantlymore scatter than ductile metals. In
light of these facts, it is natural to ask whether the strength of composite materials
depends on material volume. That is, i_ there a Size Effect in composite
materials and structures? The issue here is one of inherent material strength
dependence on volume, independent of the influence of manufacturing process
variability. The question is well defined in Ref. 12. To paraphrase, would small
specimens cut from a large structurehave the same strengthcharacteristicsas the
structureitselfwhensubjectedto the same stateof uniformstress?
Considering that large composite structures have been reliably used in service for
some time, the question naturally arises that if there is a significant Size Effect, why
has it not been identified?
It seems entirely possible that there may be a significant Size Effect in composite
materials and structures, but it has not been detected or recognized as such for a
variety of reasons. First, local stress concentrations arising from joints and cutouts
often dominate strength considerations, rather than the stresses in the bulk of the
structure. Second, unless one is looking for a Size Effect, the critical tests required to
detect it may not be run. Third, in the event that tests do show up a reduction in
strength with increasing size, the phenomenon may be attributed to other sources,
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such as manufacturing process variability (which may in fact be the cause in many
instances). Finally, in the development of large structures it is common to rely
extensively on subcomponent tests to modify preliminary designs, so that design
allowables defined by coupon tests may not be the arbiters of the final design.
EVIDENCE FOR A SIZE EFFECT
There is a significant, but inconclusivebody of evidence that there is a Size Effect in
composites:
• the mean tensile strengthsof glass, carbon (graphite), boron and aramid
filaments decrease with increasinglength (Refs. 1,18,19,20). This is a form of Size
Effect.
• the mean tensile strength of untwisted fiber bundles is less than that of
filaments and decreases with increasing length (Ref. 1)
• the mean tensile strength of twisted fiber bundles also decreases with
increasing length, but at a lower slope than for untwisted bundles (Ref. 1)
• tensile failure of unidirectional composites is associated with a statistical
accumulation of fiber breaks (Refs. 7,21)
• unidirectional tensile coupons are 18-51% weaker than impregnated strands
which have smaller volumes (Ref. 5)
• unidirectional tensile rings are 23% weaker than tensile coupons which have
smaller volumes (Ref. 12)
• flexural strengths of unidirectional coupons can exceed tensile strengths by
as much as 44% and compressive strengths by as much as 56% (e.g. Refs. 2,3,5,13)
• the flexural strength of 100-ply unidirectional coupons is 15% weaker than for
25-ply coupons (Ref. 14)
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• the reductionin laminate strength caused by circular holes increases with
increasing hole size (possiblybecause the volume of material subjected to a stress
concentrationincreaseswith increasinghole diameter)(Ref. 15)
• the burst strength of pressurevessels tends to decrease with increasing
volume of material,althoughthere are notableexceptions(Ref. 4)
• the staticcompressionstrength of specimenswith three holes in series is
11% lower than for a couponwith one hole, and the fatigue life (cycles to failure) is
69% lower (Ref. 16).
Figures in the presentation charts that accompany this extended abstract show the
length-strengthdependence of a number of fibers and twisted and untwisted fiber
bundles,and the variationof pressurevessel strengthwithmaterialvolume.
Here, we can only brieflysummarizesome of the key pieces of evidence suggesting
there may be a Size Effect. Obviously, each bit of data needs to be carefully
scrutinized for accuracy and to see whether there may be other reasons for the
observedeffects.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS METHODS
The statisticalmethodsof analysisusedfor compositestrengthcan be dividedintotwo
main categories. In the first, the material is treated at the macroscopiclevel as if it
were an effectivelyhomogeneousmaterial.The most commonmacroscopicapproach
to modelcompositestrengthis use of classicalWeibulltheory,as in Refs. 5 and 16.
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The second class of analytical methods is based on micromechanical statistical failure
models, as in Refs. 7 to 11. At least some of the micromechanics models predict a
Size Effect similar to that based on Weibull theory (e.g. Ref. 17). The micromechanics
twisted fiber bundle model of Ref. 1, which provides good agreement with
experimental data for aramid fibers, also predicts a Size Effect.
SIZE EFFECT IMPLICATIONS
If there is a significant Size Effect, an important implication is that use of standard test
coupons to establish design allowables for large structures could be very
nonconservative. To illustrate, assume that the strength of a composite material is
reasonably represented by classical Weibull theory (Ref. 6). Let S be the mean
strength of a volume V subjected to a uniform state of stress, and So the
correspondingmean strengthof volumeVo. UsingWeibulltheory, the ratio of the two
strengthsis givenby
1/m
s__=(Vo__)
-g- v
0
where m is the Weibull shape parameter, also called the Weibull modulus. This
formula is illustrated by the figure in the attached presentation that shows the reduction
in strength with increasing volume predicted by Weibull theory.
For example, consider a material whose strength coefficient of variation, C, is 5%,
which is a reasonable number for a well made composite. The Weibull modulus m for
this material is about 24 (m is approximately given by m = 1.2/C). The volume of large
structures can easily be four to six orders of magnitude greater than that of standard
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couponsused to define strengthproperties. For structuresin this size range, Weibull
theory predicts strength reductionsof about 25 to 40 %, which are obviously quite
significant.
Another consideration is that if there is a significantSize Effect, in analyzing the
strengthof large compositestructuresit wouldbe necessaryto use statisticalmethods
that take into accountboth size and stressdistribution.This is very differentfrom the
way we do businessat the presenttime.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Composite materialsdisplaystrengthcharacteristicsthat are similarto those of brittle
ceramics, whose strengths are known to decrease with increasing volume for a
uniform state of stress (Size Effect) and also are dependent on stress distribution.
These similaritiesraisethe questionof whetherthere is also a Size Effect in composite
materialsand structures. There is significant,but inconclusiveexperimentalevidence
for the existence of a Size Effect in composites. Macroscopicand micromechanical
statisticalmodelshave been developedwhichpredicta Size Effect and are in general
agreementwith experimentaldata.
The existence of a significant Size Effect in compositeswould be of great importance.
For example, it would mean that use of standard test coupons to establish design
allowables for large structures could be very nonconservative. Further, it would be
necessary to analyze the strength of large composite structures using statistical
methods, as is done for ceramics.
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The question of the existence of a Size Effect is of great theoretical and practical
importance. The issue can onlybe resolvedby a very carefulexperimentalprogram.
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OUTLINE
• Introduction
• Evidence for Size Effect
• Analysis of Size Effect
• Implications of Size Effect
• Summaryand conclusions
INTRODUCTION
• Metals
• Plasticity minimizes flaw sensitivity
• Little strength scatter
• Strength little affected by size
• Ceramics
• No plasticity
• Flaw sensitive
• Large strength scatter
• Strength decreases with increasing volume -"Size Effect"
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INTRODUCTION
• Polymer Matrix Composites (PMCs)
• No plasticity
• Flaw sensitive?
• Strength scatter between ceramics and metals
IS THERE A SIZE EFFECT IN COMPOSITE MATERIALS?
• If Size Effect exists, why isn't it obvious?
• Local stress concentrations typically dominate design
° Extensive use of subcomponent tests
• We may not have been looking for it
• May be attributed to something else - e.g. process variability
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INTRODUCTION
• Since ignoring Size Effect apparently hasn't hurt us, why should we care?
• Structure size increasing - e.g. bridges
• Critical to basic understanding of composites
• Important to separate basic effects - e.g. materials vs. processes
QUESTION
Does the failure stress level of a composite structure
subjected to a uniform state of stress
depend on the volume of material in the structure ?
That is:
Is there a "Size Effect" in composites?
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EVIDENCE FOR SIZE EFFECT
• Evidencesuggestive,but not conclusive
• Filamentstrengthdecreaseswith increasinglength and diameter
° Glass, boron,carbon,aramid,alumina,etc.
• Untwistedbundlestrength is weakerthan filament strengthand decreases
with increasinglength (Zweben,et al.)
• Twistedbundle strengthdecreaseswith increasinglengthat lower slope
(Zweben,et al.)
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GRAPHITE FIBER LENGTH- STRENGTH DEPENDENCE
(After Diefendorf and Tokarsky)
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GLASS FIBER LENGTH- STRENGTH DEPENDENCE
(After Metcalfe and Schmitz)
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TWISTED YARN STRENGTH MODEL
(Zweben, Smith and Wardle)
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EVIDENCE FOR SIZE EFFECT
• Composite tensile failure associated with statistical fiber break
accumulation (Rosen)
• Tensile coupons 18.51% weaker than impregnated strands (Bullock)
• Tensile rings 23% weaker than coupons (Hitchon and Phillips)
• Flexuralstrength can exceed
• tensile strength by44%
• compressionstrengthby 56% (e.g. Berg & Ramsey, Bullock)
• Four-pointbendstrength:
• 100-plycoupon15% weakerthan 25-ply (Wisnom)
• Laminatestrength decreaseswith increasinghole diameter(Waddoups,et al.)
• Pressurevessel burststrengthdecreaseswith increasingsize(Riedinger,et al.)
• For compressioncouponswith three holesin seriesvs. one hole:
• Staticstrength11% lower
• Fatiguelife69% lower(Chouand Croman)
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TENSILE STRENGTH OF S-GLASS YARNS, ROVINGS, AND
S-GLASS/EPOXY PRESSURE VESSELS
(After Riedinger, Kural and Reed)
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SIZE EFFECT IMPLICATIONS
• Design allowables from standard coupons may be very nonconservative
• Strength depends on stress distribution
ANALYSIS OF SIZE EFFECT
• Weibull theory (Bullock, Chou, etc.)
• Composite treated as homogeneous material
• Micromechanics statistical models (Rosen, Zweben, Phoenix, etc.)
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WEIBULL STRENGTH DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
F(o')=l-exp [. j'[ o" - q.i]nldv ]V
0
c = Zero Probability Strength, Threshold StrengthU
c o = Scale Parameter, Reference Strength
m = Shape Parameter, Weibull Modulus, Flaw Density Exponent
V = Material volume
COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND EXPERIMENTAL
FLEXURAL/TENSILE STRENGTH RATIOS
Weibull Theory Micromechanics Experiment
(Bullock) Statistical Model (Bullock)(Zweben)
1.35 - 1.44 1.3 - 1.8 1.35 - 1.49
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SIZE EFFECT FOR HOMOGENEOUS WEIBULL MATERIAL
For uniform state of stress
= IV] I/mSO
m = Weibullmodulus,shape parameterV = volume
S = meanfailure stress
Forcomposites
m = 5-45 (CV=25-3%)
.....VARIATION OF STRENGTH WITH VOLUME PREDICTED BY
WEIBULL THEORY ("SIZE EFFECT")
10(121
5(231
0.1
I 10 I0 Z 103 104 105 !06 107 108
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COMPARISON OF COUPON AND STRUCTURE STRENGTHS
PREDICTED BY WEIBULL THEORY
• Assume
• Classical Weibull theory (homogeneous)
• m = 25 (c.v, = 5%)
• Structure volume = 104 to 106 times coupon volume
• Predicted strenqth reduction = 25 - 40%
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
• Evidence for Size Effect significant, but inconclusive
• Weibull and some micromechanics models predict size effect
• Coupon data may be very nonconservative for large structures
• Possible 25 - 40% strength reduction
• Careful experiments needed to prove or disprove
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STATISTICAL SCALING RELATIONSHIPS AND SIZE EFFECTS IN THE
STRENGTH AND CREEP RUPTURE OF FIBROUS COMPOSITES
S. Leigh Phoenix
Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York 14853
(807) 255-8818
In this presentation we discuss a new theoretical model and supporting
experimental results for the strength and lifetime in creep rupture of
unidirectional, carbon fiber/epoxy matrix composites at ambient conditions.
First we review the 'standard' Weibull/power-law methodology that has been
standard practise. Then we discuss features of a recent model which builds on
the statistical aspects of fiber strength, micromechanical aspects of stress
transfer around fiber breaks, and time-dependent creep of the matrix. The
model is applied to 'microcomposites' consisting of seven fibers in a matrix for
which strength and creep-rupture data are available. The model yields Weibull
distributions in an envelope format for both strength and lifetime. The
respective shape, scale and power-law parameters depend on such
parameters as the Weibull shape parameter for fiber strength, the exponent for
matrix creep, the effective load transfer length (which grows in time due to
matrix creep) and the critical cluster size for failed fibers. The experimental
results are consistent with the theory, though time-dependent debonding
appears to be part of the failure process.
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INTRODUCTION
• unidirectional graphite/epoxy composites
• applications:
• pressure vessels, flywheels, centrifuges, beams
• scalings:
• reliable (Pf < 10-6), long life (yrs) under creep-
rupture
• want limited lifetime testing because of cost
• extrapolate across many size scales (109)
Comments:
• Focus mainly on unidirectional graphite/epoxy composites under high
tension
• Applications include:
• filament-wound pressure vessels (NASA, DOD)
• composite flywheels (DOD, SDI)
• gas centrifuge cylinders (DOE)
• structural beams
• Scaling problems:
• want structure to reliably sustain high tensile stresses for very long
time periods (many years)
• material subject to creep rupture (stress rupture, creep fatigue)
• high reliability means P(failure) < 10 -6
• want to do very limited creep-rupture testing because of cost; do
mainly strength testing
• want to extrapolate across size scale increases of up to nine orders of
magnitude (eg. microcomposites to strands to vessels to centrifuges)
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SOME ISSUES AND FOCUS
• fiber statistics, micromechanics
• time dependence via matrix creep and debonding
• reliability and distribution lower tails
• role of Weibull distribution (new distributions?)
• size scalings and power-laws
• QC spool screening (strength as a predictor of
lifetime)
• new theory and 'micro' experiments
Elaboration on issues:
• fiber flaw statistics interacting with micromechanics
• time dependence largely through matrix creep and progressive debonding
• reliability modeling and statistics for lower tails of failure distributions
• role of the Weibuli distribution for both strength and lifetime
• possible new distributional forms arising from micromechanics and statistics
• strength as a predictor for lifetime
• size scalings and power-law models for stress versus lifetime
• screening tests to reveal fiber spool-to-spool variations with respect
to fiber and tow damage
• links of performance to quality control
• Focus of presentation:
• focus on theoretical advances as well as experimental verification on
'micro' composites
• tie to general features of creep-rupture data as well as limited QC issues
for spools
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APPROACH OF PAST 25 YEARS
• brute force
• load strands and observe lifetimes (a few data sets)
• a few NOL rings and vessels; high cost
• fit Weibull distributions and power-law
• extrapolate in size and time (eg. DOE AGC)
• Previous modeling and testing approach:
• brute force
• hang weights on hundreds of epoxy-impregnated strands at specified
stress levels (LLNL, Toray, ORNL); costly and relatively few lifetime data
sets exist
• sometimes test NOL rings and pressure vessels; extremely costly and
only a handfu| of data sets exist
• fit Weibull distributions to strength data and lifetime data
• determine power-law curve for stress level versus mean lifetime
• extrapolate using power-law for stress level coupled with Weibull size
effect relationship (eg. DOE Advanced Gas Centrifuge)
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MODEL EQUATIONS
Hv(c_) = 1 - exp{- (<_/Oc,v);c} , (_> 0
Oc,v : C_c,vo(V/V0)"1/_;=
Hv(t,c_) = 1 - exp{- (t/tc,v(C_))13c},t > to
tc,v(C0 = to(cy/_c,v)'P, u < _c,v
• The above viewgraph gives the equations of previous methodology
• In these equations
_c is the Weibull shape parameter for composite strength
ffc,V is the Weibull scale parameter for composite strength
V is the structural material volume
V0 is the base volume (say of epoxy impregnated strands)
[Ic is the Weibull shape parameter for composite lifetime
tc,V((_) is the Weibull scale parameter for composite lifetime
p is the power-law exponent
to is a time constant
• Typical values of the parameters are
20 < _c < 30
0.15 < _c < 0.4
70 < p < 120 (pf is about 300)
seconds < to < hours
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QUESTIONS
• no micromechanical accounting of failure process
• dangers in extrapolation
• parameter values generic?
° QC on strand strength good enough ?
• accuracy of lower tail extrapolation for high
reliability?
Questions with the procedure:
• No micromechanical accounting of the failure process and no fundamental
model in terms of fiber (mechanics, statistics), matrix, interface and
micromechanical stress redistribution
• Thus, effects of material or processing changes cannot be predicted
• Cannot assess dangers in extrapolation to long times and large volumes as
stress levels and times of interest are outside data range
• Are parameter values 'generic' for a material type or can they vary with
the spool-to-spool or lot-to-lot 'quality' of the constituents?
Example: Unpublished case of 'good' and 'bad' spools of Hercules AS4 fiber
where p appeared to differ by a factor of 1.5.
• Are quality control tests on strand strength alone sufficient to ensure
proper creep-rupture performance?
• How accurate are Weibull strength and lifetime lower tails required for reliability
assessment (eg. P(failure) = 10"6)?
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THEORETICAL ADVANCES FOR STRENGTH
• Seek out major scalings
• Build on Chain-of-Bundles model (Zweben, Rosen,...)
• Key Features
• effective load transfer length
• fiber load-sharing constants around broken fibers
1, K1, K2, K3, K4,..., Kk,...
• material volume is V = mn (10 6 to 1010)
m = L/8 is number of bundles
n is number of fibers
Comments on theoretical advances for strength:
• New theoretical and computational advances allow more realistic load-sharing
calculations
• Also can relax chain-of-bundles assumption
• New developments beyond Weibull for nature of the strength distribution
• Will apply to microcomposite of six fibers in a hexagonal array
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CHAIN-OF-BUNDLES MODEL FOR MICROCOMPOSITES
1 2 ... m
- Fiber element length
m - Number of bundles
@ - Single fiber break
Comments on model for microcomposites
• this is an idealized structure for composites of 7 fibers actually
fabricated and tested
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SOME BUNDLE LOAD-SHARING CONFIGURATIONS
_,_, r_ = 7/6
_ 1 O Brokenfiber
(_ Unaffectedfiber
K= Loadconcentrationfactor
K = 5/3 _ K2 = 17/10
K2 = 6/5
Comments on load-sharing:
• This figure shows several configurations of failed and surviving fibers
• Loads induced on surviving fibers are calculated using a simple rule based on
geometric adjacency
• More complicated rules based on shear lag assumptions change the
calculated probabilities very little
• Bundle failure probabilities are based on failure progression through the
bundles
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WEIBULL ENVELOPE DISTRIBUTION FOR
COMPOSITE STRENGTH
for 1/_k < G / G8 < 1/_k-1
Hm,7(G) --_ 1 - exp[ - (o / Gk,m,7)k_]
d'_ = 1 d'2 = (1/7)[6(7/6) _ + 18(4/3)_]
d'3 = (1/7)[36(4/3)_(5/3)_ + 12(7/6)_ (17/10)_ + 18(7/6); (6/5)_
+ 12(4/3)_ (17/10)_ + 18(7/6)_(6/5)_ ].
Comments on Weibull Envelope:
• Resulting Weibull envelope in decreasing load has exponents _, 2_,..., k_, ...
based on the idea of the critical cluster size k (critical number of adjacent
breaks) at which a bundle collapses
• The constant d'k contains information on the progression of failure
configurations
• G8 and _ are the Weibull scale and shape parameters respectively for a fiber
element of size
• m is the number of bundles in the chain
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DOMINANT WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION FOR STRENGTH
Hm,7(o') = 1 - exp[- (O/Oc)_]
O'c = _3k*,m,7
_c = k*_
Comments on dominant Weibull distribution:
• One value of k denoted k* becomes dominant for the probability distribution
• The 'effective' Weibull shape parameter is _c and the effective Weibull scale
parameter is _c
• important to emphasize that the true distribution will have a downward concave
shape relative to this distribution, i.e., Weibull distribution is conservative
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WEIBULL/WEAKEST-LINK SCALING FOR FIBERS
In ( Stress [MPa] ) In ( Stress [MPa] )
7 8 9 5 6 7 8 9 10
.999 I I
.990 (mm) (MPa) 5
+ 5 6.5 6294
o 10 5.4 5283 1
.900 60 4.3 4099
600 4.0 2956 .999
0 .900
.500 .500 0
(/. = 1 ------_ A
_" ,_ z- .10o
-1jQ T- ,--
o v = -=,
c: 2 .010 ,,_0. [ -2 _" + -5 =
.100 .001
-3 .0001 +
+ -10
-4
.010
500 1000 5000 104 100 103 104
Stress [MPa]
Stress [MPa]
Comments on fiber distributions:
• Here we show the results of fiber strength tests measured at gauge lengths of
from 5mm to 500 mm representing a change of two orders of magnitude
° Sample sizes were about 100
• The graph on the right shows the data merged on the basis of a weakest link
transformation (reference length 5mm)
• Note that the strength is very close to Weibull over a decade of strength
• These results scaled to length _ become inputs for the microcomposite model
° The parameter t_ is a Weibull length-strength sensitivity factor and is about one
for these fibers
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CREEP-RUPTURE SCALING FOR FIBERS:
WEIBULL PLOTS
.900
.700 -
1.1.
.600 _
* -_--1.050
Loading failures x - _ = 1.000
.400 Censored data
+ - _ = 0.925
.300 I I I I I I I
.1 1 10 100 1000 10000 100000 1.E+6 1.E+7
Time [sec]
Comments:
• creep-rupture tests were run on single fibers at room temperature and three load
levels _b = 1.05, 1.00 and 0.925 times the scale parameter for fiber strength
• The gage length was 50mm and the effective number of samples at each stress
level was 36, 43 and 48 respectively
• A stepwise testing procedure was used based on a Coleman/Weibuil/power-law
formulation
• The results are plotted on Weibuii coordinates, and the Weibull shape parameter was
about 0.02
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CREEP-RUPTURE SCALING FOR FIBERS:
POWER LAW SCALING
Ln (Time [sec] )
-20 -10 0 10 20
4700 I I I = I I I ' I _l 8.45
* + X
45OO
_p = 294 8.4 _-_
:_ 4300
U)
8.35
¢.J) ,..
* t_ =0.5 sec _ P "J
4100 + t* =2.0sec (p = 294) _,
ox t* =5.0sec 8.30
3900 I I I I I I I I , I I I I r = I I I I
1.E-9 1.E-5 .1 1000 1.E+7 1,E+11
Time [sec]
Comments:
• Analysis of data yields conclusion that fiber lifetime depends on stress level
approximately as a power law with exponent p = 294
• Various assumptions are shown as to the time constant (the data did not have
enough resolution to be more precise)
• As the power-law exponent for composite lifetime will turn out to be almost two
orders of magnitude smaller, we will be able to ignore creep-rupture in the fibers
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STRENGTH OF 7-FIBER MICROCOMPOSITES
In (Stress[iPa]) Ln(Stress [P1Pa])
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Comments:
, Here we show strength results on seven fiber microcomposites
• We show results from two data sets involving two different epoxies
• The Weibull features discussed earlier are clearly shown
• The data does not follow the k = 1 line meaning that the composite does not fail
when the first fiber fails
• In the middle stress range k = 2 means that the composite fails when the
second fiber fails
• In the lower stress range k = 3 means that the composite fails when the third
fiber fails
• Had an order of magnitude more fibers been tested we might have seen a k = 4
region
• Note multiples of the Wcibuil shape parameter almost exactly
• The conclusion is that for scaling purposes in strength and composite size a
simple Weibuli framework is an oversimplification -- though conservative
• Nevertheless there does tend to be a dominant Weibull distribution which in
this case corresponds to k = 2.
• The dotted line in the Icftmost plot shows a maximum likelihood estimate of this
Weibuil distribution based on all the data, and the parameters agree closely with
those of the k=2 line
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THEORETICAL MODEL FOR LIFETIME: ELEMENTS
Jm(t) = Jo[1 + (t/to)O], t > O,
_i(t) = 8i[1 + (t/toi)O]I/2, t >_O,
Fs(t;cr i) = 1- exp{- (cri/cr_5);(1 + (t/t'o)0)a/2 ] , t > 0,
Comments:
• The first equation gives a power-law creep model for the matrix in shear under
linear elasticity (though a nonlinear law gives a comparable parametric
formulation)
• The second equation (Lagoudas, Hui and Phoenix 1989) shows how the
effective load transfer length is affected
• The third equation gives an equivalent lifetime distribution for an 'element' of
the composite
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THEORETICAL MODEL FOR LIFETIME:
GENERAL RESULTS
1/'K,k< o/o 8 < 1/'K,k.1
Hm,7(t;o) = 1 - exp[ -m7 _(t;o)]
d'k (°/crs)k_, 0 < t < t*0,k_1
_d'k(o/Cr_ )[:_'(t/t*O,k-1)(k"1)OtO/2, t*Ck(t;o')= 0,k-1< t < t_k.1
d'k-l(Cr/_8)(k'l)_(t/t*O,k-2)(k'2)aO/2 t#k_1 < t < t#k_2
]d'2(cr/cr_)2_(t/t'o)aO/2, t#z <t <t# 1
Ld'l(O'/O'81_' t#1 < t.
• The main result is that for a given load range, a segmented Weibull lifetime
distribution occurs in time depending on certain transition times
• The effective Weibull shape parameter in time for the corresponding segments
decreases with increasing time
• The first and last segments correspond respectively to initial 'static'
composite failure and no fiber failure whereby the composite lasts
indefinitely
• The lifetime parameters depend on the load range
• The conclusion is that for scaling purposes in lifetime and composite size a
simple Weibull framework is an oversimplification -- though conservative
• Nevertheless, for larger composites one Weibull distribution tends to
dominate depending on the load range and composite size scale.
• However under larger size and load level extrapolations, the effective
Weibull parameters change
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THEORETICAL MODEL FOR LIFETIME:
WEIBULL/POWER-LAW APPROXIMATION
Hm,7(t;o') --- 1 - exp{ - [t/tc(6)]13}
where
te(o) = t* (Or/Ok# )-P*O,k# +l,m,7
13=k # (zO/2, k# ",- k*
p* = [(k#+ 1)/k#]p
and
p = 2_/((ze).
Comments:
• The first equation is the dominant Weibull distribution for the lifetime of the
composite
• The second equation is the lifetime Weibuli scale parameter, which is a
power-law in stress level with the following parameters:
• a time constant (involving the parameters of the model)
• scale constant for stress (approximately the Weibull scale parameter
for strength)
• a power exponent which depends mildly on the critical cluster size
for time, is proportional to the fiber Weibull shape parameter for
strength, inversely proportional to the matrix creep exponent, and
proportional to a fiber weakest-link scale factor (taken as one here)
• Next we show that these features occur in the lifetime data on
microcomposites
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APPARATUS AND THREE LOAD LEVELS FOR
MICROCOMPOSITE EXPERIMENTS
Ln (Stress [MPa] )
AcrylicCover 8,2 8.3 8.4 e. 5 8,6
,999 / I ' I ' I ' I ' I /'
Main Rack ,99 _- pt-Pulley 4 +
;clmen ,9 _ ._/,/_e
9
.5
Table I, ,-F_.," [--'
I
-2 F
•-- /I +
..,Q / "_
_Q / + "-q
0 /
L / -4
O_
.81 l +
-6
83% 88% 95%
] ' ,
.081 , , ,, I , ,i,I , ; , , I , , ,, I,, ,,
3588 4888 4588 5888 5588 G888
Stress EMP_3
Comments:
• The left figure shows the basic creep-rupture apparatus involving hanging
weights and an air table
• The right figure shows the stress levels used in the experiment where % means
percentage of the scale parameter for strength
• Note that the 95% stress level is well into the k = 2 range for strength, the 83%
stress is well into the k = 3 range and the 88% is at the transition (see
earlier figure)
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LIFETIME DISTRIBUTIONS FOR UPPER TWO LOAD
LEVELS
Ln (LIFETIME [SEC]) Ln(LIFETIME [SEC])
0 5 10 15 0 5 10 15
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.,.1¢Sr
.5 t._ .5
b_ _ F" u_ F
3 3
>i ---MUE " >i "
•- -2 I-- '- . ! 7 "" I - - - MLE -2 F
"_,_ _=0.175 T -Q_ r_ n,o -l
0 _ 0 ,,J
L -4 L -4
O_ ,_, 0... ,_,
.61 .Ot
-6 -6
.661 i i i I _ i I 1 .661 I I i I s I = I
,1 166 166666 I.E+8 , 160 106666 I.E+8
LIFETIME: [SEC] LIFETIME [SEC]
Comments:
• The left figure shows lifetime results at the 95% stress level where the shape
parameter for an MLE Weibull fit is [_ = 0.175
• The right figure shows lifetime results at the 85% stress level, where the shape
parameter for an MLE Weibull fit is _ = 0.18
• The solid segments in the right figure are predictions from the theory (only
fitted parameters being 8 and x)
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LIFETIME DISTRIBUTION FOR LOWEST LOAD LEVEL
AND POWER LAW FOR LIFETIME VERSUS STRESS
Ln(LIFETIME [SEC])
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Comments:
• The left figure shows lifetime results at the 83% stress level where the shape
parameter for the upper tail is 13= 0.18
• The solid segments in the right figure are predictions from the theory
• As theory would predict, the lower tail has shape parameter about 0.36
• Lower stress levels would continue to show increasing dominance of this lower tail
as would larger composites and tails of even higher shape parameter would emerge
• Thus a simple Weibuli/power-law framework fails to model the complex
scalings in size, time and stress level
• The right figure shows a power law relating scale parameter for lifetime to stress
level. The power-law exponent p* is 55 in reasonable accordance with theory
• A key point is that the exponent for a large composite will be only a little larger
than half of this value
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MODEL PARAMETERS: FIBERS AND EPOXIES
PSR(1988) OPP(1989)
epoxy- DER331/DEH26 DER33 1/Jeff.T403
E 2000 MPa 2000 MPa
(_ult 65 MPa 50 MPa
_f 7-9% (dbn.) 5'6% (dbn.)
(0 0.22 0.36 [0.49])
(t o' 2 sec 3 sec)
fiber:
1 1
5.4 6.8
_1o 5283 MPa 6234 MPa
13 0.02 0.025 (?)
o 3oo 300 (?)
Comments:
• The above are mechanical and statistical parameters for two systems that have
been tested to varying degrees as discussed earlier
• PSR is Phoenix, Schwartz and Robinson (Composites Sci. and Tech.,1988)
• OPP is Otani, Phoenix and Petrina (J. Materials Sci., 1991)
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MODEL PARAMETERS: MICROCOMPOSITES
PSR(1988) OPP(1989)
composite"
8 (k = 2) 0.15 mm 0.57 mm
8 (k = 3) 0.25 mm 0.81 mm
os 11,500 MPa 9500 MPa
0.11 0.18 [0.24]
0 0.22 0.36 [0.49]
to' 2 sec 3 sec
p* 9 8 73 [55]
p 4 9 37 [28]
Comments:
• The above are the resulting best fit parameters to the microcomposites in
strength and creep rupture as discussed earlier
• The above are mechanical and statistical parameters for two systems that have
been tested to varying degrees as discussed earlier
• Note that the second matrix DER331/Jeffamine T403 seemed to give much longer
load transfer lengths and a higher creep exponent
• Note that a large composite would have a power-law exponent closer to p
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IMPACT SESSION
C.C. Poe Jr., Moderator
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Scaling of Impact Damage in Fiber Composites
StephenR. Swanson
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah 84112
ABSTRACT
Impact damage in fiber composite structures remains of much concern,
and is often the limiting factor in establishing allowable strain levels. The
complexity of impact damage formation usually dictates that experiments are
required, but scaling of results from small laboratory scale specimens to large
structures introduces additional uncertainty into the analysis. This
presentation gives the results of an analytical and experimental investigation
intended to develop procedures for prediction of damage formation and
subsequent strength loss, with particular emphasis on scaling of results with
respect to structure size.
The experimental investigation involved both drop-weight and airgun
impact on carbon/epoxy plates and cylinders. Five sizes of plates ranging
from 50 by 50 by 1.072 mm to 250 by 250 by 5.36 ram, and two sizes of cylinders
with diameters of 96.5 and 319 mm, were employed in the experimental
program. Impact tests were carried out over a range of impact conditions, and
specimens were inspected for damage by C-scan and de-plying. Analysis
procedures were developed for both quasi-static and dynamic impacts for both
the plates and cylinders. As has been reported previously, comparison of
predicted structural response and measured surface strains was quite good
over the entire range of sizes employed in the program.
The damage formation and strength loss after impact showed a
number of interesting features that are significant with respect to scaling of
size. The extent of delamination was observed to increase with specimen size
more than would be expected if stresses controlled the delamination extent.
This was explained on the basis that delamination is controlled by energy
release rates, and thus incorporates the usual dependence on the absolute size
characteristic of fracture mechanics. Additionally, the experiments indicated
that delamination initiated at matrix cracks and is dependent on the absolute
size of the ply group thicknesses. Both the initiation and propagation of
delamination are seen to be controlled by fracture mechanics parameters, and
thus show specific dependence on size that must be accounted for in
extrapolating results from laboratory scale tests to full size structures.
Regions of broken fibers were observed in the impacted specimens. In
contrast to delamination, the fiber breaks were best correlated with the
calculated specimen strains. Results in the literature indicate that delivered
fiber tensile strength (as opposed to the strength of dry fibers) is at most a very
weak function of volume. However compressive strength is influenced
strongly by a number of parameters such as stress gradients that would be
expected to give strong size effects.
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INTRODUCTION
• Scaling of experimental results from small scale
to large composite structures remains a
relatively unexplored subject
• Scaling of damage and failure appears
particularly complicated, and is not well
understood
• This paper will consider the results of damage
observed in scaled impact tests on carbon/epoxy
specimens
• We have performed impact tests that provide
experimental evidence on scaling:
• Plates and cylinders
• Airgun and pendulum impacts
• Scaling of results was examined with 5 sizes of
plates and 2 sizes of cylinders
• This paper will:
• Summarize the damage response
• Address effects of size on damage formation
OVERVIEW
• Review of impact experiments
• Summary of damage formation
• Highlight effect of scaling (size effects) on
• Delamination initiation
• Delamination propagation
• Fiber breakage
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REPRESENTATIVE PREVIOUS
WORK N SCALING
• Nature of damage in impact
• Boll et al., 1986
° Scaling of structural and failure response
o Jackson, 1990, 1992,1993
° Morton, 1988, 1991, 1993
° Swanson, Smith, and Qian, 1991
° Qian et al., 1990
o Qian and Swanson, 1990
o Wisnom, 1993
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POSSIBLE MODELS FOR SCALING OF
DAMAGE AND FAILURE IN FIBER
COMPOSITES
• Weibull
E/ /m
° Fracture mechanics
rye=constant
° Stress gradients
° Neuber
• Point and average stress, Whitney and Nuismer
° Point strain, Poe
° Compression model of Swanson et al.
° Different models have different implications for
scaling of damage and failure
° Understanding of the damage and failure process
appears to be vital to understand scaling
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SCALING OF STRUCTURAL RESPONSE
• Scale behavior of structural response obtained
by examination of governing differential
equations, and forming dimensionless coefficients
° This procedure followed for both plates and
cylinders
• Experimental test plan based on these results.
The test plan then utilized geometric scaling of
both specimen and impactor, with constant
impact velocity independent of size.
° Experimental results over 5 plate sizes and 2
cylinder sizes confirm structural scaling
procedures
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II.j Scalinq Rules
• Scaling rules were developed from the equations
of motion governing Impact response of
orthotropic plates
D (1)
_(_) ,__ +p(_x,y)=ph°2. (3)
5_x _)X2 +A44t'_)y _j2"
• Assume that the prototype and model are scaled
according to Tp = _,TTm in which the T are
typical variables such as displacements,
strains, etc.
• Substitute this relationship into the equations of
motion, and requiring similitude gives the
• Geometric scaling, both of structure and
impactor
• Constant velocity of Impact
• Time scales as ;L
• Impact force scales as _2
• Note that energy scales as _3 , while thickness
scales as _.,thus energy should not be
normalized by thickness
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IMPACT EXPERIMENTS
• Plates made from AS4/3501-6 Carbon/epoxy
prepreg, in 5 sizes ranging from 50 by 50 by
1.072 mm (2 by 2 by .042 in, 8 plies) to 250 by
250 by 5.36 mm (10 by 10 by .211 in, 40 plies).
Layup [(+72)_./02_]s
• Cylinders filament wound from IM7/55A
carbon/epoxy, in 96.5 and 319 mm ID. Layup
[+18/902]s
• Specimens scaled geometrically, along with
impact projectiles
• Specimens instrumented with strain gages
• Dynamic impacts carried out with air gun, using
cylindrical projectiles with hemispherical ends
that were 1, 1/2, and 1/4 of the projectile
diameter
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DELAMINATION PROPAGATION,
FRACTURE MECHANICS SCALING
• General expression for energy release rate given
by
G-Cro2af (a/w)/Q
• Includes absolute size effect.
• If usual scaling followed, delamination size at
constant impact velocity should scale with
specimen size.
• Experiments showed much larger increase in
delamination with specimen size
• Delamination initiation also has a size effect
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Delaminatlon Doesn't Scale
umm_ctci.uux
;L=4
Geometric Scaling:
Vo = constant
Experiment:
_.=4
I
_.=1
Vo=24.4 m/s Vo = 12.2 m/s
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DELAMINATION INITIATION SCALING
• Delamination initiation also has a size effect
• Experimental Evidence:
• Delamination appears to occur at stresses lower
than presumed allowables, in both plates and
cylinders
• Initiation stresses are function of absolute size
• Size effect likely due to delamination initiation at
matrix cracks
• Mechanism reported in the literature
• Sectioning shows delamination away from
neutral axis, where interlaminar shear stress is
highest
• Size of ply groups determines size of matrix
crack, and thus energy release rate for
delamination
• Ply group thickness scaled in our experiments
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FIBER BREAKAGE
• Fiber breaks observed in sectioning of plates and
cylinders
• Prediction technique compares calculated fiber
strains with allowable fiber strains (using maximum
fiber direction strain failure criterion)
° Simple prediction for size of broken fiber zones
compares linear analysis prediction with
allowables, neglects nonlinear damage effects and
propagation effects
• Predicted fiber breakage in general agreement
with experiment, but does not show nonlinear
effects
• Fiber breakage follows applied strains, does not
appear to follow fracture mechanics type scaling
• Loss of strength due to fiber breaks has been
correlated with residual strength by Tian and
Swanson; fracture mechanics scaling to be
expected
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SCALING OF FIBER TENSILE STRENGTH
• Apparently at most a small scaling effect on
tensile strength
• As reported in "Strength Design Criteria for
Carbon/Epoxy Pressure Vessels," Swanson, 1990,
industry results indicate no more than 20%
strength loss from all effects, in going from small
specimens to very large pressure vessels,
changing stressed volume by a factor of 106
• Thus tensile strength under uniform stress has
extremely weak size effect
SCALING OF COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
• Scaling of compressive strength appears to be
very complicated
• Literature indicates possible larger scaling effects
on compressive strength
• Apparent strong stress gradient effects, e.g.
compressive strength in bending higher than in
uniform stress
• Models considering support of adjacent fibers
influencing fiber microbuckling support these
gradient effects ("A Micro-Mechanics Model for
In-Situ Compression Strength of Fiber Composite
Laminates," Swanson, 1992). Models like this
predict stress gradient, and therefore scaling
effects.
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adjacent (nonbuckling) plies
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Model of axial plies laminated with non-
buckling adjacent plies.
Swanson, S.R., "A Micro-Mechanics Model for In-Situ Compression Strength
of Fiber Composite Laminates," ASME I. Eng Mtls Tech, _ pp 8-12 (1992).
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Shear mode of fiber microbuckling, with
shear resistance offered by the matrix
_xyI
#
'1 1
I
Additional shear resistance to fiber
microbuckling offered by adjacent plies
in compression failure of a laminate
'_yz
IoOoO
I o °°°!
axial plies
Z
x... adjacentplies
Swanson, S.R., "A Micro-Mechanics Model for In-Situ Compression Strength
of Fiber Composite Laminates," ASME ]'.Eng Mtls Tech, 114, pp 8-12 (1992).
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_OTHERCOMMENTS
• Accuracy of 2-d stress analysis near impact site
• Cairns and Lagace used 3-d elasticity solution
near impact
• For flexible structures, spreading contact stress
over the appropriate area using contact law
provides reasonable acccuracy with 2-d (plate,
shell) analyses
• Dynamic effects
• Division of impacts into "quasi-static" and
"dynamic" regimes can be accomplished on the
basis of the ratio of impact mass to effective
structure mass
• Both analysis results and damage observations
support this conclusion in the present
experiments
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
• Impact experiments carried out over 5 plate and
2 cylinder sizes
• Scaling of damage formation can be understood if
the damage mechanism is known
• Delamination propagation has a square root size
effect as predicted by energy release rate
• Delamination initiation has size effect as
predicted by energy release rate, presumably
from initiation at matrix cracks
• Fiber breakage appears to follow calculated
strains, without fracture mechanics effects
• Scaling of compression failure expected to be
different than for tension fiber failure
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Scaling Effects in the Tensile and Flexure
Response of Laminated Composite Coupons
David P. Johnson
John Morton
Virginia PolytechnicInstituteand State University
Sotiris Kellas
LockheedEngineeringand Sciences Co.
Karen E. Jackson
U.S.ArmyVehicle StructuresDirectorate,ARL
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Outline
• Motivation/Objectives
• Scaling Issues
• Experimental Program
• Preliminary Tension Results
• Preliminary Flexure Results
° Conclusions
Motivation
Testing
Certification
__J Expensive Full-Scale
Testing
Scale Model Testing
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Objectives
• Investigatescaling effects in laminatedcomposite
coupons loaded in tension
• "Scaling effects" defined as variations, with size, in:
Stress/strain response (shape)
Strength
Strain to failure
Damage initiation and propagation
• Correlatedamage modes with stress/strain plots
Outline
• Motivation/Objectives
. • Scaling Issues
• ExperimentalProgram
• PreliminaryTension Results
• Preliminary Flexure Results
• Conclusions
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Scaling of Coupon Dimensions
In-planeDimensions
Scaling LaminateThickness
Baseline (model) Size
(+30"/90"z)s, n-1
Ply-level (blocked plies) Sublaminate-level (distributed plies)
(:l:30"n/90"m)zs, n=Z (+30"/90"_)zs, n=2
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Outline
• Motivation/Objectives
oScaling Issues
. - Experimental Program
- PreliminaryTension Results
-Preliminary Flexure Results
- Conclusions
MaterialSystems
• AS4/3502 graphite/epoxy
Widely used thermoset resin
Typically "brittle" in its response
• APC-2 graphite/PEEK (AS4 fiber)
Semi-crystallinethermoplastic resin
Typically "tough" in its response
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Mechanical Response
Load/deflectioncurves0
0
0,O04 0.008 0.012
Strain
• Photo microscopy
- Dye penetrant enhanced radiography
Outline
• Motivation/Objectives
- Scaling Issues
- Experimental Program
+ - PreliminaryTension Results
• Preliminary Flexure Results
• Conclusions
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Mechanical Testing
• Specimen geometry (n = 1,2,3,4)
8 n plies
12.5_m
t 125nmm =
x
Z _ '_ Abrasivecloth
Stacking Sequences (AS4/3502)
• Lay-up A • Lay-up B
[30/-30/90/90]ns [45/-45/0/90]ns*
[30 n/-3On/9On/9On]s [45n/-45n/On/90n]s
-Lay-up C -.Lay-up D
[90/0/90/0Ins [45/-45/45/-45]ns
[90n/On/9On/On]s [45n/-45n/45n/-45n]s
n = 1,2,3,4 *APC-2 panels
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3-D Scaled Stress/strain
Response (AS4/3502)
500 ............ 800 .... .................. "" ' "
[+30190190]ns 4s [_+45/0/90]ns ._ _ 1
2
2s _pJ
Stress 1 " Stress 3(MPa) (MPa)
4
o o
0 Strain 0.014 0 Strain 0.016
Stress _2;1 _2SStress (MPa)
(MPa) t43p
0 Stmln 0.014 0 Stmln 0,014
3-D Scaled Stress/strain
Response (AS4/3502)
1
500 ..... 2[+30/90190]n, 4s
3s - 3
2s 4
Stress 1
(MPa) 2p
3p
4p
0
0 Strain 0.014
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3-D Scaled Stress/strain
Response(AS4/3502)
800 - ' 1' ' ' I ' ' ' I ' ' ' I ' ' ' I ' ' ' I ' ' ' I ' ' ' I ' '
[+45/0/90],,, 2
4_ 3S 3
2s
1 4
Stress 2p
(MPa)
/
, , , I = , , r , , , I , , , I , , I J I I L I I I I I I L I
0 Strain 0.016
3-D Scaled Stress/strain
Response(AS4/3502)
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3-D Scaled Stress/strain
Response (AS4/3502)
1
250 ' ' ' ....... ' ' ' ' ' .... ' ' ' ' 2
_4s 34
Stress f_ 1 -_ 2s
(MPa) 2p
3p
4p
_ _ _ ] , I I I f = = ! I I I I J I I I I J I I I I I
0 Strain 0.014
[+30/90/90]ns1- and 2-D
Scaling (AS4/3502)
1-D Scaling 2-D Scaling
400 ....................... 400 .......................
Stress _J 2S-8/_ Stress 2S'8
(MPa) (MPa)
0 0 ................
0 0.012 0 0.012
Strain Strain
2s-8 1-8
2s-16 f__i 2s-8 W_I
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[+45/0/90]ns 3-D Scaling
(AS4/3502 vs. APC-2)
AS413502 APC-2
1000 1000
4s
4s
2s 1
Stress Stress
(MPa) (MPa)
I I I I I
0 0 O.OZ 0 0 0.02Strain Strain
4S 4s
[+_30/90/90]ns(AS4/3502)
Damage Propagation
C
Stress
(MPa)
0 0.008
Strain
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[+45/0/90]ns(AS4/3502)
Damage Propagation
560
A . C. Extensive _ //
irl_:_; .A. ,rstpiy,a,ure-7" delaminatlon .11_
A B
• /'lllllml"_.___
/ _i_!i!i:i:i::i:!i:.: li:l:_.iti!t:i_:
0 0.012
Strain
Normalized Properties (Strength)
Ply-Level Sublaminate-level
2 , , 2 , ,
[:L-45/0/90]ns(AS4/3502) [:1:30/90/90]ns
[90nlOnl9OnlOn]s
Sx/_ 1 c O_ SX/S',on 1 - --
[90/0/90/0Ins /
[:L-45/0/90]ns (APC-2)
[_¢SnlOnlgOn]s(AS4/3502)
[:P:3OnlgOn/gOn]s
0 i i 0 i i
1 2 3 4 2 3 4
Specimen Size (n) Specimen Size (n)
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Normalized Properties (Failure Strain)
Ply-Level Sublaminate-level
2 ' , 2 , ,
[!-45nl±45ns 4 [+30n19On19On]s
[i"45/0/90]ns _ / [145nlOn190n]s
£,f / "gfxmI t _ ........................... dx/£,'xm 1, _ ....[90nlOnl9OnlOn]s'--'--__/'!
[±30/90/90]ns [901019010]ns [±45nlOnlgOn]s(APC-2) t
0 i i 0 i i
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Specimen Size (n) Specimen Size (n)
Normalized Properties
First Ply Failure Delamination Onset
Sublaminate-level Sublaminate-level
1.8 : ' [90/0/_0/0]ns\ 2 ' '..._'
- [+45/0/90]ns(AS4/3502)
Strain __fx/_ fm 1 Strain
_:d IF.,dxmI
0 I I 0 t ,
1 2 3 4 2 3 4
Specimen Size (n) Specimen Size (n)
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Outline
• Motivation/Objectives
• Scaling Issues
° Experimental Program
• PreliminaryTension Results
. ° Preliminary Flexure Results
• Conclusions
Mechanical Testing
• Specimen geometry (n = 1,2,4) _'_"_""
|
75 n mm
M
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StackingSequences
• Lay-up B
[45/-45/0/9012ns
[45n/-45n/On/90n]2s
• Lay-up C
[0/90/0/9012ns
[On/9On/On/O9n]2s
• Lay-up D
[45/-45/45/-45]2ns
[45n/-45n/45n/-45n]2s
[45/-45/0/9012ns and [,$=,_n/-45n/On/90n]2s
3-D Scaled Response
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[0/90/0/9012nsand [On/9On/On/9On]2s
3-D Scaled Response
1.5 ......... , ..... 1
P n 2
EbI
0 ' ' _
o 5 0.25 U
_ 1 2 4
[45/-45/45/-4512ns and [45n/-45n/45r/-4_.in]2s
3-D Scaled Response
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Outline
• Motivation/Objectives
• Scaling Issues
• Experimental Program
• PreliminaryTension Results
• PreliminaryFlexure Results
. • Conclusions
Conclusions (Tension)
• Distributedplies superior to blocked plies
• Matrix toughness can reduce/eliminatescalingeffects
• Delaminationmay play a significant roll
• Presenceof 0° plies lessens scaling effects
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Conclusions (Flexure)
• Non-uniform loading changes the nature of scaling
• Surface 0° plies fail by compressivebuckling
. Load introduction/structuraleffects important
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SCALING EFFECTS IN THE IMPACT
OF COMPOSITE BEAMS AND PLATES
John Morton
Department of Engineering Science and Mechanics
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
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MATERIAL AND STRUCTURAL SCALING
NEW MATERIAL
SYSTEMS
MATERIAL
SCALING
MECHANICAL PROCESSINGAND
FABRICATION
STRUCTURAL
SCALING
I NEW STRUCTURAL
COMPONENTS
I • FIBER DIAMETER - Not Practical !
° PLY THICKNESS - Residual stress effects I
• SUBt.AMINATE - Pertinent scaling parameters I
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SPECIMEN SCALE-UP
3-.DSCALING
IN-PLANE BS
SCALING SCALING
LAMINATE THICKNESS INCREASE
(+45°/+_45)s
BLOCKED PLIES DISTRIBUTED PLIES
(+45°n/.+_45°n)s (_+45°/+_45°)ns
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° TO IDENTIFY SCALE EFFECTS IN ADVANCED
COMPOSITE MATERIAL SYSTEMS
° TO FORMULATE MECHANICS BASED RULES FOR
SCALE- UP OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS AND
STRUCTURES
° LAMINATE FREE-EDGE EFFECTS
° RESIDUAL FABRICATION STRESSES
° DAMAGE
° SIZE-VOLUME EFFECTS
° INCOMPLETE SIMILITUDE
I Ill
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LAGACE, 1987. BATDORF, 1988
7.2
6.8 \In s,
_.,_ ,. ....._
6.2_'"i_!_iIii!!iiiiiiill
6 I
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1
In Vbl
BATDORF, 1988
l ln Sf = A- B In In Vbliii
Sf ="Failure Stress
Vbi= Boundary Layer Volume
A, B = Weibull's Shape Parameters
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• Geometric - exact replica
• Kinematic - homologous pcles...pts..,times
• Kinetic (Dynamic) - homologous parts...forces
• Constitutive - rate effects
- fracture mechanics
- residual stresses
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Non-dimensional Groups
h h h h
.5 = F_b_ .6 = _E_
D,,_ D,,ff
Scale factors Z_ = _ /
Conflicts:
Impact-analysis suggests
Zv = 1
But, if strain rate effects are important
Notch-sensitive materials will show size strength effects
_La -
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 ackson,989/1/t
/ Eccentricity
Eccentrically loaded composite
I beam?°lumn- _.......... / -F
,- _
0.8 ....... I ...... ! ' '' ! ' ' ' ! '' :
....................= .........! ....._ ......i.................4, i ............-
== o.s Hingeo
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0 ,,, _,,,I ,, ,I , , tl, ,,I,,,I ,,,
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End Displacement/Length
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/- Eccentricity
Eccentrically loaded composite / Scaled -Fbeam-column, length
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l,,il I ; "_
.,,I 0.3 ...................................................._...............................................-1
L- : -4
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:3 3/41 I .: _]
l.g 0.2 ........................................ i.................. ,.....................
-° I i"" 213 "= 5/6-' i _ An e' : -_ phit
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•KELLAS AND MORTON, 1990|
I
PLY LEVEL SCALING OF GRAPHITE-EPOXY
TENSILE SPECIMENS
+300n/90°2n Is
45°n/+-45°n ]s
90°n/OOn /90°n/O°n]s
+45°n/0°n/ 90°n]s
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OBJECTIVE
• TO STUDY THE EFFECT OF SPECIMEN SIZE,
STACKING SEQUENCE, AND MATERIAL SYSTEM
UPON THE FAILURE RESPONSE OF :1:45°
LAMINATES.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
• MATERIAL SYSTEM
AS4/3502
AS4/PEEK
• STACKING SEQUENCE
(+45°n/-45°n/+45°n/-45°n)s - Blocked Plies (n=1-4)
(+45°/-45°/+45°/-45°)ns- Distributed Plies (n=1-4)
• SPECIMEN SIZE
Length = 5.0 x n inches (n-l-4)
Width = 0.5 x n inches (n=1-4)
• LOADING RATE
0.1 x n in/min (n=1-4)- Constant strain rate
• DAMAGE EXAMINATION
Enhanced X-radiography
Optical Microscopy
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Stress/Strain Behavior - AS4/3502
40 _ _ _ _ _ " _ _ _ _ I .......i ........._......
(+45o/_450/+45o/_45O)ns 32 Distributed Plies
33
"_ 24 Distributed Plies
-_ 27
16Distributed Plies
20 8 Plies (Baseline)16Blocked Plies
13 32 BlockedPlies
7
(+45°n/-45°n/+45°n/-45°n)s
0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Strain %
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RADIOGRAPHS 
OF VIRGIN SPECIMENS 
FIRST AND SECOND PLY FAILURES - AS4/3502 
8 Ply Laminates - Size a 
(Original figure unavailable at time of publication) 
EDGE EFFECTS IN +e LAMINATES
Maximum normal strain, _:2
High normal strain. E2
=. .
Ply interfaces
_'-- Ply interface
___ I
__.% _-__' I
First-ply failure Second ply failure
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b_ Q_
:/

PINTADO AND MORTON, 1991
_callng of Impact Loaded Composite Beauts
! !
Quasi-isotropic AS//3502
Sublaminate Level Scaled Coupons
( *45 °, 45 ° , 0° , 90°) _ n = 2, 3, 4
Stiffness pa_'ameter [_
IMPACT SET-UP SCHEMATIC
Tmass m
Scale Geometry: _.D.),W, Xt, ;LS,?_L.
Scale Mass: _.C'm.
7
Scale Impact Energy: XOE,where the velocity V is constant.
?_is the Scale Factor.
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STATIC THREE POINT BEND
750
600 Size 4/4
150
Size 2/4
0
0.00 0.07 0.14 0_21 0.28 0.35
Deflection: 8 (in)
SCALED STATIC RESPONSE
900
Size 3/4
720
0
0.00 0.08 0.16 0.24 0.32 0.40
Scaled Deflection: 8/X
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IMPACT RESPONSE (NO DAMAGE)
1.10 !
• + t
0.86 i
Prediction
0.62
.9 Strain Gage
0.38
0.14
-0.10
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0
Time (ms)
IMPACT RESPONSE WITH DAMAGE
1.10 [
0.86
Prediction
0.14
Time (ms)
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SCALED RESIDUAL STRENGTHS
1.25
,= 1.00 O! _n 0 ! n _ 01_-, o
i ............0.75 _ ...... _ .... _ -.
= ! i
o Size:2/4 _ i
0.50 n Size: 3/4 t -P i "__o---d
z_ Size: 4/4 i [j 000"0"_ i
o_ j i ,i2.. i o o;"f...
o._ i
0.0 4.5 9.0 13.5 18.0 2"2.5
ScaledIncidentEnergy.:Eo/(13_.3)
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TYPICAL X-RAY RADIOGRAPHS OF IMPACT LOADED
SCALED SPECIMENS
• 4 3E:(_)E/:_I_-18oj
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IMPACT FORCE AS A SCALING PARAMETER
C. C. Poe, Jr.
NASA Langley Research
Hampton,VA
and
Wade C. Jackson
US Army Vehicle Structures Directorate
NASA Langley Research
Hampton, VA
ABSTRACT
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAR PART 25) requires that a structure
carry ultimate load with nonvisible impact damage and carry 70 percent of limit
flight loads with discrete damage. The Air Force has similar criteria (MIL-STD-
1530A). Both civilian and military structures are designed by a building block
approach. First, critical areas of the structure are determined, and potential
failure modes are identified. Then, a series of representative specimens are
tested that will fail in those modes. The series begins with tests of simple
coupons, progresses through larger and more complex sub components, and
ends with a test on a full-scale component, hence the term "building block." In
order to minimize testing, analytical models are needed to scale impact damage
and residual strength from the simple coupons to the full-scale component.
Using experiments and analysis, the present paperlllustrates that impact
damage can be better understood and scaled using impact force than just
kinetic energy. The plate parameters considered are size and thickness,
boundary conditions, and material, and the impact parameters are mass, shape,
and velocity.
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View Graph No. 1
OUTLINE
I. QUASI-STATIC IMPACT RESPONSE -
Large Impacter Mass
II. TRANSIENT IMPACT RESPONSE -
Large & Massive Targets
• Damage Initiation
• Damage Resistance
° Plate Size & Thickness
• Nonstructural Mass
• Impacter Radius
• This paper is divided into two parts based on the target responding in one of
two ways -- quasi-static and transient, which are characterized by large
impacter mass and by large target mass, respectively.
• The parameters to be discussed are shown in the list at the bottom of the
view graph.
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View Graph No. 2
ENERGY BALANCE MODEL
Equating the kineticenergyand workdoneby the impacter,
_1miv_= [Sm.xFd5+ ['_maxFdo_ (1)2 Jo J0
where the force-displacement relationship is
F =k6 (2)
and the force-indentation relationship is
F = noRl/2o_3/2 (3)
Substituting equations (2) and (3)into (1),
21mi V'2 = 1 k-lF2ax + 2 (noRl/2)-2/3FS/3-max (4)
• A relationship can be developed between impacter mass mi and velocity
and impact force Fmax by equating the kinetic energy of the impacter and
the work done on the plate, equation (1).
° The work is the sum of that associated with the flexural displacement & and
with the local Hertzian indentation _.
° Quasi-static force-displacement relationships given by equations (2) and (3)
were used for flexure and indentation, respectively. In equation (2), k is the
flexural stiffness; and, in equation (3), no is a function of the elastic
constants of the plate [1] and Ri is the radius of the indenter.
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View Graph No. 3
CALCULATED IMPACT FORCE -
QUASI-STATIC RESPONSE (NO DAMAGE)
........ I ........ I ........ ! ........ ! ........
6000 I _ Dynamic analysis I A$4/3501-6 [45/0/-45/90]..=I- -- Energy balance [ Kinetic energy = 10ft-lbf
5000 I Quasi-static
_ ! response
4ooo__ _5,,x5',
Impact __l_uap;ed e
force, 3000
Ibf d
2000 "'_...._t ....
i- 10"x10"
1000 17 i Simply supported
= 0.471 for simply supported
= 0.371 for clamped
0 r ....... I • , , , ,,1 ................ I .....
0. 1 10 100 1000 0000
co2/(k/mi)= (mi/mp)/_2
• For three square composite plates and a kinetic energy of 10 ft-lbf, impact
force is plotted against the fundamental frequency squared divided by the
ratio of flexural stiffness to impacter mass. For a uniformly thick plate, the
abscissa reduces to the ratio of impacter mass to plate mass divided by a
factor o_that depends on boundary conditions. Two plates have the same
size but different boundary conditions and two have same boundary
conditions but different sizes. The solid lines were calculated using a finite
element code that includes the equations of motion [1], and the dashed lines
were calculated using the energy balance equation in View Graph No. 2.
• The finite element results approach those from the energy balance equation
for large values of the mass ratio, indicating quasi-static response. For
quasi-static response, impact force increases with increasing plate stiffness
as evidenced by the effects of plate size and boundary conditions.
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View Graph No. 4
LARGE IMPACTER MASS -- QUASI-STATIC
RESPONSE
6000 ."; .... I .... I .... I .,_'' ' ' I ....
-/• AS4/3501-61
"/ • IM7/8551-7 I / I
2 s n Reduction5000 . Open ymbols- no damage/Reduc!io!
Filledsymbols- damage,,/ ,nmrce oy
y aamage
4000 Predictedusing •___ • • •
ImpaCtforce, _n_,rgy balan;
Ibf 3000 _ : • " "
1000 (45/O/-45/90)_.g]_a_Le__over 5_'x5"_tO"--
Ma,ss = 0.30 Ibm open0ng
0 __..... I .... I , , _ i I , _ _ , I , , , ,
0 10 20 30 40 50
Kinetic energy, ff-lbf
• Impact force is plotted against kinetic energy as circular and square symbols
for tests of AS4/3501-6 and IM7/8551-7 composite plates. Open symbols
indicate no damage, and filled symbols indicate damage in C-scans.
° The solid line was calculated using the energy balance equation. One curve
represents both materials since the flexural stiffnesses were essentially
equal. The ratio of (mi/mp)/o_2 was 250, indicating that the response was
quasi-static. See View Graph No. 3.
° The predicted and measured impact forces agree when there was no
measurable damage. Damage reduced the impact force by cushioning the
impact. The impact forces for AS4/3501-6 were less than those for
IM7/8551-7 because the damage was smaller as will be shown
subsequently.
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View Graph No. 5
TYPICAL C-SCAN AFTER IMPACT
[45/0/-45/90]6s AS4/3501-6 Laminate
• A C-scan of a quasi-isotropic laminate after impact is shown. The dark
circular region at the center indicates high attenuation caused by impact
damage. The damage consists of cracked resin, broken fibers, and
delaminations between plies. The region circumscribed by all the
delaminations is circular but not the individual delaminations [2].
• The damaged region was assumed to be circular, and the diameter was
calculated from the area A using do = "_/_.
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View GraphNo. 6
STRESSES IN ISOTROPIC PLATES WITH QUASI-
STATIC IMPACT RESPONSE
LOCAL SHEAR STRESS FAR-FIELD SHEAR FORCE
INTHIN CIRCULAR PLATE
_-2rc_
I F.I. I Maximum
stress
.... e
*Principal ,D
shear stress
countours
*Love's solution
Thick Plate [ D >> 2r c
_-2r c ._
I
• The diagrams on the left illustrate the shear stresses that cause damage in
the contact region for thick [3] and thin [4] circular plates, respectively. Here,
./
2rc is the contact diameter given by 2rc = 2(FRi / no)1/3 and no is
defined in View Graph No. 2
• The diagrams on the right illustrate the transverse shear force Q that
causes damage at some distance from the contact region in thin circular
plates [1].
° These results should apply to plates of any shape as long as the contact
radius 2rc or distance D is large compared to plate size.
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View Graph No. 7
DAMAGE RESISTANCE OF IM7/8551-7 AND
AS4/3501-6 [45/0/_45/,90]_ TAPE, 0.28" THICK5 .... ' _ ..... ' '1'o ;M_/8_si-_l:J
X' I[]ClarnpedN{:_,/,) N_J_. ,_A
4 "overopening5"-dia.-._.=.,,j,&_,,._._o _ Penetration "1
Static (¢0en symbols) Penetration7
Impact 3 lo.2Ibm (_
damagedo' _xed5id_ Idia., in. 2 c_ ,
I
- opening I
• Imoact(filledsvmbols) _,l__Q,=4121bf/in _ I
1 Damage_/_/ _ f/in.
....,....
0 0 '_ _ 10"00" _ 20"00 3000 4000 5000
Impact force, F, Ibf
• The diameter of impact damage is plotted against impact force for
AS4/3501-6 and IM7/8551-7 laminates. Test results are shown for both
falling weight and static indentation tests.
• The results for the falling weight and static indentation tests agree well. The
damage was not visible in C-scan images until a critical impact force was
exceeded. Then, the damage spread instantaneously, probably as
delamination growth. Afterward, the damage diameter increased in
proportion to impact force until penetration.
• The constant of proportionality is Q*/R, indicating that the damage increased
in size when a critical value of transverse shear force per unit width was
exceeded. Thus, Q* is a metric for damage resistance.
° The value of Q* for the toughened IM7/8551-7 was over twice that of
AS4/3501-6.
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View Graph No. 8
COMPRESSION AFTER IMPACT STRENGTH OF
AS4/3501-6 & IM7/8551-7 LAMINATES
t r45/0/-45/90]_ .......
0.015 .... i .... i , , , _O_28,,,thick i
Impact Impact
sRr_tingtChf JJt_L.=..__' "Static tests Imoact tests
to i, I" AS4/3501-e[
elastic _ I • IM7/8551-7 I
modulus ,m_ Open symbols - static indentation
0.005 _,_;4_:i,_ Filled symbols - failing weight
Damage
_-- initiation Penetration
t i | i | m | J
0 .... l .... I ....0 1 2 3 4 5
Impact damage dia., d , in.
o
• Residual compression strength is plotted against damage diameter for the
laminates in View Graph No. 7. Strengths were divided by elastic modulus
to give nominal far-field failing strains and to normalize strengths for small
differences between fiber volume fractions.
• Strengths do not decline until damage diameter exceeds about 0.8".
Afterward, the normalized strengths for the AS4/3501-6 and IM7/8551-7
were essentially equal for a given size of damage. Thus, residual strengths
can possibly be scaled in terms of damage size, irrespective of resin.
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View Graph No. 9
DAMAGE RESISTANCE FOR VARIOUS
THICKNESSES - STATIC INDENTATION
5 .... I .... I .... I .... I ....
[45/0/-45/90].s AS4/3501-6 uniweavefabric (RTM)
• 16 plies,Q* = 306 Ibf/in.I d, _F ._44 • 24 plies, Q* 310 Ibf/in.I 1/2"
• 32 plies, Q* 381 Ibf/in.I
• 48 plies, Q* 415 Ibf/in.I Clamped_'_/J/_'_"over 3"x3"_,,.._
Impact 3 opening _,_..4
damage
1 : j/'_• J Damage
,k/--initiation - oI /typ,ca,)
0 , I. ._ . I,. , , , I ,I , , I I , , , , ! ....
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• Damage diameter is plotted against impact force for static indentation tests
of 16-, 24-, 32-, and 48-ply quasi-isotropic laminates.
• The impact force for damage initiation and the value of Q* increase with
increasing thickness.
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View Graph No. 10
DAMAGE RESISTANCE VERSUS THICKNESS
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° Damage resistance Q* is plotted against laminate thickness for the test data
in View Graph No. 9.
° The values of Q* increase linearly with increasing thickness.
• Values of Q* for the data in View Graph No. 7 are also plotted for
comparison. The values of Q* for the AS4/3501-6 prepreg tape and resin
transfer molded (RTM) laminates were equal. As noted in View Graph No. 7,
the value of Q* for the IM7/8551-7 laminate was more than twice that for
the AS4/3501-6 laminates.
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View Graph No. 11
DAMAGE RESISTANCE FOR VARIOUS
PLATE SIZES - STATIC INDENTATION
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• Values of damage diameter are plotted against impact force for static
indentation tests of AS4/3501-6 quasi-isotropic plates of three sizes - 4"
circular, 9.5" square, and 21" square.
• The damage diameter decreased with increasing plate size. For 2"-, 3"-, and
4"-circular plates [1], the damage diameter was independent of plate size.
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View Graph No. 12
EFFECT OF LARGE DISPLACEMENTS
ON PREDICTIONS OF DELAM GROWTH
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• The diameter of a circular delamination is plotted against force for a circular
isotropic plate. The calculations are from reference 5 assuming a constant
value of mode II strain energy release rate GIIc = 8.56 Ibf/in.
• For small displacement theory, the delamination is predicted to extend
across the plate with no increase in force once a critical force is attained.
But for large displacement theory, the delamination is predicted to extend
only with increasing force. The increase in force to extend the delamination
(damage resistance) is due to large displacements. Thus, the increase in
damage resistance with increasing plate size in View Graph No. 11 is likely
due to large displacements. It is believed that the transverse shear force at
the delamination front is reduced by a membrane force that develops with
the large displacements.
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View Graph No. 13
DAMAGE INITIATION FOR VARIOUS
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• Indenter displacement is plotted against impact force for the static
indentation tests of the plates in View Graph No. 11.
• For a given force, displacement increases with increasing plate size as
expected. Displacements exceed plate thickness for the largest plate.
• Damage initiation is indicated by the drops in force for the displacement
controlled tests. The forces for damage initiation were relatively
independent of plate size as indicated by the dashed line.
• The magnitude of the drops in force decreases with increasing plate size
because the magnitude of the increase in displacement due to damage
decreases relative to the displacement of the plate. Thus, the decrease in
impact force due to damage should decrease with increasing plate size.
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View Graph No. 14i
DAMAGE INITIATION FORCE VERSUS THICKNESS
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• Impact force to initiate damage is plotted against laminate thickness for the
test data in View Graph No. 9.
• The impact force to initiate damage increases with increasing thickness to
the 1.56 power.
• Test data for the laminates in View Graph No. 7 is plotted for comparison.
Although the damage resistance of the IM7/8551-7 was more than twice that
of the AS4/3501-6, the force to initiate damage was only 1.2 times that of theAS4/3501-6.
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View Graph No. 15
DAMAGE INITIATION FORCE VERSUS THICKNESS
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• The test data in View Graph No. 14 is replotted with logarithm scales.
Calculations are also plotted for a constant value of transverse shear stress
Ir=rc . A value of "_rz= 13.0 ksi was chosen to fit the data.'_rz
• The test data and calculations agree well indicating that the initiation of
damage is associated with the transverse shear stress. As noted previously,
this damage initiation is likely delamination initiation and growth. For these
thin laminates, it is likely that matrix cracking initiates at smaller forces due to
flexural tension and shear.
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,., View Graph No. 16
I1. "TRANSIENT IMPACT
RESPONSE
• The followingviewgraphsinvolveimpactresponseof large,massive
targets.
View Graph No. 17
TWO-MASS/H EI_TZIAN-SPRING MODEL
Applying Newtonian mechanics to the impacter and plate,
dVp
m_dV_dt= -F, and mp dt - -F, (1)
where the force-indentation relationship is
F
= noRl/2o_3/2 (2)
and the indentation rate is
= v i + Vp (3)
Solving equations (1) - (3),
Fmax= (noRl/2)2/5(_5Mv_)3/_ (4)
where
- )-1M = (mi-1+ mp1 (5)
H ii i
• Using Newtonian mechanics and assuming that indentation is governed by
Hertz's equation, a relationship can be derived between the impact force
and the masses of the impacter and plate [6]. Flexural type deformations are
assumed to be negligible.
• The reciprocal of the mass term M in equation (5) is the sum of the
reciprocals of the impacter and plate. Therefore, equation (4) indicates that
the impact force is limited by the smallest of the impacter and plate masses.
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View Graph No. 18
CALCULATED IMPACT FORCE -
TRANSIENT RESPONSE (NO DAMAGE)
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• The impact forces in View Graph No. 3 are replotted against the impacter
mass. Calculations using the two mass/Hertzian spring model in View
Graph No. 17 are plotted also.
' For impacter masses less than 0.1 Ibm, the impact forces from the dynamic
analysis are equal because the duration of the impact is less than the time
for the waves to reflect from the boundaries [1]. Thus, the impact force is
unaffected by the boundaries.
• Impact forces calculated using the two mass/Hertzian spring model for the
10"-square plate were greater than those for the 5"-square plate because
impact force increases with increasing M, which increases with increasing
plate mass.
• Calculations using the two mass/Hertzian spring model and the dynamic
analysis agree only when the impacter mass is less than 0.002 Ibm. For
impacter masses greater than 0.002 Ibm, the calculated values are greater
than those from the dynamic analysis because flexural displacements
increase with increasing impacter mass.
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View Graph No. 19
IMPACT FORCE VS. KINETIC ENERGY FOR
21"-SQ. PLATE FALLING WEIGHT
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• Impact force is plotted against kinetic energy for falling weight tests of the
21"-square plate. Damage was revealed in C-scan images of only one of
the three plates. It appears that the damage did not have a significant effect
on the impact force. Damage caused only a small drop in load for the static
indentation test of a plate of the same size in View Graph No. 13, indicating
that damage would only reduce impact force slightly.
• Calculations are also plotted for the energy balance equation and the two
mass/Hertzian spring model. The measured impact forces were about 40%
greater than those calculated using the energy balance equation. For the
21"-square plate, the mass ratio (mi/mp)/a2 is 15. In View Graph No. 3, the
impact force from the dynamic analysis for the 10"xl0"-square plate at
(mi/mp)/O_2 = 15 is also about 40% greater than that calculated using the
energy balance equation. On the other hand, the measured impact forces
were about 50% less than those calculated using the two mass/Hertzian
spring model, indicating that the flexural displacements were significant
though less than quasi-static values.
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View Graph No. 20
IMPACT FORCE VS KINETIC ENERGY FOR
VARIOUS PLATE SIZES - FALLING WEIGHT
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• Impact force is plotted against kinetic energy for falling weight tests of the 4"-
circular and 9.5"-square plates. Damage was visible in the C-scan images
of all these plates. The data in View Graph No. 19 for the 21"-square plates
is included for comparison. The impact forces for the 21"-square plate were
less than those for the 4"-circular and 9.5"-square plates, which were about
equal.
• Calculations are also plotted for the energy balance equation. The mass
ratio (mi/mp)/a 2 is 530 and 77 for the 4"-circular and 9.5"-square plates,
respectively. Thus, the dynamic analysis results in View Graph No. 3 for a
kinetic energy of 10 ft-lbf indicate that the response to the falling weight
should have been quasi-static for the 4"-circular plates and nearly quasi-
static for the 9.5"-square plates. Although impact force increases with
increasing kinetic energy, the type of response and hence the difference
between impact forces calculated with the dynamic analysis and energy
balance equation was not significantly affected by variations in kinetic
energy [1].
° The impact forces measured for the 4"-circular plates were about 40% less
than those calculated using the energy balance equation, whereas those
measured for the 9.5"-square plates were equal to those calculated using
the energy balance equation. Since the impact response for the 4"-circular
plates was quasi-static, the 40% difference between measured and
calculated impact forces was caused by the damage, much as in View
Graph No. 4. For the 9.5"-square plates, the damage and transient effect
appear to have canceled one another resulting in no difference between
measured and calculated impact forces. Thus, damage can offset plate size
effects and confound interpretation of experimental results.
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View Graph No. 21
DAMAGE RESISTANCE FOR 4" CIRC. PLATE -
FALLING WEIGHT & STATIC INDENTATION
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• Impact damage is plotted against impact force for falling weight tests of 4"-
diameter circular plates. Static indentation results from View Graph No. 11
are plotted for comparison.
• The falling weight and static indentation data coincide, much as those in
View Graph No. 7. As discussed in View Graph No. 20, the response to the
falling weight should have been quasi-static.
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View Graph No. 22
DAMAGE RESISTANCE FOR 9.5" SQ. PLATE -
FALLING WEIGHT & STATIC INDENTATION
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• Impact damage is plotted against impact force for falling weight tests of 9,5"-
square plates. Static indentation results from View Graph No. 11 are plotted
for comparison.
° The falling weight and static indentation data coincide, much as in View
Graph No. 21. As discussed in View Graph No. 20, the response to the
falling weight should have been nearly quasi-static.
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View Graph No. 23
DAMAGE RESISTANCE FOR 21" SQ. PLATE -
FALLING WEIGHT & STATIC INDENTATION
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• Impact damage is plotted against impact force for falling weight tests of 21"-
square plates. Static indentation results from View Graph No. 11 are plotted
for comparison.
° As discussed in View Graph No. 20, the response to the falling weight
should have been transient. Nevertheless, the falling weight and static
indentation data coincide, much as in View Graphs No. 21 and 22. Thus, the
relationship between damage size and impact force was not noticeably
affected by the type of response.
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View Graph No. 24
DAMAGE SIZE VS KINETIC ENERGY FOR
4" CIRC. PLATE - FALLING WEIGHT & GAS GUN
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• Damage size for gas gun tests is plotted against kinetic energy for the 4"-
circular plates. Impact forces could not be measured. The falling weight
results in View Graph No. 21 are plotted against kinetic energy for
comparison.
° The damage sizes for the gas gun and falling weight tests were equal. The
mass ratio (mi/mp)/O_2 is 3.6 for a 4"-circular plate. For this mass ratio, the
dynamic analysis indicates a transient response for a 5"-square plate in
View Graph No. 3, but resulting in an impact force nearly equal to that
calculated by energy balance. One would expect the response of a 4"-
circular and 5"-square plate to be similar, indicating that the damage size for
the gas gun and falling weight tests should have been equal.
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View Graph No. 25
DAMAGE SIZE VS KINETIC ENERGY FOR
9.5" SQ. PLATE - FALLING WEIGHT & GAS GUN
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• Damage size for gas gun tests is plotted against kinetic energy for the 9.5"-
square plates. The falling weight results in View Graph No. 22 are plotted
against kinetic energy for comparison.
° The mass ratio (mi/mp)/_2 is 0.53 for a 9.5"-square plate. For this mass
ratio, the dynamic analysis response is transient for a 10"-square plate in
View Graph No. 3, resulting in an impact force nearly 60% greater than that
calculated by energy balance. One would expect the response of a 9.5"-
and 10"-square plate to be essentially the same. Even though impact forces
should have been greater for the gas gun tests, the damage sizes for the gas
gun and falling weight tests were equal. Thus, the difference between
calculated impact forces was probably moderated by the damage.
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View Graph No. 26
DAMAGE SIZE VS KINETIC ENERGY FOR
21" SQ. PLATE - FALLING WEIGHT & GAS GUN
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• Damage size for gas gun tests is plotted against kinetic energy for the 21"-
square plates. The falling weight results in View Graph No. 23 are plotted
against kinetic energy for comparison.
• The mass ratio (mi/mp)/_2 is 0.11 for a 21"-square plate. For this mass
ratio, the dynamic analysis response is transient for a 10"-square plate in
View Graph No. 3, resulting in an impact force more than 100% greater than
that calculated by energy balance. One would expect the difference
between calculated impact forces for a 21"-square plate to be even greater
without damage. Greater values of kinetic energy were necessary to
produce damage for the falling weight tests than the gas gun tests, indicating
that the damage did not completely moderate the differences between
impact force as in View Graph No. 25.
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View Graph No. 27
IMPACT RESPONSE FOR LARGE
STRUCTURAL MASS
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• Impact force is plotted against impacter mass for falling weight tests of two
filament-wound rings [7]. The kinetic energies varied over a fairly narrow
range of 49.8 to 60.6 ft-lbf. One of the rings was filled with inert propellant
and one was empty. As a result of the inert propellant, the mass of the filled
ring was about seven times that of the empty ring. The rings represented 12-
ft. diameter, 25-ft. long cases of the same thickness for solid rocket motors.
• The impact forces decreased with increasing impacter mass and were
greater for the filled ring than the empty ring. These values of force are
much greater than those shown in the previous view graphs for relatively
thin plates. No damage was visible in C-scan images for these values of
kinetic energy and indenter diameter.
• Calculations with the energy balance equation and the two mass/Hertzian
spring model are plotted for comparison. A static indentation test was also
conducted on each specimen to measure flexural stiffness. These values
were used in the energy balance equations. The inert propellant resulted in
only a 25% increase in flexural stiffness.
• For the smallest impacter mass, the forces from the tests were within 10%
and 15% of those calculated with the two mass/Hertzian spring model for the
filled and empty rings, respectively. With increasing impacter mass, the
forces asymptotically approached those calculated with the energy balance
equation -.-more closely for the empty ring than the filled ring. Calculations
with the two mass/Hertzian spring model correctly account for the differences
between ring masses.
• The ratios of impacter mass to ring mass varied from 0.068 to 0.46 for the
empty ring and from 0.0096 to 0.065 for the filled ring, indicating also that the
response was transient. For the smallest impacter mass and filled ring, the
mass ratio was smaller than that for the gas gun test of the 21"-square plate
in View Graph No. 26.
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View Graph No. 28
IMPACT RESPONSE FOR LARGE
STRUCTURAL MASS
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• Impact force is plotted against effective kinetic energy Mvi2/2 for the filled
and empty rings. Damage was not visible in C-scans nor dents on the
surface for tests within the shaded region. The use of effective kinetic
energy causes the data for the filled and empty rings to coincide.
° Calculations with the two mass/Hertzian spring model agree with the test
data only for the smallest values of kinetic energy, which correspond to the
smallest values of impacter mass. Some of the discrepancy outside the
shaded region is due to damage; however, most is due to flexural
displacements, which are not included in the two mass/Hertzian spring
model. Of course, these flexural displacements are much smaller than
quasi-static values as indicated by the large discrepancy between the
impact forces from tests and those calculated with energy balance in View
Graph No. 27.
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View Graph No. 29
LOCAL DAMAGE DEPTH VS. CONTACT FORCE
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• Depth of fiber damage is plotted against contact force for static indentation
tests of coupons cut from filament-wound rings like those in View Graph Nos.
27 and 28. Results are shown for 1/2"-, 1"-, and 2"-diameter hemispherical
indenters. The damage consisted of matrix cracks and broken fibers; no
delaminations were observed. The extent of fiber damage was determined
by pyrolyzing the coupons and examining the layers of carbon fibers.
° The force to initiate the damage and the depth to which it grew increased
with increasing indenter diameter.
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View Graph No. 30
LOCAL DAMAGE DEPTH NORMALIZED BY
CONTACT RADIUS VS. CONTACT PRESSURE
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• The damage depths in View Graph No. 29 were divided by the contact
radius and plotted against the average contact pressure, which was
calculated by dividing the contact force by _crc2. The contact radius rc was
calculated using Hertz's equation in View Graph No. 15. The data for the
various indenter diameters coalesce.
• Two contours of principal shear stress from Love are plotted for values of 43
and 31 ksi to bound the data [7]. Agreement between the tests and
calculations indicates that a principal shear stress criterion can be used to
predict the onset and growth of local damage in thick laminates. The contact
pressure to initiate damage is 2.15 times the principal shear stress.
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View Graph No. 31
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
• For large impacter mass, response is quasi-static, and impact
force can be predicted using energy balance.
• For large target size or mass
- response is transient and impact force predicted using energy
balance is too small.
- Impact force predicted using the two mass/hertzian spring
model is upper bound.
• Impact damage reduces impact force.
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View Graph No. 32
CONCLUSIONS
FOR THIN PLATES
• Impacts caused delaminations.
° Delaminations initiated when a critical transverse shear stress was
exceeded.
° Delamination size
-increased linearly with increasing impact force.
- corresponded to critical value of transverse shear stress per unit
width (damage resistance).
• Damage resistance
- increased with increasing plate thickness.
- increased somewhat with increasing plate size.
- appears to be associated with large displacements.
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View Graph No. 33
CONCLUSIONS
FOR THICK PLATES
° Impacts caused only local damage in 1.4"-thick plate - no
delaminations.
° Damage initiated when a critical contact pressure was exceeded.
° Damage size
- increased with increasing impact force.
- corresponded to a critical value of principal shear stress.
- increased with increasing impacter diameter.
I
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